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reason

of

prevails

ull

this

we

find in the glaring posters on every corner,
which tell thes: people ‘that the Republic
has been proclaimed,” and that they now
live in a free country.
There! look np there to the lett. There
are the somber ruins of the old castle of
Faucigny, for which the province is nam-

ed.

Itis on an eminence

most

perpendicularly

twelve

hundred

appears

feet

almost

This peak

which

on

this

or

more,

inaccessible

seems

isolated

rises alside

some

and which

on any
from

the

side.
main

range, and, jutting out into the valley,
must afford a most perfect range of vision

for miles in both directions.

A little far-

ther we leave at our left the eastle of Cha-

tillon, and suddenly

find oursclves com-

pletely walled in. There is eviden'ly no
possible way to get out of this valley, except to retrace our steps, We Lave thought
the same

several

times

since

we

started,

but now we know it. Ah! vain man. We
turn a sharp corner and find ourselves
within a few rods of a cleft in the mountain
chain.

We enter

a pass,

compared

with

whose grandeur the White Mountain Notch
dwindles into insignificance. It could not
be much narrower than that,

but

the cliffs

tower on either side indefinitely higher.
_ We have passed the little village of Cluses, the inhabitants of which are chicfly engaged in the manufacture of watches, and
far up the bluish-yellow limestone cliff, is
seen the entrance of a stalaciite grotto,
which we are told is eight hundred feet
above the

river-bank.

A

little

farther on

we see qu'te a river issuing from the rocks
at the side of the road, shortly after which,

we come in sight of, and pass close under,
the

cascade

of

Arhentz,

the

waters

(f

which fall from the rocks hundreds of feet
above us. The stream is so small that long

Compensation.
Afler the night, the morning’s dawn,
Paling and blushing with pearl and rose ;
The greenest, sunniest fields are born,
Fruit of the high-piled winter snows.

before it reaches the mountain base, it becomes more and more indistinct, till only a
vapor is seen, resembling a cloud tipped

up sidewise against

the

mountain

side.

After the storm, the rainbow gleams,

At the foot of the mountain,

Filling with beauty the heavenly dome ;
Neath lowering clouds the sunlight streams;
After the voyage is rest at home.

again forms itself into a stream, the course

of which varies considerably

however,it
acc rding to

the direction of the ‘wind $ a southerly wind

up the valley,
There is no sorrow, no pain of life,
: blowing it some distance
But bears from its anguish something sweet ; and a northerly one in the opposite direcPast the long hours of weary strife
tion.
A little farther, and, as we emerge
Comes Victory with her snowy feet.
from behind
this mountain which has
Through death is life ; each pain and loss,
hitherto concealed i*, we behold directly
Each grief we bear is heavenly prize; before us the dazzling peaks of Mont
By his long anguish on the cross,
Blane, - ‘ The Moparch®of the Mountins®
Christ won our rest in Paradise.
appears in all Lis glory,

Then; count pot Jost the hopes that full
Like leaves in autumn, one by one;
Nor deem the light is vanished all,

dimensions

vening space.

As the dark, dreary night wears on;
You shall know
That through
As you saw the
The night was

Special Correspondence.

streets of Geneva, and have thought, if it
looks like that when forty miles ani more

what

must it be

bail with gladness the
morning
which finds

rather on, the

banquette

near

by?

So we

beautiful autzmnal
us seated ir, or

of the

Diligence

en route for Chamounix,
For some miles we pass in rapid succession beautiful c!dteaus, which in their per-

fect tidiness may well be the

and his immense

annihilate

It looks

behind the spur of the
are told that it is twelve

straight line!

to

the

be

inter-

surely not

piide of their

respective
owners.
About
four
miles
brings us to the little village cof Aunemasse, where a ruinous stone structure of

mountain.

But we

miles d'stant in a

Here we pass

the quiet vil-

Thy

springs are in the cloud, thy stream

Begins to move and murmur first .
Where ice-peaks feel the noonday beam,

Or rain storms on the glacier burst.”

route, to

St.

which place we

Gervais-les-Bains,

take voitures

to

perhaps

they

fields in the distance,

turning

from which,

Pas, Chapeau, F égére ; ascend mountains,

AMATEUR.

buildings

Nebraska

Correspondence,

wi

one hun-

are

situated

mountains, which

rise on one side within a few feet .of.them,
almost perpendicalarly, to a hightof two
thousand feet or more, and on the other, a

few rods away, just across the stream
which drains the valley, to about the same
hight. The portion of the building across
the end of the square, we at once recogvize as the original one, with its low sto-

and

railroad

sixty acres

‘bounds.
or

of land

within

This they must live on
can, after

living

on

the

honorably as well as frankly with England,
and we look only for manliness and closer
fellowship in the future intercourse of the
Lwo nations.

quietly,

oners by the mob at the Ho'ei de Ville,may

gome

in our

We do not krow how

land six months and making certain improvements, ‘‘prove up,” pay two hundred
dollars and receive their deed from the
Government.
ELECTIONS.
:
Our County and State elections occurred
on the 11th inst., and were important, as

and

When

Es.

I came to exchange the associa-

of

the

Pacific

States,

away

it was

trom those

no easy thing

associations of

twenty years, leave the old haunts of early
boy-hood days, and fake up a residence in

the

far-off

west.

But often the most seri-

ous duties and the most unwelcome changes
of our lives work cut the most auspicious

results,

We are too much inclined to want

things our own way, and too little disposed

have

not materially changed

the previous political status.

The gains by

each party in ore quater have been offset
by their losses in another, leaving the
Republicans far in the ascendan', with the
Democrats

to break

vorite, resort, - The

hundred

wave.

charity for cianers,

We

own or in foreign lunds, is mission work,

The question now is one of home labor, to which
motives
now
The

of patriotism

sppeal.

Our ‘country is

on trial. He then spoke of our dangers.
first danger is from the foreign element

among us, But lie was hopeful that our schools
will educate them, that the Irish will learn to
think before they vote, instead of voting wildly
as

at first.

As

to

Chinese

immigration, about

which some poli icians are timid, if we ean stand
the Irish, we ¢un stand ’¥he Chinese.
tianity

Our Chris-

muststand the incoming of foreigners, or

it can not go out «nd meet heathenism,
The

at the west

shall deal

?

next danger is the vast mass of ignorance

and

south, which we must educate

and open up to the light.
The

thiid

and

greatest

danger

arises from

at a sudden bend in the road, we find Mont
prosperity.
Never was there such a race for
Blane confronting us again, in all his overwealth before.
Our only possible aristocracy is
that of wealth.
powering immensity. And so we continue,
He thought we need fear no other dangers, for.
repeating these same wild scenes, with
KRIBERY, &r,, IN R, I.
eign or internal.
The attacks on Christianity
now and then a ruined castle on some bar- upon them depended some questions of
The late political campaign in R. I. had must be met by restating our doctrines without
ren hight, on throvgh the pleasant valley ‘local interest. The question whether or some pitiable features, 1t is a small state, ‘losing their edge. But he beliéved so strongly in
of Servoz, which is said once to have been not we would grant one hundred thousand
and a long purse has more than once suffic- Christ as God and the wisdom of God, that he
had confidence our Christianity was safe ; but we
the bed of a lake, past the monument rear- dollars to each of three rail-roads as subed to determine the vote, This year per- need men and women of intense faith, self-denial
ed in this wild mountain region to a Mr. F. mitted to the tax-payers of our County,
sonal spites and ambitions have had free and power with God and men. Thuis land is to
A. Eschen, whose nsme some will remem- some months since, was decided in the
play. Mr. Jenckes,who has served as repre- be redeemed by the power of religion and by sace
ber as a German translator of Horace, and affirmative.
;
:
This vote renders the comple- sentative in Congress, charged that Senator rifice for Christ.
who perished while attempting the ascent tion of three important rail reads through Sprague, who was intent on securing the
The great audience remained interested to the:
of the Buet in 1801; still on, until we come
this County, inside of two years, quite posi- election of his opponent, Mr Eames, had close, though the rain,falling rapidly,taught them
out upon the beautiful valley of Chamou- tive. The question was most thoroughly been engaged in treating with the enemy what they must meet in going home.
THURSDAY,
nix, and into the shadow «f the
‘ Mon- discussed, through the press and otherwise, in Texas during the war, furnishing arms,
Thursday morning opened pleasant, and with a
arch of the Mountains.”
and we think wisely decided.
&o. for the sake of getting cotton ; and that precious prayer-meeting led by Rev. R. B.Stratton
We find it hard to realize that we are
EDUCATIONAL INTERESTS.
the evid-nce of this was so clear, ample of Worcester,in which many took part. Rev. Mr. now really riding along the very base of
Halt Dennen of Woburn afterwards read the report of
We are happy to say that our educational and palpable, that Judgc-Advocate
Mont Blanc. We can not appreciate its
interests are receiving a due amount of urged a formal accneation and trial. -Mr, the Committee on education among the Freedsize at first; it takes the mind
some time
Sprague makes only a genial denial, though men, which he followed by an address on the
to compass its dimensions. Our first ex- attention in this new state. This town is it is sufficiently severe in terms and passion- subject.
erecting a fine school building,/—fine for a
perience is one of awe, and we feel like
Gen. 0. 0. Howard made a lengthy address on
ate in spirit, and the public feeling shares
standing with uncovered head, in silence ‘new country,—which is designed for the 2c- the intensity. At the election it is charged the condition of things at the south, on the politicommodation of the graded schools of the
cal dangers of the country, on the education and
before such a mighty presence. Instinctplace. The building is of brick,two stories. that votes were bought in multitudes with capacity of the colored people, and highly comively our thoughts are lified from the efhigh, and 40 ft. by 55 ft. At the present scarcely an attempt at disguise, that the mended this association,and explained, in answer
fect to the Cause; from the gift to the
time the graded schools are under my cou- arrested parties promptly obtained bail at to questions, that it had not received as much
Giver, and the words of David come into
trol, having about two hundred pupils. Our the counting room of the Spragues, and it assistance from the government in proportion to
our mind: ‘‘ Lord, thcu hast been our
the monéy
given, as some others. Rev. G. D.
winter term will open in the new building, is, claimed that the cases will be brought
dwelling place in all generations. Before
to ‘a speedy trial. The whole affair is Pike read a report on the religious ‘Work among
the first of December.
the freedmen.
=~
the mountains were brought forth, or ever
thoroughly disgraceful.
A
CHURCHES.
Rev. J. W. Haley of New Orleans spoke of the
thou hadst formed the earth and the world,
THE WAR,
L
wants of the whites as well as thebl cks at the
Every effort is being made by various
even from everlasting to everlasting, thou
south, and hoped churches would be founded for
The
failure
of
the
negotiations
looking
fo
denominations
to
gain
strength
and
estabart God.”
We seem to be in the very
both without regard to color or races. Rev. J.
presence-chamber of the Almighty, and a lish themselves throughout the West. The an armistice between the French and Prus- Scott,for seven years at the south, gave account
sian forces is the main event which has of revivals, in his church, of the low condition of
deep peace seems to pervade the’ very at- success of some is-positively cheering ; and
signalized the past week. That failure excit- the old churches there, and of the auvahce made
none
are
doing
more
than
the
M.
E.
and
mosphere, and the psalmisi’s words come
ed
equal surpriseand regret. Itis not known in temperance and in other matters. He showed
But the growth
again to our mind: ¢* The mountains shall Presbyterian churches.
precisely
where the hitch occurred. Favre the necessity for the formation of new churches.
bring peace to the people.” As we pass of these churches does not depend so much
Rev. E. A. Ellsworth, for a time in North Carsays that Bismarck's refusal to allow Paris
upon
strong
membership
and
a
superior
on, up the valley, our thoughts are perfectolina,now of Weymouth,Mass.,spoke of the work
to
be
revictualed
was
the
canse
of
the
failure,
ly expressed
by another,—‘ For the ministerial force, as upon the fact that they
of Christian teaching,of the need of new spiritua)
and of course he makes this the occasion reformation and of liberal benefactions to this
strength of the hills we bless thee, Our have means to back them up. They are so
fortunate as to have a special fund which for another rhetorical charge against Prussia cause the coming year.
God, our fathers’ God !”
;
and of a sonorous appeal to Erance to be
On the work among the Indians, Rev. S. S. N.
Passing the Glacier des Bossons, noted they can appropriate to this frontier misGreely,of Oswego N. Y.,read an elaborate essay
brave
and
unyielding
;
all
of
which
is
chiefly
for its large size, and extending into the sion to a good advantage.
meant to affi ct outside opinions and policy. reviewing the history of our treatment of them,
L. C. Cuaske.
valley an unusual di-tance, we soon find
But the fact that a riot broke out in Paris and thecught we are now called upon to save a
Beatrice, Neb., Oct. 30th, 1870.
ourselves at the pleasant little village of
remnant
of
those people;
and Rev.
E. P.
at once, when it was suspected that the Smith, now appointed by government to an agenChamounix, where our guide-book truly
Provisional Government contemplated ar- cy among the Indians,gave account of the wrongs
says we may spend a day or a month to
- Events of the Week.
ranging an armistice, that violent threats done them and of the hopes and plans for their
————
good advantage. From this point we may
abounded, and that the leading members of benefit. The whole forenoou service was well
THE
ELECTIONS,
male the ascent of Mont Blane; visit the
the
Government were held fora time pris- attended, the large house of the Lawrence St.
famous Mer de (lace, Jardin,
Mauvais
The e¢lections on the 8 h inst. passed off

kuown out of

in a narrow defile of the

be led off on any wild erusade for the sake
of keeping any party in power, nor eonsent
that ary unjust or unmanly policy shall be
pursued toward England, whose interests
are bound up so closely snd vitally with our.
owr. The" attitude of England during our
late struggle was by no means what we
Lad aight to expect; but Jonathan is not
a perfect saint yet, and so may well have

patent;

ourselves (in a beautiful valley, with quaint
little Swiss houses, vineyards and hay-

from

rivals ¢ Crawford’s ” or the ** Glen" among
cur own New England mountains, as a fa-

Law. A new Homestead Law was passed
by Congress some months since, which has
but recently taken effect, and which grants

and thenthey will receive their

Chamou-

vicinity, now

much all this means, nor what’ may come
of 'i%, but we do not ‘believe the péople will

five years,

Soon we enter
which, we find

tions « f kindred and friends in Ohio for those

immedia‘e

Counties, where they. ean enter land, one
quarter section each, under the Homéstead

ready to fall and crush us.
a tunnel, emerging from

dred by fifty feet, you will see thut the
place which a “few years ago was hardly
its

the. topmest

to all ‘honorably discharged soldiers” one

nix. When I'tell you that these Baths of
St. Gervais boast a building which encloses
three sides of a square

go ‘on into Webster, Fravklin and Nuckolls

Above us the mountain towers lofiily,
and looking up, we see immense rocks jutting out over the road, and which stem

lage of Sallanches, where most of the Dil- visit caves, cascades, or a score of other
igence lines stop for- dinner.
Ours, how- things of interest, some of which we shall
ever, proceeds a litile farther, off the di- “hope to describe in our next letter.
rect

1

GENEVA TO CHAMOUNIX.
:
We have often seen Mont Blate from the

away,

to

more than twenty minutes’ walk away, just

at last that loss was guin,
your weary, toilsome way,
stars in your life sky wane,
leading to heavenly day.

S———

seem

Nor earth within her bosom locks
Thy dark, unfathomed wells below.

a

respectable

distance behind.

Massachusetts has elected the state Republican

ticke*, notwithstandingi] the combined

efforts of the Democrats and Workingmen,
and keeps its previous Congfessional representation unchanged.
The election
in
New York City was unusually quiet, the
election law having kept back about 25,000
fraudulent votes, giving Mayor Hall about
26,000 majority, instead of his usual 50,000.
The Democrats elected their Governor by
50,000 majority, but the Legislature is
cliimed for the Republicans.
In other
states, nearly a score of which held eleetions,

has

explanatior.

the

usual

The

instinet

for

Govself-

by Prof. E.

A.

Park. of Andover

Seminary,
who, huving just
returned
from
a step behind a compromise, they play the Palestine, gave pleasant reminiscences. of his last:
bully in part to avoid an attack.—Napoleon observance of this feast at Jerusalem near where
it was first instituted, close by the place where
has also been interview ed, and he says that | our Savior was crucificd,in sight of the Mount of
he likes Wilhelmshohe better than the | Olives, not if from Geth-emune.
But as Christ
Tuileries, that his life a3 Emperor has been is no respecter of persons,neither is he of places,
full of peril and bardship ard disappoint- and his residence is in the heart that mourns for
ment, that Frauce is not at all likely to | sin and that loves him. The communion season
maintain a republic, and that he has no | wus pleasant snd profitable,
Senator Patterson of New Hainps
spoke of
ambition to see his son tuking such a bauble the triumph of the principles of the Pilgrims and
as the
French Crown.
One muy chocse
the resulting responsibilitics devolved upon us,
between the two interpretations of this talk, He spoke of the history of the compuct on-board
the Mayflower, of he eharacter of the Pilgrims,
—make it the utterance of a real philosopher, or a new versicn of the Fox's tirade and of their spirit gained (rom the Bivie. This
gpirit is now needed,

against the grapes.

American

The report on the foreign

Missionary
—

Asso.

siunuries

The annual meefin®of this society was held in
Lawrence, Mass., on the 9:h and 10th inst. Rev.
E. N. Kirk,D. D., President, occapied the chair,
though in broken health, atthe opening meeting on Wednesday afternoon, and the annual
report was read by Rev. M. E. Sirickly and Rev.
Geo. Whipple, Secretaries. It gave a view of
the work the past year, commencing with that
among the Freedmen,in two paris,—education

and religion.

but

are

not

For Fducationul help the Associ-

yet

numerous,

for

we

seek

notto

be sent

was

read by

that more mis-

to Africa, and’ spoke

of the

providential preparation of this society for this
work,
Tae report on work among the Indians
was read, aud Sveretary Whipple explained that
the change in the
government secretaryship
would produce no change of policy toward the
Indians.
Donations were reported of $5 000 from one
gentleman, and various sums from others, among
them §10 for a minister supposed to be dead.
Oue gentleman in Peon, had ictended
to be
queath $20,000, to ths scciety, but had decided to

E—

ation now chiefly directs its funds toward Normul
schools, Colleges and Theological Seminaries,
These were spoken of as the most economical,
encouraging,
refining and elevating means of
extensive influence, raising up and educ ting
teachers and ministers among the blacks.
As to
the religious work, churches have been founded

work

Rev. C. B. Smith, r commending

make

|
|
|
|

it ‘4 donaiua

a3

8000

as

HU

INstitallon

should be recommended
for endowment,
and
this had been done.
i
Rev.C. G. Hammond, of Chieagn, reported on
the Treasury, that there was a debt of $77,000;
but
the society hus real estute to a large extent
in
lands and sctionl buildings.
The progress of the
work

had

required

expenses,

such

as

had

been

incurred, but it should be paid as soon us posproselyte, but to elevate the whole mass.
The
sible. The suiject for Thursduy evening was
future will rather increase the wants as expenses
the Chinese in America, with report by Rev, W.
increase, but the country owes a debt to the
Gladden, of North Adams, who gave account of
colored people, and will see it paid. This memothe coming of the Chinamen to that place and
rial year reminds us that the pilgrims and the
the work which they were doing, and, what was
slaves came to this country the same year, but
hew different their characters and history!
The | being done for them,
This meeting cf the Association, as a whole,
duty of the Pilgrims toward those who formerly
was considered ove of the best and most ruccesswere slaves, and who are now emancipated, is
ful ever held,
The address. by Rev,
H, W.
now most pressiig. The work among the IndBeecher was an attraction added to the eonvenjans shows us four agencies as-igned to tuis socieience of the place of meeting, and the I’. R. fa.
ty by the government, lo whom good men are
cilities offered by return passes.
’
appointed with hope of reforms.
The Chinese
The singing was excellent, most of the time
in America receive attention from this society as
by a fine choir, and at other times by the whole
a part of its special work.
congregation, I'he officers were re elected about
The foreign bill shows us the Mend mission
as formerly, and the association goes on with
in West Africa,with three stations,eight missionfair prospects,
Its aim now is to strengthen the
aries from this country,and four native assistants.
centers of its influence
the south for raising
In Jamaica are four churches sustained with 445
members,and twenty-five addiions the p st year.
The three missionaries in Siam and one in the

Sandwich Islands from this society, have called for very little aid the past year, as tho
missions are chiefly self-sustaining. —Various
committees

were

appointed

upon

the

several

topics in the report,

WEDNESDAY EVENING

The address of Rev. II. W. Beecher was given
on Wedaesday evening, the house being densely
crowded, and at the same time a meeting was

held in the

Free

up teachers and I

Rel

forth.

It hus 12

high and 8 normal schools, and { ‘olleges

under

its care, with 533 persons sent into service, of.
whom 16 were Free Baptists, under their care, The number of =cholars in day schools when lask

reported,
was 19,600, in night schools, 2 348, in
Subbath schools, 16,254, But statistics are dry
pickihg. The love of Christ and of souls should
however make them interesting. The work of
raising the degraded is often silent but salutary,

and may God bless the efforts.

R. M. 8.

Baptist church, addresséd by

Pleasure is not often found where it is sought,
Gen. Howard and others, which was also very
full. Mr. Beecher commenced by alluding to L Our brightest blazes of gladness aré commonly
Mills and to early missionary plans, and to the
kindled by
unexpected sparks.
The flowers
which scatter their odors from time to time; in
changed aspect of the work of missions since
those meetiugs which he remembered in his fa- the paths of life, grow up without ewlture from
ther’s study. All that is done for others, whether
geeds scattered by chance. []

;
be

Theologieal

preservation, snd seeing an overthrow only

by far the gieater part return Repub-

to endure the hardships so essential to our
lican majorities.
There were the usual
uncertain age is pointed out as the Custom
usefulness and spiritual development.
‘| ballot-box riots in several places, resulting
House; for this is the Sardinian frontier,
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA.
in several deaths and numerous wounds.
and formerly an.examination of baggage
Through,
this bricf article, the attention
was compelled here.
Now, however, that
THE PRESIDENT AND SC. COX.
of our eastern friends, who design coming
useless custom is abolished.
On we go,
ries, quaint balconies, and unique Swiss
Since the retirement of Sec. Cox from
leaving on our right the Saléve range, with towers. But the portions forming the west, is called to Beatrice, and the Big his positicn, the press of the country has
Blue Valley, as being among the desirable
the four towers of the old castle of Etram- sides are built of stone, and ure of medern
generally commented with some
locations
of the north-west. As first in im- very
biére 1ising just across the river, at the construetion. And so we find all through
severity and more regret upon the apparent
portance,
we
would
say
that
south-eastern
base of the Petit Sa'éve.
Still on, winding
this country,
that much
of the original
surrender of Gen. Grant to the politicians,
up the banks of the Arve, crossing the charm and attraction is lost by the intro- Nebraska is the most healthy region: of | and bis failure to stand firmly by his prinMenage, a wild mountain torrent far below
duction of ““ up town ” hotels, and similar country, perhaps, we:t of the great lakes. ciples and by a faithful public servant.
us, by one of those model stone bridges of foreign ideas, where there should be, in- It is but very rarely, indeed, that we have Both the President and his friends are
Alpine granite, so frequent in this country. stead, only a Swiss inn, to preserve the any cases of ague or fever. Beatrice, the evidently feeling the weight of this public
For some distance here the road is cut liter- harmony. And still, if we were to pass county seat of Gage County, and having a protest, and the full text of the corregpondally in the side of the mountain, and re- some months here, we presume we should population of alout eight hund:ed, is situ- ence that opened the question at issue last
minds us more than anything we have yet be glad to exchange the cramped quar- ated twenty-five miles north of the Kansas summer, has been published, as an attemptstate line, and sixiy-five miles west of
seeh of the celebrated ** Horse-shoe Bend
ed vindication of the President and his
ters. of the inn for the airy rooms and beton our own Pennsylvania Central Railroad. ter table, (this last in particular.) of a mod- Brownville, the latter a flourishing town advisers, We are glad'that the voice of
on the Missouri river. The location of
To accomplish this feat .we have taken on ern hotel.
the people has been heard, and that their
Behind the bath-houses is the
Beatrice is de cided)y plessant, if not picturan extra horse, which makes our number
Cascade de Crepin, a fall of rare picturremonstrance takes effect at head quarters.
esque, being on a beautiful eminence, on
The case i3 not particularly changed in
esqueness,
with its wild surroundings,
even six.
:
The Diligence in which we perform the formed by a glacier-born stream which the left bank of the Big Blue river. This appearance by this new#testimony. The
warkable as affording the best
journey resembles the best New England flows through the valley. Very near this Fiver is ren
Sueretary is in some sense a victim sacriwater power in the state; and on account
|
chiefly
have
country stage-coaches, except that it is in- fall ure tbe hot-springs which
ficed to the demands of partisans who act
of its beauty, it has been called by some
Here we
definitely larger, and will accommodate
on the maxim, “To the victors belong the
given the place its notoriety.
the Mohawk of the west, At this poing, gpoile,” The protest is too weak rather
probably twice a8 many passengers. It is find sulphurous water, at a temperature
an extensive flonr and saw-mill
divided into four apartments, with as many of one hundred and four degrees Fahren- we have
than too strong,
]
managementof Roper, Wether.
the
under
different prices for tickets, the most desira- heit,
:
A NEW PROGRAMME, *
land & Co. These gentlemen are men of
ble of which, as well as the highest priced,
sThe papers report that Gen. Butler has
Until recently the Diligences have been superior business capacity; and the fact
is the banquette, situated on the top, snd unable to go farther than Sallenches, near
been interviewed, and that he propounds a
that
their
flour
took
the
first
premiun
at
the
protected from the sun and rain by an this point; but since the completion of that
plan for uniting and vitalizing the imperawning. In New England it would seem glorious engineering triumph, the high state Fuiv held at Brognville this fall, is iled Republican party by giving it a definite
perhaps a sufficient guarantee as to their
strange to pay more for riding outside than road, by the French government,
ohject and policy, such as will rally all its
the
inside, but here the scenery being the prin- whole distance to Chamounix muy easily success in the manufacture of this article. stragglers and stir the heart of the country.
cipal attraction, and the top being the best be accomplished by the heaviest vehicles.
«
EMIGRANTS,
The project is to demand an immediate
place to view it, it follows that an addition- After leaving St. Gervais-les-Eains we
gettlement of the Alabama claims against
The
fall
emigration
began
about
six
.al price is charged. Sohere we are on the make, a gradual aseent, for miles, following
on the basis of Mr. Sumnei’s
weeks ago, during which time we have England,
top, at twenty-six francs, and each hour,
the course of the Arve, which we soon witnessed about one hundred new arrivals statement of the case, It is hoped this may
yea,. each mioute, makes us glad of the
far below ‘us, Now tbe road is cut per week ; pd we find those emigrants etfectually and at once appeal to patriot.
choice we have made.
¢
:
. leave
the mountain side, the outer edge being composed of men yot ut all wanting in en- jsm, pride and the pocket, and arrest the
But while we have been considering the in
by a pointed wall of stone; lean: terprise and intelligence. "A large major- disintegrating tendencies that are beginning
protected
Diligence we have moved steadily forward,
over which we see in the depths of the ity of them are temperate and well educat- to show themselves, make the antagonists
ing
on through two or three little Swiss towns,
narrow valley, and almost under our very ed men, whose swarthy complexion andy forget or compromise their differences,
past several villas,either of which would be
feet, the stream which our own poet Bry- sunburnt hands indicate the industry which strike the popular heart, enlist the sympaworthy of notice. All- along the route we
of
every new country weeds. Many of these thy of the Irish, and so i
are continually reminded that we are in ant has correctly described thus:y —
Repu lican
vicinity,"where they enthusiasm thut it shall bear the
this
in
stop
s
French territory. Every little town seems
emigrant
“Not from the sands or cloven rocks,
nominees into power, two years hence, on
to have emptied its inhabitants into the
can get land at a'out $5 per acre; others
Thou rapid Arve! thy waters flow ;
I

suggest another
ernment

church being fairly filled, but not crowded.
Thursday
“afternoon the sacrament of the
Lord’s supper was e: lebrated, being eonducted

So

;
Oxr1088,

the Family.

The

gala-day

¢
oie
“a

a
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poor, in numberless instanceseat the crop,
80 to speak, before it is cut. They harvest and pay up the makajon, or tender, as
far as they are able, and then resolutely begin a new score, paying three measures for
two for the use of grain six or eight
months! Thus the rich become richer, and

Ermmanications.
Hindu Economy.
A

A—

Perhaps in nothing does national eharacter become more manifest than in the
economy of the masses. For instance, a

cases!

Their humors baflle us, their

say-

ings bewilder us;

we

doubt

the reality of

their experiences,

and deem

their words

flighty.

Bat let this power to understand

and appreciate your words and feelings be
given

one,—one who

when you meet

him

dat. gg

a ot

you instinctively know and feel understands
the poor poorer, whilé, ¢‘ the borrower is you; to whom your words are not vague
servant to the lender.”
:
‘and senseless ramblings of mind ; who can
Yankee, and especially a live Yankee, the
;
J. PHILLIPS.
catch at your thought as a quick-witted
world over, is known and understood to be
Santipore,Aug. 9th,1870.
person catches at a hint; who can put hima being that is bound to go ahead, and
P. S. Sikteen days later. There has self at your stand-point, and look at your
make his enterprise, whatever it may be,
at
length been a heavy fall of rain, and on life and troubles for a moment through
“ pay;” while John Bull, by no means
the
14th, before our neighbors had been your eyes; who, without having felt them,
wanting in energy, and sufficiently fond cf
able
to derive any bedefit from their understands your feelings ; who appreciates
the pay, has so high a regard for comfort,
bandb,
down came the flood, and its fate your errors and your virtues, sees your weak
good cheer and vested rights, that his
points and your strong ones; who is able
progress is less rapid than is his brother was that of the house built on the sand!
to interpret yourself to yourself, and thus
The:
supply
of
water,
though
late,
will
Jonathan's.
:
add to your inward knowledge ;—such
a
. The Hindu differs essentially from both | probably save our district from the calamperson,and such a person alone, is able fulthese. lis theory, yes, and practice too, ities of another famine, though a full crop
ly to sympathize with you. He understands
J.P.
is, ** move when you must.” He believes can not now be expected.
in rest, and acts under

the

law of necessi-

ty.

and

not withouta

It has

been

said,

tia.
RA Ae
TEL

a eTTy
rT

you,

‘Descendants of the Puritans.

basis of truth, that a Hindu never runs
i
when he can walk, never walks when he ||
It is now just two and a half centuries
can stand; never stands when he can sit ’ since the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth, and

and never sits when he can lie down. | |
Hence his normal state is decidedly one of
rest. Should he by any accident be sur|
prised into the exercise of a little wise forethought and prudent economy, the act |
must be set down as abnormal, and

not in

this year is observed as a Jubilee in their
memory.
Every Congregational conference of churches has some service in reference

to

this

fact.

But

that memory

and

the blessings which they brought to this
| continent belong not only to the Congrega-

aecord with his well known and fully recog| tional churches who observe
the year, but
nized constitution. Exceptions, of course,
|alike to all denominations of Christian
there are to all general rules. But here as
| who here enjoy religious freedom. The
elsewhere, thé -exceptions only prove the
Puritans contended for religious rights for
rule. The genuine Hindu takes serene
repose,

and is constitutionally

agitation’ and

excitement

both temporal

and

com ign easy
things as
‘has.
arise, capable of
renity of even the
pressure comes, he
happiest mood to

i the purity of the churches, for freedom of
| conscience, for delivery from dead formal-

opposed to

in all matters,

spiritual.

ism,
from hierarchical rule and from all
| despotism,and now not only the Congrega-

The Hindu knows ffl well that to secure

|| ples.

his full crop,.his rice land must be flooded.

rains

the |

spread out on

But to meet

are

late,

the

case,

the {

when

fail altogether, {

partial, or

why, such an emergency is unprovided for
in the Hindu

Bg

&
§
i

medium

His presence is a source of strength and
moral inspiration to you. Around him the
wings of your better life escape the vacuum,

and find

an atmosphere

which they can

beat, and on which they ‘can rise.

I cannot but think that it was this facul-

ty to understand
and appreciate the nature
and need of every human heart, finding
irfinite expression in him, which so strongly and tenderly drew people towards Christ.
He
could sympathize with the publican

whom he saved from

death

at the

hands of a brutal mob, and sent with tender exhortation from his presence.
She
had doubtless seen many good: men, but
never such a man as Christ. She had
wickedly studied human nature on many
sides, the better to practice her arts, perat Sale
was unfortunate, and its results haps; but here was a new revelation, and
were disgraceful, it is true; still he was a a phase of mercy she had never beheld.
sturdy freeman all the time,as'he manifested Over her swept the wave of a new and holy
ol
i
At
.
by his subsequent actions, in withdrawing influence as he spoke to her. She felt for
from the church which he had himself the first time that she was in the presence
founded. But we may now well pardon of one who knew her as she really was.
the errors of those old times, as children
The very children loved Jesus. How

eode!

|

Hence, serious incon- |

itis Lis fate,and therefore can not be helped. {the various churches may look upon each
Such visitations are by no means un- other with brotherly love, and cherish the

!

the

to the right conclusion by his sure analysis.

woman

venience, greatsuffering and fearful mor- | forget the quarrels of home.
tality often follow. His only consolationin | And now that centuries have softened the
such cases is to settle down in the belief that | feelings and given room enough for all,

gd

is

With him it is well understood;** no water; | They were also literally the fathers of the
no rice;” and rice is his main dependence, || various free denominations in this country.
| Roger Williams came as pastor of a Pari—in fact, his staff of life.’
The copious rain-falls daring the culti- { tan church, and in going to R. I. only more
vating season usually supply the demand | fully carried out the spirit of the colonists.
in part or in full. Small dikes drawn | The quayrel in which he became involved

crop.

$

his knowledge

because he saw in their true light the adverse social surroundings of the man, and
| tional churches, but all free churches in our the terrible strength of his temptations.
|} landy receive their spirit and are their suc- Everybody seems to have been drawn to
| cessors. They werd not attached to aname, Christ.
He magnetized people with the
| or sect, or party, and did not care for its magnetism of his goodness.
His charac| perpetuation so much as forthe extension ter in its tenderness and completeness was
|of the true spiritual, free gospel princi- a revelation, He was such to tile fallen |

broad plains, retain the contributions from
the clouds, sufficiently long to- ensure the ||

s{

and

through which he imparts his sympathy.
Others may stand silent and powerless in
the presence of your sorrow, but he is able
to say the needed and comforting word.
Others may misjudge you, but he is guided

To him, it is |

to be content with such
True, emergencies do
discomposing the seHindu, and when the
is not always in the
meet it. To illustrate:

around the rice plots,

t
{
f
|
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T

{ memory of the honored fathers common to
|
| all. The early Free Baptists révived some
| of the principles of freedom in churches
{ and liberty of preaching for the uneducated,
the
same that Milton and other Puritans
gry, starving people flocked around us
daily, even here in our quiet raral retreat s |! strove to obtain in England; for that great
clamorous
for food, and Orissa was de- English author wrote in defense of the
Therefore, as
pleted of probably over a million of her | ‘‘liberty of prophesying.”
{
all
free
Christians
shar'e
the
blessings
given
people by famine in a single year.
known, or at all uncommon in India.
Scarce a year passes but some one province or more, is scourged in this manner.
Only four years ago and thousands of hun-

Two months, i e., about one nalf of the || by the Puritans, and all are, in some sense,
rainy season, have already passed away | descendants of those spiritual fathers of our
with

only occasional

showers,

| freedom, there would be peculiar appropri-

and not one

to flood the fields and secure | ateness
the young rice plant. For -everything, ex- | brating
heavy rain

cept the rice crop, the

season

has

beena | what we

charming one.
The showers have cooled i
and purified the air, moistened the land,
and seat up a rank, luxurious vegetation |

all around us.

in ‘the various denominations celethis year in thankful memory for

from the Puritans

R. M. S.

Divine

But alas; the rice fields,—

and on these the life of the masses depends, |

have received

and the Pilgrims.

Friendship.
—

Be.

We have waited to find room for the following extract from one of Mr. Murray’s

could they help it? Do you think a perfect

:

hog or die,” and very likely may be both.
‘The first flood that comes can not but sweep
away any dam they can form with loose

from what another class rejects as injurious.

earth at

and utterly incomprehensible to another.

this

season,

There

is a bare

» possibility of its serving their purpose
" few

days.

We shall see!

ok

a

Thoughts

and

yearnings which

are the

daily food of ome soul are fanciful, vain,

evening, and, looking

and waste

crushed

which

hopes

sin

upon

has

the

Selections.

ruin

caused,

upon

and buried expectations,

says to you, *‘ Come, let us cléar away this
rubbish, and, working in harmony, your

will go in such an undertaking under the
supervision of Christ.
This is the spirit which
characterizes

pre-eminently:

Christianity.

It

is

to

it and increase it; and what more can I do
to prevent his being dishonored by sinners ?
There springs up a revival of bi fo God’s

glory.

i

Religious Parties.

will with mine, side by side, we will raise
out of these fragments a structure of which
the heavens shall not be ashamed.” It is
astonishing how far a little human material

——

when

he

He begins to feel as David did
said, *‘rivers of water run down

mine eyes, because they keep not thy law."

He sighs and cries

Ce.

cultured classes have introduced the custom
of social religious parties, which are described
as very enjoyable as well as profitable.
A
writer in the Christian at Work thus de-

scribes one of them :

y

Here is one given by alady

in the

for the abominations

that are done in the land. He exclaims
with the weeping prophet, *'O that mine
head were waters, and mine eyes fountains
of tears, that I might weep day and night
over the slain of the daughters of my people!”
.
Thus may a revival begin in a single

In England Christian people of the most

the

heart,

West

but

it will

not

be conflned to that

Gospel plan of salvation what the odor is to End. Her house is large, her position ex- heart. Like the fire, it will diffuse itself;
its heat will spread.
hearts will be
the flower,—the most subtile and exquisite ‘cellent, her income ample, and her husband warmed by it. It will Other
breathe out in prayand
children
are
of
one
mind
with
her
in
expression of it. The very chiefest reason the matter. They have given up the friv- ers, it will speak out in words, it will wee
why Christianity has a right to claim your olous world, and are quite withdrawn from out in tears, and sigh out in groans. Shall
adherence is because she comes to you as a Vanity Fair. Yet they are highly social, we have such a revival in your heart, my
friend and assistant. She goesup
to a man genial, and generous, and believe that all reader, whoever you are? Why not? Is
not God willing to revive his work in your
and says to him, ** Here, you are having a the elements of their nature, and all the heart? Is he not able to
do it? Is he not
relations
and
necessities
of
their
life
can
hurd time of it; let me help you.” If he is find their true liberty, and highest culture anxious and waiting and beseeching you
to let him eome into your heart for this
blind, she says, ** Give me your hand, I and satisfaction, in things Christian.
will lead and guide you.” If disappointed, - This is one of a series given monthly by express purpose? Does he not promise to
lady Qusing the winter and spring. give you his Holy Spirit to revive all your
chafed,
and
despondent, she cries out the
rooping graces, if you only eall upon him
Her
guests
have been invited a fortnight or
cheerily to him, ¢¢ Cheer up, friend, God
more beforehand, by a neatly engraved for it? Is he not more willing to do this
never made such a being as you to despair.” card, which, before it is filled up, reads than the kindest earthly parents are to give
If suspicious, bitter, and cruel,
claims, ** Why do-you make a

she exdevil of

thus:

MR. & Mrs. EDWARD LUCAS

and hurt men,but to assist and bless them.”

Request the pleasure of the company

You were

not

shouts,

* Why

the gutter with swine?
be more cleanly, and

Come,
live as

go

into

wash

and

one

of

your |

make should live.” * This is the way religion helps a man.
It helps him as a pruning-knife in a skillful hand helps a tree,—
lopping off the dead, soggy

branches,

and

pruning away the excrescancés; not only
so,—it helps him affirmatively as well as
negatively. Where a vice had grown it
inserts a virtue; where a thorn had protrud-

ed a blossom appears.
in a double

sense.

The man thus gains
He

loses

what

tends

David tells us
so, this is sinful waiting.
how he waited for the Lord; he waited

On Tuesday, Jan. 30th, 1870,
TEA AND COFFEE AT 7 O'CLOCK.

do you make a brute of

- Are you not ashamed to

God to come and revive you as he revives
all nature in the early spring, without any
effort or co-operation upon yoyr part? If

of

M——

If one is getting gross and heavy ip his tendencies and tastes; if his mind “is being
polluted and his nature soiled; if appetite
is getting the mastery over reason, she
plants herself squarely before him, and
yourself?

good gifts to their children? Why thea will
you not be revived P Are you waiting for

.

created to hate

yourself?

READING

AT 8 O'CLOCK.

SUBJECT:

PHILLIPIANS iii.

No.5

crying, entreating, praying.—Wait in the
use of all those means that he has appointed, and promised to bless. Kat do you
really desire a revival? I mean such a

Pembroke Terrace, Regent’s Park.
Aun answer is requested.

fZAt seven o'clock the guests begin
rive.

They

come

to ar-

in evening dress,

and

first ushered into the dining room, where

are

a

repast is spread, which. 1s ample, plain,
sensible, Caristian. . The host and hostess
are here standing to welcome their guests
and see that they are served.
The guests

stand, or walk, and talk, as they eat and
drink, and so enjoy, with the good things

provided, a few moments of social chat,and
then each,when satisfied, passes out and up
into the drawing rooms, where he quietly
seats himself with his friends and awaits,

it;

by the

shoots it out in all manner of new activities,

in the

the nature.

It enlarges and liberalizes

and widens it with’ a thousand generous
impulses. A small,mean man can not represent Christianity any more than a dwarf
pear-tree can represent a forest. - You must
have some girth and altitude to you,

if you

would advertise religion. The chureh is
not a treadmill, as some seem to regard it,
where sad-featured men and women toil

generous

greetings

and

host,

and

in the

genial

chat of the dining room,

gentle

excitement

and

of the tea and

coffee, with the more substantial fare,which

breaks up the ice of reserve

and the

ness of form, and prepares the
rably for what is to follow.

stifl-

way

admi-

Eight o’clock arrives, we are all seated.
The invitations given have evidently gauged the capacity of the rooms. There are
about sixty present, and not an iach of
space left for <inother

chair.

The

every

one

invited

have all come, indeed they are sure to do
that if they

cun,

Bible in hand.

and

The

hostess

has

the

has had the

as I have de-

heart

own

your

in

revival

W.

towards death, and gains what adds to the
in mutual conversation, the hour for the
development of his higher life. Piety is | reading.
i
2
There is something in the welcome given
expansion.
It does not cramp and ‘fetter

flower can command admiration, and the and tramp continually between set limits,
perfect man of all the ages go unnoticed ? longing to break loose and dash out, but

scribed? You would like to see persons
brought into the church, add to.its numbers and power; but would you like an in? more
crease of piety in your own hear
t
heavenly mindedness? more of the very
desire

To

Carist?

of

spirit

itis to have

it; for it will lead to prayers, and tears and
etforts, that will bring the blessing, —Ohristian Herald.

| Mr. Beecher and his Church.
i
’

A CongPegational minister, in giving an
account

of a recent interview with Henry

Ward Beecher, writes :

Some

interesting

facts

about Plymouth

church. came out in the course of this con
versation. I asked if it were trae the build-

ing was about to be enlarged? Mr.
said, “No.”
“Do you intend then
anew ?” I inquired.
* No,” said
project is ‘broached every year at

Beecher
to build
he, ‘the
pew-let-

ting time, on account of the demand for
seats and the high prices they fetch, but it
speedily dies down.
We were very near

building just as the war broke out, and had
we done so it
movement; but

tain,

would have been a wise
everything was so uncer-

and the future looked so dark that the

thing fell through.
My people feel, and so
do I, that I am not sp young
asl once was,
and

if I should

drop oft, a larger building

would not be wanted. We can seat two
thousand five hundred, snd manage to
squeeze in three thousand as itis.” I reminded him that he was comparatively
young, and that his father before him lived
toa great age; and that he might have many
years of effective labor befor him yet.

Throngs followed him wherever he went
across the country, listening eagerly to his
every word, and passingit from lip to lip.

areunable.
Itisa gymnasium rather, in
which are vast appliances with which to
exercise and develop the soul, and thereby

What

add-unto your nature a new vigor, a moral
flexibility, a spiritual elasticity, in order

each verse of a hymn,

that inthe end (to continue the figure),
when your grossness has been sweated off,
and every power and faculty trained to the

only with
greater gusto.
The chairman
*Yes,"” he said, ‘‘but my father, thongh a
prays in a tender, sweet tone of faith and
filial love, and then opéns his Bible, as we hard-working man, did‘'not pags through
all do, and reads the designated chapter, he exciting scenes and labors that have
befallen me. The life of a minister in a
and either throws out suggestive remarks
and calls attention to other Scriptures bear- | country village or town is not worn and
wasted as is that of a city pastor, liable to
ing upon the truths enfolded in this, or asks
innumerable
calls, and always om the
questions of one or another, ‘or suggests

a pity every word,évery syllable, that

he uttered

could not have

been

reported

and preserved ! - What a pity that this sole,

this unique man of all the

generations

of

men could not have been presented to us in

his every phase of speech,

of thought!

We

was a wonderful

his every

only know
charm,

shade

that in him

an inexpressible

last degree of its capacity, you may be able,
with death for your spring:board, {o vault

joyfully above the

stars.

The

religion

of

wisdom to secure a wise man for the chair.
He takes it, gives out a hymn—with a cho-

rus—a

ringing chorus is a musical amen to
and more

than

doab-

les its power—all sing, and sing as if they
loved to sing; sing as they ate and drank,

attractiveness.
The Pharisees, it is true, Christ teaches a man that it is better to fly
1 shall probably drop down in the
lines of truth by questions addressed to all, | strain.
bated him; but they hated him because than to crawl; that virtue is sweeter than
harness some day, and not live to be old.”
which
any
one
may
take
up;
and
so,
byone
they felt that he knew them, that he saw vice; that restraint is nobler than license; method or another, secures in a few mo- “Bat,” I said, *‘you take exercise, you
believe in and practice muscular Christianclearly through their hypocrisy and their and that man, I eare not how poor, weak,
ments a free conversational interchange and
and erring he may be, may, by the of grace | commurion iu the precious things of the ity 7? “Not so much as I ought to; or as it
cant.
;
I have
God, yet recover himself, and go to the
Word of God, in which twenty, iy,
or | is generally supposed that I do.
Now I wish you all to feel, and to feel it grave with a hope in him that shall cause forty persons may take part before the been in Brooklyn nineteen years, and never
| in every drop of your blood to-night, that the portals of it to glow like the illuminated close. A wonderful amount of trath is thus in all that time bave I wet a trout-line, and
unfolded in a singular and beautiful variety beyond an oceasional visit here, and spend{ Christ,as your friend sympathizes with you gateway of a palace when the king returns
ing my summer vacations here, I know no
of
voice, and manner, and illustration, and
at all times and in all the moral conditions
‘Ihe strain on a city pastor,
from battle, preceded by news of a glorious he must
be poor indeed, wiiSahas not relaxation.
of your nature. Do not think that he sym- victory.
;
| enough to have something added”to his situated as I am, is constant and severe.”
Mr. Beecher is aging fast.
His hair
pathizes with you and loves you when in
stock of Bible knowledge never to be for-

your best moods only; for if you should,
you would wrong him bitterly. A bird is|
Irrigation is known and sometimes re- |
Music Hall Sermons, which drew such imso~ted to in India. The country, with its | mense crowds curing the last winter, and no more surely noted by the Father of all
numerous streams, noble rivers, lakes, &e., | which contained many timely, forcible and when, glancing upward through the mornaffords large facilities for an artificial sup- effective utterances of the great truths that ing light, he pours his liquid notes upon
ply of water for agricultural purposes, but | constitute the pith and marrow of the gos- the fragrant air, than when, stricken by
cruelty or evil chance, he lies fluttering, a
the energy,enterprise and judicious invest- | pel.
In presenting the sympathetie side
ment of capital are wanting. Hence,in time and helpful ministry of Christ as he deals bunch of ruffled and bloody plumage, upon
And soit is with us, good
of drouth,the floods from the interior, as at with weak and tempted and struggling hu- the dewy lawn.
Our souls are not known and
other seasons, flow steadily on to the ocean, man souls, he speaks with great fervor, friends.
the parched land refuses to yield support hope and energy ; and we are glad to repro- noted of God the most when, light and tuneful, they are lifted in ecstasy upward; but
to man, and famice ensues.
Thus it has duce for our readers the following words:
equally watched and as tenderly loved are
been from time immemorial, and ever will
Of all helps given of God, none is sweetbe where Hindus are left entirely fo them- er, more consoling, more strengthening, at we, when, stricken in hope, and soiled in
selves. The English government has done times, thaa'sympathy. There are seasoms spirit, we lie groaning and stunned, our
and is doing a good deal to introducea in life when it is to the soul what dew is to purposes broken, our virtue stained, our
system of irrigation,but it is on so expen- a parched and drooping flower. But sym- future dark and forbidding.
Why, think of it! Do we love our loved
sive a scale that the natives are slow to pathy is not open to all. It has limitations
ones
only when they are strong and healthy
avail themselves of it.
in its nature and exercise. In order to
. Beeing the great advantages our people sympathize with & person you must pos- and prosperous? Or is there something in
derive from a dam thrown across the sess the power to understand and appreci- weakness and sickness and adversity which
Gasra khal, by which they obtain an am- ate the moods and thoughts of that person. draws from us a fuller and deeper tide of
ple supply of water for their fields, our A coarse nature can not interpret the trials feeling towards those who are dependent on
Hindu neighbors become envious, steal and experiences of a refined one. A prac- us? Say, mothers, do you love your chilwhat they can, and beg like dogs where tical mind can not sympathize with an dren less when they are sick? Do you,
There are ranges of father, yearn over your boy less when he is
stealing fails them,and in some cases, where imaginative one.
neither stealing nor begging will give feeling peculiarly individual, at least pecul- rebellious? Iknow your answer. There
in love which survives all
them water, as a last resort, consent to iar to a class of individuals; and the hopes, is something
changes
of condition,
which keeps its
yearnings,
and
trials,
which
one
heart
may
buy. But the best of the story remains to
growth
long
after
the
gray
veil that no
be told. Several villages beyond the reach | feel may be utterly unintelligible to anothmortal
hand
may
lifs
has
fallen
over the
er.
Take
birds
as
an
illustration.
They
of water from our bandh or dam, have
for once actually become emulous! After feed on different kinds of food; what one face of the wearied sleeper. But do you
think that -you can show a higher type of
waiting in vain for the clouds to water their eats another rejects ; what one recognizes
character than Christ? Are our hearts
as
containing
the
elements
its
structure
flelds,until they well nigh despaired of a harwarmer, is our love truer, is our friendship
vest, they have within the last few days | demands the other turns from as not be|
more enduring, than the heart and love
really plucked up courage and set about a longing to its orderof diet. Each has: its
and friendship of the Lord Jesus? Who
own
peculiar
method'of
eating,
also.
One
bandh of their own! Hundreds of them,
can say it? Who can think it?
sorrowful fellows, are now carrying bas- | will eat sitting on the limb of a tree, anoth.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
kets of earth on their heads,and dumping it, er floating on the surface of the water; |.
while
a
third
eats
on
the
wing,
searching
[ ask you to note the class and moral
in order to turn the water of the Gaira
on to their parched rice fields. Itis inter- the air for food, darting and wheeling this character of the people to whom Christ was
esting, painfully so, to witness the energy way and that, making the necessity of its a friend. The text says that he was a
put forth in this last desperate struggle, lower organization minister to the exercise friend of * publicans and sinners,”—that
though its utility is more than doubtful, and amusement of its higher. So is it with is, of those who are morally all wrong;
. being of a piece with commencing to dig men. There are many species in one in- whose very name and cffice had become
‘a well when the house ison fire! The tellectual and moral genus. The moral a by-word and synonym of wickedness and
Jong dry season was allowed tb pass,and nature of one feeds on this, another on that. evil thinking and evil doing. The Saviour
not a sod was turned. Now it is ‘‘ root One classof minds gets growth and strength 1 preach, as moved by the spirit of sinceri-

. —Tun to grass.

this

‘gotten.

Unknown

Minister’s
——

Sermon.

pe

Few men of greater parts than John
Owen have adorned the records of the Independent churches. In turning lately over
the

memorial

of his life, we met with the

following incident, deserving to be recorded for its suggestions to many hearers of
the word, and its encouragement to some
preachers. Mr. Owen was in a very melancholy condition of mind. He had been in
that eondition several years. It happened
on a Sunday, in London, he went to hear
a celebrated preacher of his day, Dr. Calamy. - He and his cousin waited some time
in the ehurch, but Dr. Calamy did not come.
His cousin would have persuaded him to
go out and hear anotber famous preacher.
Bat Mr. Owen was cothfortably seated and

But what economy ! and to what results fal and grateful sympathy to one needing the spirit of friendly assistance

comes

does such economy lead! And this is but it. For you do not understand, and there- Yon stand, it may be,” amid broken pur8 specimen of what Hindu ‘economy is on a fore can not appreciate, the weakness, tem- poses and overthrown resolutions and shivand trials of the person dis- ered hopes, and Christ, the great builder
‘goale. The cultivatérs of the soil, perament,
tressed.
How
often we encounter such up of prostrated virtue,comes to your souls
ot ally the poor, and the masses are

or

he took for his text the words, “Why
ye

fearful,

O ye of little faith.”

are

that

hour.

It is mentioned as a sin-

gular fact that despite diligent inquiry, Mr.
Owen could never find the name of that
preacher.

That

preacher

may

have gone

away, saying: Who hath believed our report? In after years he may have often
sat at the feet of the eminent divine, wondering at his superior power. He knew
nothing at all of the great light he had

made

t6 shine.

follows, and

the

while yet kneeling, ends the drawing room
feast.
The guests make their way again to the
dining room, where a collation and further

social interchange

is enjoyed, and

finally

leave is taken of host, hostess and each

oth-

er, and all go away, the richer, the wiser,
and happier, for what they have mutually
received and given.
This is one of these social religious parties, and is the type of perhaps the largest
class of them all. Vary this by an address
from some one whose name is an attraction,

and whose voice is a power, occupyiag half
an hour or forty minutes, followed by conanother variety.

himself is the

and prayer, and you have

Let it be that the

leading

spirit of the

in the reading,

host

cirele,

and you

have still another variety.

How many there are who

Shall We

—

a Revival?

—

Where? In your own heart. This isthe
place where every genuine revival begins.
It begins in the heart of some individaal.
It may be the pastor of the church—it may
be

some elder or private member.

the ablest
marked,

Oae of

ministers in our church once re-

in

a little circle of Christians, *“I

wish we could get up a revival in Bro. C,,”
—referring to a brother minister, who had
once been very active in promoting revivals
of religion, but had grown cold in the serv-

ice. Are there not some of our brethren
concerning whom the same pious wish.
might be made P—The revival begins in the
heart of the pastor. He mourns and weeps
over the desolations of Zion. He mourns
and weeps over his own unfaithfulness, and

and

Mrs.. Beecher

that I saw

thin.

On my remarking

as we drove to thetrain,

a great difference in him since

my last interview with him, nine years ago,

she replied: ‘Yes, it was that terrible
war. It made us all look and feel 01d.”
Mr. Beecher has a worn and weary look,

and

does

not

present

the

robust health I have
sociated with him.

appearance

always

of

hitherto as-

Systematic S. S. Study.
T. K. Beecher sends to the Advamwce

programme

for

study

in the

this

Sabbath

school :

The rules which should regulate the
adjustment of lessons to the ability of learners, can be found in various educational
text-books in use in our normal schools.
Without staying to discuss these topics,
suffice to say,that after some experimenting
we are satisfied to begin with a year (or forty
lessons) upon the parables of Jesus. He
himself
put these forward as-having a
double face; one a fascinating story
that
even a child could

remember;

spiritual truth which

the

the

wisest

other

a

will not

A SECOND YEAR can be well spent upon
other teachings of Jesus,such as the sermon
upon the mount, with its magnificent commentary upon the Mosaic law,
Tue THIRD

YEAR,

of forty

lessons,

we

give to the birth, and nurture, and doings,
and death of Jesus.
THE FOURTH YEAR we ive to the acts of
the _ Apostles,
and the launching of the
churches.

THE FIFTH YEAR i8 devoted to those parts
of the Old Testament which are insisted
on
by the New Testament writers; for instance,
the portrait gallery described in Hebrews
xi,
THE SIXTH YEAR may take up the doctrines of theology and prophecy—a course
of Bible-class instruction permitted to those
alone who can pass a good examination
upon the facts and principles of a Christian’s faith,

want of zeal and devotion, and love for
The above or some equivalent and wellChrist and for souls. This is a revival of understood course of study is as necessary
true repentance. Then he looks at the for a church Sunday school as a curriculum
promises of God, and dwells upon their is fora college. The moment the children
truthfulness and preciousness and immuta- Janderstand that there is a course of study,
bility, until there is a grest revival of faith); and that there is such a thing as proficiency
for faith is simply feeling that what God and excellence in ‘study, and such a Hing
8ays 18 true, and acting nccordingly, Then moreover as recognition of attainment an
he meditates much on the love of Christ to graduation, there will come swelling up in
himself as a poor, perishing sinner, and the Sunday school a tide of motive not
while he is musing, the fire burns upon the unlike what is found in our best academies,
altar of his heart, and there is a revival of but, as should be the case, far purer and
love to Christ. Again he thinks or
more enduring.
:
soul,

Truth enters into the heart of man when
it is empty, and clean, and still; but when
the mind is shaken with passion yi with
a storm,you can never hear the voice of the
(charmer, charm he never so wisely.

Have

to

soon outgrow.

The very

words arrested Owen’s attention. He was
constrained to pray thas the discourse might
help him out of his sorrowful condition.
In a plain and familiar way, with arguments not new, but now strangely convincing, the unknown and uncelebrated minister addressed himself directly to Owen’s
particular state. The doubts and fears of
the youth were broken suddenly up. The
peace which passeth understanding came in
and never left his heart. The happy and
great usefulness of the great divine began
with

three,

Lord’s Prayer, in which all join, and a grace

and the chairman

prayer was fervent;

in

to-night.

prayer, or two,

body—eame

His

word

or two, perhaps summing all up—rather
gathering
up the fragments of the feast—
and giving out another ringing hymn.
A

versation, singing

are greatly disappointed, going to hear
ty, and I trust of enlightened understand- some great man preach, because they find
ing, is a Saviourof men and women who some nobody in the pulpit. God may wonare morally all out of the way. It is to derfully bless them by the words of one who
you whose lives have been as it were a has no name among men.—7%e Pacific.
failure, whose natures, spiritually consid-

Owing to this diversity of taste in pecple,
it is not always possible to extend a health- ered, are all in ruins, that Jesus

the conversation, which he does by a

indisposed to take amother walk. At last
a country minister—a stranger to everyin.

grows! gray

;

Before we know it, the time is np—balfpast nine has come—the leader, evidently
with reluctance, feels compelled to close

and

its guilt and danger of being 108%

eternally ; until there is a revival of sympathy for perishing men. He dwells, also,
uponthe honor of God and his glory,of which

sin is constantly robbing him. Ile feels for
the honor. of his Heavenly Father, and cares
for it, and asks, What can I do to promote
|

Religion is not an art, a matter of dexterity and skill, but a new nature.
God never
mend it,

made

his

work

fcr

man

to

2

«v
’

forbade it.
After

miles

Z

:street.

**1 am

more favored schools;

of

hell

The

was a very pleasant Li

ily

for she re-

joiced

had

tried

They

house.

she

acquired

hal

up.”

taken

a

poor,

vate

papers.

But

while

the . ‘letters

served.

- It

had

been

There is in it an allusion to the death of a
Youdo

not

under-

stand whom he means. The factis,he composed that prayer about the time that General Jackson dicd, and he bas never been
able to drop the allusion. He has a patronizing way of talking to sinners, as much
as to say: *“ Ho! you poor,miserable scaliwags, just look at me, dud see what you
'

might have been!”

© J&wish some enterprising showman
would -gather all these Prayer-meeting
Kil ers from all our churches into a religjous

and Jet them all

menagerie,

to-

talk

one,

carefully

pre-

read

a

friendships;

hundred

but in the

poor country Sunday scholar.
We may not all teach young
the little ones

we

now

in

last

in

among

the

world.—Reliy:
:

there is no event in the whole

life of Christ to which, in hoursof doubt
or fear, men tarn with more anxious thirst
to know the close facts of it, or with more
interest
and
passionate dwelling upon
every syllable of its recorded narrative,
than Christ's showing himself to his disci-

ples at the lake of Galilee,

There is some-

Alas! the land is strewn with the carcasses of prayer-meetings slain by these religfous
desperadoes. They have driven the
young people from most of the devotional
meetings. How to get rid of this affliction
is the question with hundreds of churches.
We advise your waiting on such persons,
and

telling them

owing

that,

to

de-

the

praved stata of public taste, their efforts
are not appreciated. If they still persist,
tell them they must positively stop, or there
will be trouble. If under allthis they are
incorrigible, collar them, and hand them

over to the police as disturbers of religious
As you love the Shurel oi
assemblages.
t is
@od, put an end to their ravages.
abated.
high rime that the nuisance was

Among Bornesian cannibals and Feejee

Is-

Junders, I class this tribe of Prayer-meeting

Killers.

;

Nature.
—

—

What a sweet thing, after all, is nature,
the other and open book of God. One can
make a friend of any of those flowers, and

even a humble moss, or a silver lichen, or a
"purple mollusc, staiving the wave-beaten

rock, may become familiar and trusted.
Nor do they, like most earthly friends, dis-

appoint, and disappear, for their looks and

lives are one, and the loveliness they wear,
vance they exhale, and their
and the fr

acts of gentlest ministration of which the
, all harmonious,
tender soul is consciousare

and each of them, whether it weeps with the

dews of morning, or backs in the beams
of noon, or rests on the bosom of the night,

and whispers of an unchanging affection
which all its history bas acted out, is a
“thing of beauty and a joy forever.” And
when all other plensures ‘are found to be
mirages; God tells us that in every gorgous torm upon the plain, and every

svar-

ike spot pon the mountain stone, there
are waiting upon us communings of truth,
and compunionships of peace. And, just
as when all other lights are quenched, a
voice of Compassion tells us of a glory that
oan irradiate the grave and reveal-the por-

men in profound sorrow and wearied agitation ‘of heart; not, it might seem, safe

lay

net-wards,

unmeshed

from

the literal rope and drag. ‘Simon Peter
saith unto them, ‘I go a fishing." They say
unto him, ‘We also go with thee.” True
words enough, and having far echo beyond
those Galilean hills.
Thas night they
caught

nothing;

came,
ure

but

when

the

morning

im the clear light of it, behold a fig-

stood

on

the

shore,

They

were

not

thinking of anything but their fruitless
hauls.
They had no guess who it was. It
asked them simply if tfdey had caught
anything. They said, No.
And it tells
them to cast yet again, And John shades
his eyes from the morning sun with his
:hand, to swe who it is; and though the
glinting of the sea, too, dazzles him, he
wakes out who it is, at last; and poor Si-

mon,
his

not to be outrun this time, tightens

fisher’s

coat about him, and daskes in,

over the nets. One would have liked to
see him swim those hundred yards. and
stagger to his knees on the beach. Well,
the others get to the beach, tog, in time,
in such slow way as men in general do get,
in this world, to its true shore, much imthem

believer,
and two

believer,

and

the

and

shall be in paradise

at the last day.

on the other side of the coal fire,—thinking

a little, perhaps, of what happened by
another coal fire, when it was colder, and

having had no word once changed with
him by his Master since that look of his,—
10 him, so amazed, comes the question,

“Simon, lovest thon me?” Tuy to feel that
a little, and think of it till it is true to you.
— Ruskin.

Prejudice of the Peasantry.
—

4

not

nor

lyeowld

ers, and surely

your mothers

women On earih, are they not?
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The hostility is likewise asoribed to a dim
perception of the meaning of the infallibilAccording to an observant
ity dogma.

monitor shows us, in the breathings

of the

the

peasants say that God wanted to be on
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IS A PURE

TEA!
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SAVE
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A fair reputation is a plant, delicate, not
rapid in its growth. It wil not shoot up in
a night, like the gourd of the prophet; but
like the gourd it may perish in a night.
Every affection is an avenue which the
eneiuy seeks to enter, and unless men watch
aud pray, the foe will get the mastery, until every passion will become an engine ot
war upon toe soul.
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Cathartic remedy Jo discovered, and at oncerelieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without caus
ing injury to any ofthem. The most complete success
has long aitended its use in many localitigs; andit
is now offered to the general public with the convie
tion that it can never fail to accomplish
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claimed for it. It produces little or no pain; leaves
the ergans free from irritation, and never ever taxes
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it will be indispensable when once tested. There is
but one opinion—it ie a success.
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
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R. M. PALMER.”
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In accordance with the provisions of the act for the
establishment of a State Normal School, passed at
the last session of the Legislature, the Board of Trustees hereby give notice that they will receive up to
the first
day of December, 1870, proposals from towns,
corpora‘ions or individuals, to furnish lands, buildings or funds for the School,
These proposals must be in writing, addressed to
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TEETHING,

We have i up and sold this article nearly thirty
vears, and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—NEVER HAS IT FAILED IN A SINGLE INSTANCE TO EFFECT A CURE, when timely used, Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any
one who used it. On the contrary, all are delighted
with its operations, and speak in terms of commendation of its mawical effects and medical virtues. We
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geographies,

the little school in the old log house was
apparently forgotten by all but the teacher,
who endured so much for jt. With her, it

like the roaring lion, seeking whom they
may devour.
Though never having seen : them before,
Ioan tellthem as soon as they enter a
meeting. They have a brassy face, a sanc‘timonious way of rolling up their eye, a
solemn snufile, and a pompous way of sitting down, as much as to say, *“ Here goes
into the seat an awful amount of religion!”
They take off their overcoats, pull out the
cuffs of their shirt-sleeves, give an impres-

and
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At és free from Trash, both in its Hymns

Priesthood; their meager sti-

grown person at this school.
No superintendent, no long list of teachers, no trained

Hears the greeting from the Throne,
“ Qh, my child, well hast thou done,
To thy Father's mansion come,”
— San Francisco News Leller.

They
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of the Free

Reception,

in a state of intellectual coma, while failing
to inspire the respect which would seem a
natural concomitant to a degree of worldly
well-being not above that of the humblest
of their flocks.

these to cheer the heart of this lonely toiler.
‘With firm resolve, she stood alone and fed
these famishing little ones with the bread

Then the soul on angel’s wing
Seeks for life’s eternal spring,—
Seeks the new awakening ;

ings to death.
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To the whispering from the river,
To the hears instinctive quiver,
To the voice, * I will deliver.”
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To the pastor’s parting prayer;
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zealous teacher gathered her little band
around her in alittle log house, ahout two
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‘Then the shadows slowly lengthen,

land,
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. CHURCH AND STATE, &C., &C.,
CONTAINS OVER 100 ILLUSTRATIONS.
A work of warning lessons from History on the
great Bible question before the people. Every friend

This Book has met with an enthusiastic

pends of from $200 to $300 keeping them

B

REV. JOSEH BERG, ». D.,AUTHOR OF THE JESUITS,

Salvation.

By T.E. Perkins and Rev. Alfred Taylor,

this singular Jiejudics is doubtless the poverty

The Open Bible, -

A

dice against such things.
And so, when
this lady told her brother that she wanted
to teach the poor children on Sunday, he

. Radiant hearts above them ringing,
Gloriousitruits thus homeward bringing.

Ce
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.

A grand theme, and the grandest book of modern
tiles, All History.snaly zed from a new stand
point.
God rules among the nations. An OPEN BIBLE in
every land. No other book like it. Approved by
over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.
The best terms to Agents ever before given. Our
new plan insures a sale in every family, Address, at
once,
'
J. W. GOODSPEED & CO.,
87 Pak RoW, N. Y., or 148 Lake street, Chicago.
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The most delightful controversial work ever written.
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‘With no hand to guide the helm,
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The Way to

;
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Grander hopes and
darker fears,
Interspersed
with smiles and tears.
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had acqured a sort of divine power, to
that by » species of sorcery he could thwart
.| the designs of the Deity. Sorcery is a part
| of the popular belief, and the Pope may
easily appear to them as a very majestic

Oren

PAT Tr

Onward come, with youth) years,

Year by year will pass away,
Bringing age and slow decay,
Bringing locks of silver gray.

is that the Pope

Joa

In their quaint though apt replies,

Great unfathomed mysteries,

Some from their abundant store
‘Will so help the sorrowing poor,
That they’ll hunger never more.

notion

hindering Providence. These notions were
, went from Richmond to one of the upper confirmed by a rumor that the Pope had
counties, to teach school in hex brother's. written to the King of Prussia.
It is easy
family. She wasin rather delicate health, to see that when once an idea of this kind
and while with her parents had never walk- has taken Toot against the clergy,it is likely.
ed in the rough places of life. But’ when to spread and prosper, because the clergy
she went into this new neighborhood, her are always collecting money for one purpose or another. It suddenly became clear
‘attention was called to the educational and
spiritual wants of the poorer class. She to the peasants that this money had been colthought and prayed over it,and fioally,after lected, not only recently, but in times past,
doing all she could in her week day school, to be forwarded: to the King of Prussia to
she declared her intention of going to the make war upon France. Country cures
school room on Sunday, to instruct those’ are accused of sending money to the Prussians. The most circumstantial stories are
whom she could not reach in the week.
There was no Sabbath school in that neigh circulated amongst the peasantry; how
borhood ; in fact there was almost a preju- they arise’ no one knows. One cause of

Bearing in their childish eyes—
'

-

The

EEA

:

Twenty-five years’ ago,

him.

a

A Teacher Rewarded.

Launched out into childhood’s sea,
Charged with joy and misery,
Struggling for supremacy.

Tue

side of France but that the Pope pre-

vented

rp

bursting flowers, and in the splendors of

the sunlit skies, that earth after all is not a
desert, but only the vestibule of heaven.

From the depths of the Unknown,
From the bosom of the Throne,
All these countless millions come.

~.

the

perfumes of the

Sn

summer winds, and in the

The Voyagers:
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vote for him was simply a protest, a denial,

¢ Eprroks.

a hostile

&&~ All communications designed for publication
should be addressedto the Editors,

and

all letters

»n business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher.

Announcements.
1. Subscribers

to

the

Star

who

shall,

1,1872,and express a desire for the premium,

shall receive, postpaid, a copy of * The
Church Member's Book,” or of ‘Thoughts
upon Thought.” Ou, by sending twelve
copy of Kennedy’s

they

may

work

or any unbound

on

volume

Baptist Quarterly, from
fifteenth inclusive.

receive

a

Communion,

of the Freewill

the

not the lifting up of a

néw platiermon which so wany men meant
to place

the state.

"a'positive

Any attempt to frame

political creed for these voters

would probably make them tumble into
chaos and be scattered, They deny with
one voice; as yet they have not reached

second

to

the

3

2. New subscribers, sending the price of
a year’s subseription,—$2,50,—shall receive

But this movement
utters a prophecy.

has a meaning and
The party of Pro-

hibitionists will be sure t) live, for there

is

a mighty moral reason for its work.
The
appealto an old record will not answer
while lig'or sellers ply their traffic unhin-

dered an the flower of our young men
swept down

on

all sides.

The

not

heeded,

it

will

be

follow-

ed by a demand to abdicite. The strong
word has been spoken; the resolute deed
the Star till Jan. 1, 1872,
3. The next volume of the Star will be will soon follow it.
The suppression of fraudulent voting in
printed on new typeof the best quality, a
New York, to so largea degree, is cheerDepartment for the special benefit of Sab-- ing. Federal = authority was never used
bath school workers

will

bs

a ae

‘and ample talent will be

added,

enlisted

tion to the corps of writers now
and

earnest efforts

fresh

in

addi-

employed,

will be made torender

the paper more varied and valuable than ever before.

.

ET

We especially ask our pastors.
interested friends to labor

for

and
the

other

increase

ET

of its circulation.

2 rn pr
dr

‘Lessons

of the

Tne_eleeiions

Elections.

———
that have just taken place

in about half the states, are matters of gen-

RES A ota

eral -interest. They exhibit the temper of
the people. They gavugs in a measure the
- gympathy shared by Gen. Grant and his

admisistration.

Oe

bearing

upon

woni

Congress.
made up

Emm

occur.

They
the

have

an important

constitution

of the next

They show what issues are
in the several states where they

They quicken and throw to the sur-

face mot a little of the feeling that has lain
latent or been hidden from the general eye.
Taey sét many public men out int) plain
view,

ks
J

fe

compel them

to recite their his-

vocation, for new aspirants to set forth their

neglected interests to combine in support
of fiesh m:asures or newly pledged men.

&

!|
|
!
i

And so such a season as th's has much to
teach, and still more to suggest, to those
who study its phases and carefully interpret
its meaning.
!
Asa
whole, the elections cof last week
leave the present national adwinisiration,
and the great political party which it represents, very much as they found it. The

Republican strength in the various states
does not very greatly change.
Here the
vo'e is larger,
the aggregate

Jiu

Jam pu
3. id gn

about holds

A

more approprigtely than in disposing of so
large a part of ‘the orgauized army of repeaters in the great metropolis,—not even
t when it put down the mob in 1863, or

there it is smaller; but in
the dominant party just

its own.

The

political com-

plexion of the next Congress will not differ
much from that of the present.
The ad-

ministration
majority, so
in seeking
very much

will still havea f.ir working
that if 1t is reasonably discreet
unity, it can manage matters
as it choos:s.. Mi:sissippi has

had a colored senator in the nocth end of the
Capito! ; Virginia will now have a co'ored

representative in the south end.

The great

majority

of the presentincumbents will be

returned,

and most of the new men elect:d

are

The

preity

familiar with legislative work.

Republican party,theretore, still holds

its seat pretty firm'y at Washington.
But the oll energy and enthusiasm are
lacking. Hardly anywhere isthe vote fall.
App-als do not always get a decided response, Men stay away from the polls,—
some

through

indifference, some from dis-

satisfaction, more from perplexity.
The
leaders exerted themselves to arouse the
masses, and yet, after all, the rally was not
very

striking.

There

are

reasons for this

coolness. Taere was to be no change of
wadmioi<tration

expected

at

Washington.

Nobody

to make Congress-otherwise than

Republican. The vital issues of the war
are believed to be substantially disposed of,
snl no new and important ones have’ succeeded.” The party in power has a patriotic
and brilliant record that still gives it a hold
upon the people; though its policy, which

make

liv-

ing men out of the dead bodies, remains to
be seen. If land monopoly and inflated
English people, they would soon elevate
those at the bottom of society, and bring to
the world’s administration such fruits of
strength, virtue and

convert the

enterprise,

as

people to at least

would

a commer-

cial faith in Christian,
and especially
Protestant, civilization.
But so long

dissipation is the rule in the schools
the sons

of the rich and ti led are

in
as

where
trained,

an insurmountable obstacle will stand in
the way of such a desirable consummation.

That Prayer.
o

RL

In a social

meeting

recently,

a Brother

prayed fervently that all our pastors might
be filled with the Spirit, endowed with peculiar unction and power from on high,
moved by a great desire to save souls,
and clothed with wisdom to win them by
thousands.
It was fitand wise to offer such
a prayer. If any persons need and deserve
are

the

am-

bassadors of Christ. Their trials, temptations and responsibilities are peculiar, and
they must have unusual measures of grace,
or fail in their great mission work. Scores
and hundreds,
peradventure, offer such
prayers for ministers.

From every

closet,

getting an honest vote in that city,—and

who preach the gospel.

it

alty still longer;

but the work just done will

kindle courage and pivethe way
thing better.

to

s>me-

;

We may be grateful that our polities are
in no

worse

condition.

Bat

they

present

much that is painful. Partisanship is fearfully intense; and sometimes really conscientions men, honorsble in other rela‘tions, sink themselves terribly here. Opponengs fling epithats at each other in our
campaigns, such as would disgrace a common

club room,and

stili keep their standing

as patriots, statesmen, gentlemen, Christions! Messrs. Phillips and Bird have been
pelting each other publicly with only very
slightly. polished billingsgate. The plotting and indirect bribery are shamefal,

fatal to a good conscience.
tian men have a large work

and

Truly, Carisand a heavy

responsinility, and our recent electibns emphasizs the call by
summoned to duty.

which

they

are

English Youth.
el

Harper and Brothers have recently published
fom Brown's School Days,” ¢* Tom
Brown at Oxford,” and * Recollections of
Eton.”
The two former are written with
unuzul strength, and open the door into

the higher circles of English
ter is a feeble

work,

with

life; the la-

the same aim.

If the young
men of
through the ordeal which

Eagland pass
these authors

deserise, very listle can be hoped

for their

intellectual or moral worth in the future.
At Rugby, the drill and discipline seem to
be very thorough, and the moral tone pretty well kept up; bat at Oxford,” good
scholarship and correct morals are represented as exceptions. In-this country college life is
and in our

beset
older

with many temptations,
and more costly institu-

tions scholarship and morals are both too often sacrificed on the altar of convivial indulgence.
The younger and less crowded

colleges are

less beset with these perils,

and turn out a larger per cent. of able

and

good men than the old and largely patron-

;
;
ized institutions.
But none of our Amarican Colleges tolerate such dissipation and recklessness as‘‘An
old Boy” describes as prevailing at Oxford.
Sons of the rich and aristocratic are the
chief patrons of the institutions there located, and the authorities seem

strain them.
Pride and
dominant, the men of high

unable

to re-

prodigality are
titles and long

purses are held in higa esteem, and form a
caste, a clan of mutual admiration ‘and

of hearty contempt for any poor fellows
who may have worked themselves up to the
privileges of these classas.
But a greater evil than aristocratic feeling, though a legitimate fruit of it, is the
fearfal dissoluteness which prevails. Revelry,drunkenness and gambling constitute the
chief recreations,

and

consume

the

larger

part of the time and attention. A large
per cent. of those who enter for the course
is hesitating upon many of the great ques- of study become confirmed in vice, and are
; and
tions of the hour,its greed of spoils, its eter- besotted by voluptuousness while there
nal qarsgls about office, and is manifest instead of being prepared for usefulness
and honor, are only fitted to become pests
ambition to keep its place at all haz.rds,
their name and
‘have driven away many supporters and in society and a disgrace to
unfavorable
had
often
have
We
nation.
and
waver
made the hearts of many others
grow covl. The people who are discontent- |. represeatations of the intellectual and moral
ed turn to the pitiable war record of the status of the English aristocracy, and the
opposing party and are repelled, and then habits of their school days afford a suffithev cast about to see if they may not, cient reason why so few of them rise to
through a new organization, goad up the distinction, and why the middle classes are
go rapidly coming to monopolize the menmen in power to a better service or reach
tal
power and the political, commercial and
party
the
Hence
road.
new
a
success by
social intluence of the nation. It is no lonReLabor
of
party
the
ionists,
Prohibit
of
ger a mark of credit for talent or worth of
formers, &c., whose supporters have been
character
tobe calleda lord,or squire, or
the
ask
who
but
generally Republicans,
government to put fresh honor upon sobri- duke, and unless there is a great reform at
ety, snd to spread an ampler shield over Oxford, it will soon be a disgrace to belong
all.
labor, suffering from the exactions of capi- to the aristoéracy at
The great ‘curse of England is her “* highal
tal.
They impede her
' So far these new party movements have or” and * lower” classes.

progress,and hang like an incubus upon her.
Were it not for the sterling worth, the great
combine
energy and creative power of the middle
mpt
to
atte
The
.
i
the two unlike objects has class, the nation would disintegrate and
ds a 4
worked doubtfully, for they eould not agree come to naught. But the conscience and
. Wendell Paillips intellect of this stratum of English society

not effected much beyond proving a practical
protest andshowing that they have plated

upon a common platform

*

There is the more

;

reason

for

this;

been

since

chilled

by

the coldness and worldliness of the brotherhood, their whole spititaal natures have
been paralyzed and.benumbed, and they are
in great need of quickening power, a
revival of love and enthusiasm for Christ.
Unless this blessing comes to them; their
preaching
will
never
move sinners to
repentance; it will lack warmth, unection
and power,

will be merely

¢ sounding brass

and a tinkling cymbal.”
for any Christian to lose

Itis a sid thing
spiritual life, but

more sad for a minister, because
suffer loss from his barrenness.

so

many

Just now there are special reasons for
asking these great blessings upon the ministry. We are at the gates of winter, the
hurry and drive of summer are past, long
evenings and stimulating air have returned
again. Now isa good time to enlist attention, there is a lull in the rush

life, and if we speak

and

roar

of

earnestly and wisely,

the people may listen and be saved.
The
coming months are the best harvest time of
souls; more cane done to save_them now
than is possible in the summer months.

How

important then

thdt every minister

should be in trim for worki have the right
spirit, have the fui:h, and love,and earnest-

ness, which ensure success! If they are
filled with the Holy Spirit, the people wil!
eel it. They can not Jong remain unmoved
when preachers speak with the power and

unction
of the Holy
Will we not all

Ghost.
begin

now,

if we

have

not done it before, to pray for them? If the
whole brotherhood will pray fervently,
persistently, that this grace may be given
to the watchmen, the Lord will answer.
And they will soon

no

one

can

tell. delivered before

begin to feel pressed as

the Theological

students

for every hour weakens their resistance and

find them reported in the Lew ‘ston Journal,

breeds fresh -discontent even within the
walls of Paris. The Goverament seems to
‘be losing influence at home and respect
abroad.
King William and Bismarck do
not mean to be over-exacting, and so pro| voke the interference of neutrals; but they |

were mentionéd in our last

issue,—as

we

that city generally enjoyed

rare opportu-

nities for receiving stimulus and instruction
while listening to this course of lectures.
We hope to receive some specific account
of them for our columns.

We regret this grievous
we

re-

humiliation will cure her self-conceity and
give her the seriousness by means of which
she may yet become a nation at once strong
and free.

Our

MAINE

CENTRAL

InstiTuTE.

The Cats-

logue of this Institution, located at Pittsfield,
shows
growing prosperity. Having a
AL

4 and excellent

building in

one of

the best locations, an able and ample corps
of teachers, an
blessed with the
offers to young
aids to’ a true
pecuniary

National. Asylum.

increasing patronage, and
best religious influences, it
men aud women superior
culture. Lifted above its

embarrassments,

as we

trust it

{ may soon be, there seems nothing before it
? gt dics
G
but a large service and a career of steady
. It is much in favor of our country that prosperity. It has several courses of study,
it provides so many comfortable resorts for so that nearly every student may obtain
the pnfortunate.
Other nations do the the special training desired.
The whole
same, but ours on a most liberal scale.” number of students for the year is 258; of,
Whether a person be deaf, dumb or blind, counting by terms, 350.

or all three;

if he

has lost

a limb or

capable
helped

of

and

care,

if

he

be

thought

providing for himself,

‘to a position, and all ywed

he

is

to go his

for him.
:
at Washington is something
8, but it. is conducted on an
entirely

differe

rinciple.

Itis for

“crip-

.v

Current

Topics,

for

tricksters and wire-pullers,where they can
become perfected in the art of plotting and
principle

and

where

a

down-right

moral

is as much an object of terror and

persecution as was & person suspected of
witcheraft in the days of Cotton Mather,
It hears of a man particularly expert
in caucuses and -excelling in ward-room
oratory, and forthwith’ summons him toa
place of trust and emolument.
It it finds
one among its inmates

especially

to principle, if he refuses

devoted

a bribe

and is

unterrified by a threat of exclusion,
services dre no longer required.
agers seem to reason something

his

The manlike this:

—

Diavectic

Oe

WAR,

The

Baptists

and

Pudobvapiists are faxing a lively discussion
over the resolutions of the Phila. Association on Baptism.
It will do good.
And

every earnest discussion of doctrines which
divide the church ought to tend to union,
and will d)» it if the parties maiotaivo the

right

spirit.

We

shall never *'see eye to

searching

scrutiny

into the soundness of

fear discussion.
We ought to davite it,
and when we all really hunger for union
in the exact truth, we shall pray for the
keenest eyes *‘to search us, and try us, and
ste if
re is any error if us,” which

divid.#the family of Chri-t.

which usually means
an

upright

that

man

with so soon as the

the

will

proper

services of

be

dispensed

rascal

found to take his place.

can be

§

Usually, however, tnere are desperate attempts made to remodel the man bef re he
is finally dismissed.
There was once a

distinguished - sculptor

who

acceptable to
they made a
and at night
nextday the

engaged

to

Of course it must be ng

the judges, so, as oftén as
criticism, the artist, noted it,
applied the corrections.
The
whole populace ridiculed the

remodeled image,and even the judges them-

will not sleep ; ‘sounds will be heard, in the

ington

selves bégan to suspect that they were bug
indifferent criticisers of art.
If there is found in the Cabinet at Wash-

a well-developed

man,

a specialty will attain to more skill and

efficiency than is possible when the occupa-

morally

This

tion is varied like that of the pastors.
as an evangelist who
learning or disposition
pastor. By thorough
them the benefit of the

has not the ability,
to become a good
training, by giving
experience of others

in addition to their own, they would become
very skillful in dealing with the unconverted, when, without suéh helps, they would
do but little. We ought to have facilities
for instruction in this work, for the benefit
of pastors as well as evangelists. There is
much to be learned in relation to it, and we,
as well as others, should use all possible
means to increase our power to bring sinners to Christ. Can we not have an association of ministers,in every state, with lectures and discussions upon this topi¢? Do

we not need to revive the spirit of evangel<”
ism among us?

Deominatosal News and Notes,
Chattahoochie

F. B. Association.

met

with.

the

New

church, Taylor Co., Georgia,

As-

Prospect

Ot.

15,—17.

Rev. D J. Apperson was chosen chairman,
and E. C. Beers, clerk. A very pleasant
aud harmonions time was enj yed.
The
adoption of the F. Baptist aiticlés of faith
by the churches was ratified by the Association,

Brother Apperson, wh) communicates the
above, writes that he is in favor of the
union of all evangelical Bapt's's, so far as

|.is possible without

compromising the doe-

trine of Free Salvation and Open Commun-

is very interesting, and we hope that some
good brother will offer himselt to the H. M.
Board, to go South and help to cultivate
this large and inviting field.
C.

Baptists

of

New

Brunswick.

The 38th Gen. Conference of our brethren
in that Province occurred at Hamstead,
Queen's Co., from the 1st to the 5th of Oct.

must be a cause.
It can not be that talent
and learning are not a power. Those who

From the Minutes, we fufér that the meet- |
ing was of unusual interest. Tae reports

possess

them

others.

Why, then, do they fall behind in

from the churches were favorable,many baptisms have occurred during the year, though

execution?

have

Lick

a great advantage

over

of consecration and loss

of self in zeal for the work are the cause.
Many are go careful about the ways, the
style, the proprieties of ministerial performance, that ali the impetus, warmth and pen-

etrativeness of their words are choked out
furnish a statue of justice for the authori- of them.
They are stifled by a kind of
ties of a certain city.
When it was finish- aesthetic tight lacing, held back by a slaved, he called in the judges to examine it,/ ish devotion to the proprieties, while the less
The populace applauded it, butthe judgks talented diive ahead, strike for success

condemned it.

for training men hy lectures, and experience,

for this business, acting on the theory that
men who make one partienlar kind of work

Free

A man of thoroughly -Zleveloped moral parts | —— WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE? MinisYou ters pf Moi prate abilities often excel the
are such a man. - The Asylum has no far- talented and{learned in usefulness.
There

such

The Low Church Epis-

ion, and he greatly desires a closer union
any views wherein they differ from their
with
those Baptists at the North who agree
brethren.
The
fact that we are divided’
with him and his brethren in G-orgia on
proves that some of us are wrong, and the
these points, and/ thinks that great good
partics who are wrong ought to be the most
might be done, if our Missionary Board
anxious cf all to be setright; and those
{
could
send some one to travel among them,
who stand on the oracles of God need not
4nd
help
to organiza their forces, so as to
fear criticism;
it wil only make truth
Brother A 's letter
shine the brighter.
It is weak, childish, to do more effective work.

‘will make his way anywhere inlife.

ther benefits for nor need of you.
Ypur
resignation will be cheerfully accepted ; —

But we might

The Chattahoochie United F. Baptist

morals, eye”, nuless our differences are subjected
more than for efippled limbs and derang- | to the crucible of investigation; and evangelical Christians should welcome the most
ed physical
organisms.
Its managers

scheming,

——LEvaNGeLisM.

sociation

pled consciences amMbroken-down

seem to delight in making it a refuge

That is not honest.

copalians are making special efforfs for the
conversion of sinners. They have a system

his

reason; if he be an idiot a cripple or a lunatic; whatever his affliction,” he may be
taken in and kindly cared for. After proper discipline

munion.

reasonably expect that they would object to
the sale of ¢ The Open Door.” It will sell,
however, all the faster for this prohibition.

indicate that our brethren and the people of is an excellent idea. Many a man will excel

are in earnest, and know how to mix stern-

a “cart under sheaves,” they will ‘‘ go forth
weeping, bearing precious seed,” the truth
will be as fire in their bones, and men will
fall on their knees and ¢‘ confess that God is
in them of a truth.” When the ministers
get once thoroughly aroused, the people
*‘ tops of the mulberry trees,” and sinners
will come to Jesus *‘ as doves to the windows.” Who will pray for the ministers?
Shall we not all do so, until they are all
aflame witb. love of souls ?

of Lectures

by Rev. Dr, Manning, of Boston,—which

many ministers are cold, weak in faith,
deficient in earnestness and love for souls.
They have felt the pressure of worldly
influences, their ardor has

end

of the course

In a military point of view, nothing can be
hoped for but exhaustion or overthrow,

gret the folly that still hugs it t) her heart;
but it may be that nothing save a thorough

5

the prayers of the sgints, they

Theaccounts

calamity that France has invited;

crashed through the defenses before Petérsburg in 1865. If Gen. Grant succeeds in
looks as though it might be done;,—he will
have won a victory not less deserving of
remembrance and honor than his mastery of
Lee. Gov. Hoffman is indeed re-clected
governor,and Hall is to disgrace the mayor-

ation.
What will be the

ness with policy.

family circle and prayer-meeting, most fervent petitions should ascend to the throne
of grace for these mercies {0 fall upon those

claims, andor dissatisfied men who represent

i

|

and

tory &nd declare their opinions.
They exhibit tue relative strength of the two great
partics of the country, and set forth their
spiri', ‘aims and methods. They furnish
un cpportunity for hostile eritics to ply their

and reform these elvments,p and

dominant

party must have a present as well a past,

is

becile and vicious aristocracy on the ope
side, and degraded pauperism on the other.
Whether there is power enough to vitalize

are

or retire arid make room for a successor.
It must have a conscience and a backbone,
or let go its scepter. Only so long as it can
work
for purity and employ heroism
will it keep its standing.
If the piotest

and carries the immense burden .of an im-

nobility eould be cast fr om the necks of the

agreement in affirming.

before Dec. § 1, pay their subscriptions to Jan,

cents to pay postage,

criticism;

sinew, iron, yes, spring steel, to the nation,

according

to rule, or in spite of rules, for-

get

venture

self,

all, reputation,

profit;

everything, to win a victory. And they do
win. Velocity is more effective than bulk.
With the same enthusiasm, abandon and
fire, the more talent will do the more exe-

cution.

But inertia wins few successes.

Sharp, quick, constant blows are the one
which break stony hearts.
:
a

——
0

speaking, like Ex-Secretary Cox for instance, the self-appointed judges attempt
at once to make him over.
If he will allow his tongue to be tied, his ears to be
stopped, his conscience to be seared, his

——BeHAVE.
We so hate sham reverence
as a people, that we easily swing to the
other extreme.
In some congregations the
confusion is intolerable. Knots stand at

pledges to be brokefl, and every requesof

the door, gather around

the stove and whis-

there is a serious lack of ministerial

labor.

Wednesday, the fourt of January, was ap-

pointed as a day

of “humiliation,

and prayer;

That

Ist.

God

fasting

will preserve

and prosper our ministers already in the
field; and 21. That he will lay his hand
upon, and thrust into the vineyard, from
the intelligent young men of our denomination,

such as

the whitening

will assist

in gathering in

harvest.”

:

The Home and Foreign Mission, and the
Sanday school reports were encouragifig,
as they give unmistakabla signs of eriter-.
prise, progress and healthful growth,

A delegation was present from the regular Baptist

Association,

with the F. Baptists in

asking for union
educational

efforts,

and also a closer union than has heretofore
existed in general Christian work. This

delegation was of course cordially regeived,
and a committee was chosen to sonfer with
the committee from the Association upon
the question proposed.
The F. Baptists of

New

Brunswick

are

an excellent and enterprising company of
Christians, and we always hear of their
prosperity with great pleasure.
B.

his constituents to pass unheeded, he is the per, talk, laugh until the minister begins
The Gallic Madness.
man for the managers. The populace may ‘the services, and then they rattle to the
—
say nomatter what, and object never so seats like a flock of sheep; the late ones
The sudden annonncement that the nestrongly, yet their protests are unheeded. thunder or rustle or squeak down the aisles
gotiations for an armistice between France |
Harper's Ferry —Destitution. ;
The ‘‘advisers” have their own way, and during the prayer; not a few gaze about
and Prussia had come to nothing, and had
that is the end of it, unless indeed the -can- the house when they ought to be engaged
been suddenly broken off, at once surprisOthers having presented to the public
didate objects to the remodeling process, in prayer; the singers’ seats are made a
ed,shocked and grieved the public throoghthe
principal facts connected with the late
which is at once the end of him.
It is bedlam. One needful lesson for us allto
out two hemispheres.
Reports had told to the credit of those controlling such matlearn is to behave in church. There are flood at this poidt,it is unimportant to the
1s that the agreement was actually signed, ters, that they so carefully regard the mormore congregations who require reforming purpose of this article to rehearse them.
and all parties felt assured that the terrible al condition of the outside world.
But the than that behave properly.
Ill manners As most of your readers are aware,some fifty
contest was substantially over. The shock outside world would like an occasional
strike into the heart if they do not come out families, in this place alone, were rendered
occasioned by the facts was severe and syllable, if it must be denied a controlling
of it. If one has no reverence for God, he homeless and destitute by that catastrophe;
painful. We do not yet fully know where voice, in managing its own affairs. It
oughtto have decency enough not to annoy and although liberal sums have been dothe main difficulty was met, nor who is would likea fair representative of its ster- those who have.
Ministers especially nated for their relief, still many have comchiefly responsible for the failure.
Of ling worth at headquarters, instead of hav- should not offend when they chance to be paratively nothing, in- the shape of clothcourse each party will, as heretofore, seek ing it all diluted among the masses.
hearers. They do n't always behave well ing and bedding, to meet the approaching
to lay off the fault upon the other.
But let us notbe hasty in condemning when at general meetings. Good practice winter. Clothing and bedding especially
But one thing is plain, , The French | the policy of these
are articles very much needed. Clothing
administrative changes. is as useful as good preaching.
leaders and people seem given over to folly
is
. particularly needed for children and
The President has not assigned his prevailor madness.
They will make no terms
aged persons, - If friends from abroad deing reasons for'them, and why should we
———A Litre FLuTTER.
Rev. Mr. Ward, | sire to aid the sufferers here in any way, I
such as conquerors have always insisted on,
doubt that he has very cogent ones? One
of the Baptist Pablication Store, New York, will receive their donations, cradit them in
and such as the conquered have always
acceded to. Fui ly defeated in a war which cannot help remembering, however, that was disposed to sell, and did sell, an hun- the Star, and see to their judicious approit takes all of two years to prepare for a dred or more of ‘‘ The Open Door,” when
France provoked, they blaster about rights,
priation. Also
the
students of Storer
coming election, and that changes must be
significant warnings induced him to remove Normal school, like many in other instituand honor and dignity, as though they
gradual, especially if they are to be sweepthem from his shelves, This fact got into tions of learning, are contending with a
were masters in Berlin instead of prisoners
ing. The infatuation of office-holding has
the Brooklyn papers, with editorial com- persistent and formidable enemy,—poverty.
in Paris. They refuse to consider the ques- overcome
stronger
men than General
tion of ceding Alsace and Lorraine, even Grant, and he will no doubt be willing to ments. A zealous Baptist indignantly re- Some of them came ten, twenty, fifty or
plied, claiming that no Baptist minister or a hundred miles, to reap the advantages
shouldrthe inhabitants desire it, when that
become a martyr to public. abuse if he
very territory was lately wrested from can but remain four years longer at the layman would do so mean a thing as to offered by this school ; and some of them
forbid the sale of this book of Rev. J. Hyatt are bat poorly prepared for the winter
Prussia at the point of the sword, and has White House.
It would be an ungenerThey ous act to accuse him falsely, and so there Smith’s at the Baptist Book Store. Another term. They need bedding quite as much
now been thoroughly reconquered.
insist that they can never consent to allow isa general suspension of judgment until editorial appeared, and another rejoinder, as anything else. Now, will not some of
our kind lady friends cast a sympathizing
position in he shall make his reasons public.
France to occupy a Si
In the and so the discussion.goes on gpicily,
Now we failto see why any one should thought in the direction of these poor boys
the political world, when the events of the meantime we can -only wickedly surmise
complain of these warnings. Baptists as- and girls, and at once resolve to part with
last four months have already put her into and patiently wait.
sert that, when one becomes an open com- some of the quilts, blankets, sheets, or pilthe third or ‘fourth rank. They defy the
(no matter if the pillows are
munionist, he ceases to be a Baptish. Can low cases,—
Prussian armies encamped about the capBates Cornege.
The Catalogue of we expect them to favor the gale of a book left in them,) that have been accumulating
ital, and then assume to be horror-struck
at the idea of a bombardment, and at the Bates College for 1870—71 has been receiv- which tends to unmake Baptists? There is on their closet shelves? Or, if you have
hesitation of neutral powers to drive the ed. Welland beautifally printed,as always a moral wrong in claiming,ags the Baptist no new ones to part with, please send
articles. They
pwblish John along the second-hand
King and his forces awhy from Paris. They before,it is made especially attractive by the Publication Society does; to
It re- Bunyan's Complete Works, while they omit will do great good here. All such donawail over their weakness and suffering,and information which if has to offer.
brag over their strength and brayery in the ports both College and Theological School, his two noted essays in favor of open com- tions will be needed, as early as Christmas,
A

es Tee UE

0

parties in Masssachusetts, and. be received
more than 20,000 votes. But nobody expected his electiqn, he did not wish it, and his
personal qalities bought a large pars of
the support that was obtained. He was
the rallying point of the discontented. The

ON Tren

Siar.

same breath. They scorn the only terms giving us a list of 78 students in the Colthat they can expect to be tolerable, and lege departmeni- proper, and 25 in the
prolong
a contest when every day is ed- Theological. The Junior and Senior classding to the bill which they will be forced es are respectable in size; the Fresbman
to settle. , Confronted by the sternest facts, and Sophomore classes number respéctively
they still feed on fancies and keep up a 26 and 28 ;—the classes in the Theological
constant coquetry with sounding rhetoric. School are set forth as follows,—Seniors, 8;
Failing in every settled plan, they seem to Middle, 8; Juniors, 14, That is a cheering
surrender themselves to a headlong desper- and promising exhibit.
-
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please

each case,

expense of transportation.

i Theological

School,

good.

and

karmony.

ly.

Friday

which

in

Potter ch., Dec. 9th.

ASHTABULA

|

the

:
by

much

The

well

country

beautiful

is not unreasonably high...

in Free
wish to
Sabbath
church.

us, and land

Property in the

We are on a branch of the North-western
railroad, about half way between Beloit
and Madison, thus being accessible from

any part of the state. Janesville is eighteen
miles south-cast of us, and a tri-weekly
been

connects the two places.
some

There has

building going on the past sea-

son. Next year a building will go up for
the new National Bank.
We shall be glad to answer the inquiries
of any who may wish to move here for
the purpose of educating their families.
G. S. BRADLEY.
4
Evansville, Wis., Nov. 5th, 1870.

"Revivals,

&e.

VT. ' The

SEA

M088

FARINE

Co.,

church

at

CHARLESTOWN, W. VA. On Sabbath, the
6th inst.. Rev. B. Kirk baptized four persons
before the morning service,at Charlestown,
W. Va. [spoke to the people at 11, A. M.
At 2, P. M., conference was held in a
crowded house. The candidates were received to the church, and the joyous song
« Welcome, welcome,” was sung, accompan-

jed by the hand of fellowship by the
church.
The church is well engaged, and at ‘the
last meeting, some ten anxious ones were
at the altar. Sabbath night, returning, I
spoke at Harper's Ferry. One here arose
for prayers.
A. H. MORRELL.

On the evening of the 27th ult., quite

a

num-

ber of friends made Rev. Wm. Whitefield a most
agreeable surprise visit at his residence
pont, N.Y.

in PierCom.

The ¥. W, Baptist church in the village of Fa-

bius, Onondaga Co., N. Y., is now destitute 8f a
Rev. W. H. Waldron has been laborpast

eighteen

months,

but,

has now accepted an invitation to another field

of labor, He lef the church in a very prosperous condition, and may the Lord bless him in

his new field of labor.

We hope the Lord will

direct some one to this‘church and

society soon,

a3 we do not wish to be left long destitute of a
pastor.
CYRUS CHAFFEE, Clerk,

Quarterly Meetings.
Frenon Creek Q. M.~<Held its Sept. term

with the North-east ch., commencing Friday
evening, The meeting on the whole wus one of
much interest, and we trust profitable to many
who were present, The preaching was general-

$5,00,

and

W.JKENNINGS

838 BROADWAY,

fat-,|

3. The

best methods

other

Biliousness,”

and

nothing

speedily and permanently as Dr.

DEMOREST,

NEW YORK,

Special Notice.
Brethren making application for
F. B. Mutual Benefit Association,
Scud their admission money WITH
TIONS,
| If not accepted, the money will

or

Golden

Medical Discovery.

will cure
It

also

you

L

29, at 2

:

WM.

Poss

WALKER,

Clerk.

and

Office Addresses.

so
the

Letters
8 B Allen—I

8 Burgess—N

Atwood-S 8 Brainard
Bixby—M

W

A

Sold by drug-

Ea Charleston,

J J Swith, Marshfield, Pa.
C Barley.

Rev
s

B A Russell, Holmesville, N Y.

T,se-, Sherman,

to use any other.
Please to send by Adams Express
fifty to one hundred pounds of it. Truly Yours.
L.
D." BROWN, of A. COLBURN
& Co., Spice
Mills.
Ahove 18 Genuine and Unsolicited.
The soap is for
sale in Boston, Portland, Hartford and other New

8 OC Chase, Beatrice, Neb,
C Morrow, Kokomo, Ind.
M E Richardson. Vineland,

Ask for Delapierre’s Electric Soap.

BAPTIST

N JJ.

Margaret

Root, Occhard,

REGISTER.

C L Welch,

Lynn,

N Y.

Mass,

Mrs A A Morse, Waltham, Mass.
:
O Bartlett, Cornish, Me,
B H Mc Murphy,
West Campton, N H.
Mary O Ayer, Naples, Me.
L Hayden, Madison Cen, Me,
7
W
1:
E
W
8
P

respecting the

of Christians in America,
Educational Statistics, &c,

Though thus enlarged and improved, it has been decided to sell it on the same terms as heretofore, viz:

Home

the course of
pass the Asdown.
This

wear out the stone-block

every fifteen years.—Estimating

pavement

in

the number

of

horses and vehicles in use in this city

at 150.-

000, itis calculated that not less than $10,500,000
might be saved annually by the adoption of some
less grinding substitute for the hard trap of the

stone-block superstruct-

ure; and the inference may be drawn that the
question of expense of construction and repairs
is not the only important economical question involved.
The relative cost per square yard of the
foveral pavements in use may be averaged as

ollows :
Stone-bloek (Belgium)
Russ, or stone-block with concrete bed
Nicolson
Fisk concrete
Stafford
Snow & Davis concrete
L

— Harper's

. $2,60
3,20
4,00
2,60
3,69
2,00

Weekly.

THREE

THOUSAND

PAGES

A

YEAR. ~LITTELL'S LIVING AGE, being published in weekly numbers of sixty:four pages each,
gives to its readers more than three thousand
double-column octavo pages a year of the most
valuable, instructive and entertaining reading of
the day. ‘History, biography, fiction, poetry,
wit, science, politics. criticism, art,—what is not

here?’

It isthe only compilation

10,00
6,85
10,00
12,50
6,25
9,07
12,50
18,75
18,75
6,25
25
\37
8,37
6,26
1,00
13,00
2,50

that presents

with a satisfactory completion as well as fresh.
ness, the best literature of the almost innumerable and generally inaccessible European quarterlies, monthlies and weeklies,—n literature em-

bracing the productions of the ahlest and most
cultured writers living. [It is therefore indispensable to every oho who desires a ‘thorough
compendium of all that is admirable and noteworthy in the lterary world,” who has a taste
for the best literature, or desires to keep pace

.

Ohio,

188,07
SILAS CURTIS,
§

N. H.

Treasurer.

Main St ch, Lewiston, Me. per W
bi
Col Cumberlanc Q VM, *
Lucy White, Lewiston on note,

H Bowen,

SILAS

CURTIS,

45,27
Treas.

Concord, N, H.

Foreign Mission.
Harrisville, per J Westlake,
Fem

Miss So, Ellsworth Q M.per M M R Gott,

Bradford,

Wis, per J C Gifford,

York

Co, Q

3,00

15,00
5,33

{lmot ats, N H, per H P Lamprey,

E 8 Hallack, Fayette, Mich,
C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,
Oakland Q M, per A Sibley, Treas,
Burns, 111,
per) 8 Dinsmore
So Cambridy e, TIL
?
Wis, per J D Vandoren,
Fairwater,
Abner Moses, Ellenboro, Wis,
Lincoln, NY,
per G H Ball,
*
New York City, 17th 8teh,

5,00
2,00
8,00

12,00

2,50
2,00
3
2

22
2,38
4,07
44.28

150,
C. 0. LIBBY,

Treas.

Dover, N. H.

Bible & Tract Cause.
8c Hodgdon, Westport, Me,
8 Class, Liberty, 11, per A F]Murphy,

C. O. LIBBY,

1,00
2,50

8,60
Treas,

Married

and other high critical authority to be “the best

In Wheelock, Vt, Nov. 2, by Rev. L. B. Tasker,
Ranney, both
Mr: Lorenzo Sullaway and Miss Lizzie
yo
of

Address

WANTED.

24
244
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02
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live topics; a gréat

reading matter; an unequaled, practical Household

20

,76
7.20

12
1,4

87
A

gingle,

78

20

9

the Minutes

and instructive.

97

,771

gingle,
dozen,

It contains pithy editorials upon
variety of carefully prepared

Department; a capital Children’s Department, that
charms

the,

by
.

Paper, finely illustrated with

many large,excellent ENGRAVINGS,both pleasing

1,55

,20

cozen,

on

is no discount

,04
44
,04

ber is a most beautiful

and

benefits the

er people, too.

Take

S. S.

of

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing EstabThese Books are now ready for sale
| ishment.
n d delivery.

Little Ones,

You will like it MUCH.

and

larg-

It should be

Prize

You can get

send it, and also the

And
Shining Hours,eeeecece.
Master and Pupil,..
May Bell.cacessaces
Sabrina Hackett,eeeee
Aunt Mattieseeeececcccccscccsences
Light from the Cross.ccesseececscssacsss1.50
Contradictiens, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

Mrs.

Child’s

from

a copy of Mr.

Kennedy's volume,—¢Close Commun-

ion, or open Communion? An experience and an Argument,” —and will also

10

the

end

of 1871—or

You want Both of them.

70

Series.

ent.

HEARTH

weekly budget
| ete., ete.

Agriculturist,

the

Agriculturist

TRY

the

AND

They are entirely “differ-

HOME

brings

a very

choice

of News, Miscellany, Housekeeping

American

Agriculturist comes along month.

1y, with its 41 great

pages

packed full of carefully

csesssene

JIB

prepared, condensed information for the Farm, the

Heaven cecccesscescscsccccscecces

,T0

Garden,
the Household,

SOMELRIE, ers evens

Bright

Day

410

fine ENGRAVINGS.

Series.

Bright Days,cececccsrccccascscseccsceces],2p
Sunny Skies,cccecececess
ceesees
Pompeii and Herculaneum
Archibald Hamilton,..eeeeececeseccceeeedl
26

Starlight

ly prized that it is constantly

very

read by over a MIL.

LION PEOPLE in City, Village, and Country.

A

i,

Anecdotes of Animalg.ceceececscnsacess
1.50

Strawberry Hillieceesraeoescneneaeness
1.60
OVercoming.esesessessesssessssecesscessl2
Perfect Man....
++1,00
Willie Maitland.......
‘Who is my Neighbor?.

Young eceseeresesesessns

.

Taken together, HEARTH AND

Bloomfieldeesessesesesscssssesessessesees
1.60
Glencoe Parsonage ceeeesseceea® ®t eaeess1,00

(05

Sybil’s Way .eecencesecssacescssssreenessl,23
Triumph over Midian
+++ .ceeeecereces 90
Rescued from Egypt.cecescecscironscaes 90
Clandifescecesseesssntscesscacesrcsceees
90

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with

our own publications,or will be filled with the
books of other publishers,and willbe furnished to

Sabbath schools in Libraries,at wholesale prices

Address,

Folks—with

75
5

Miscellaneous.

When we were

the Little

Itis so valuable, and so high-

Take them Both Home.

Series.

L. R. BURLINGAME,

HOME

and American

Agriculturist, contain choice, reliable reading
of a kind, character and amount, to meet
wants of nine-tenths of all the families
try, and in City too,

matter

in the coun-

They will contain no

trash, no

or fictitious nonsense that one

unreliable, or impure

a

will hesitate to carry home,
over $30

000

during

each

a full acquaintance

Sterling old Journals,

fer BOTH

Journals

worth of splendid, pleasing and

structive: ENGRAVINGS,
encourige

The two

year.
with

give
inWe

these

the Publishers.

of-

of them for $4 a year (just the

price asked for one

until recently).

Sub-

scribers for one or both Journals for 1771,
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money for
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publica-
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j

year, FREE,
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ORANGE JUDD & CO, Publishers,

they will be ot the risk of those

sending them.

.

245

:

the chiet

Dover, N. H.

new subscriber. Or, if it is preferred,
and made payable to the
we will send any unbound volume of York or Boston,
in Post Office
Burlingame,
R.
L.
of
order
the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from
letter.
Registered
in
or
the second to the fifteenth i
lg on Money Order,
our risk.
at
Moneys thus sent will be
the same terms, The postage—which
:

to

For $4 they ¥ill

American

“ AMERICAN AGRICOLTURISE
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yearly subscription price of $3.
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HEARTH AND HOME

Weekly from now to the end of 1571, at the redueed
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Rainy

it Home.

ers at 8 cts. per copy;

ChilA Li{ess reeves snares rsnsrensrenine
sl 00
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of post~
age, on receipt of the price,

To any person who will send us a
year’s subscription in advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s subscription in advance from a new sub-

scriber, we will send

Confer-

Every num-

2,24

Early ChoiCeseeeenissccssercanssrenssess,75

Premium,

who order the books.
In Shapleigh, Nov. 8, by Ray. W. H.@dbelana,Mr,
W.
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J. W. Bristol, 131 Pearl st , Boston Mass,
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Canal, Pa, per W H Cutler,
Castle Rock, Minn, per I D Batson,
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Tue LIVING AGE is pronounced by Rev, Henry ‘Ward Beecher, “The Nation,” New York,
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ANTED—Agents, male and female to sell pictures everywhere. One of our agents has retailed over 7,500 at seventy-five cents each, iu the
past 2 years, Address with stamp
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Wells. Me, per 8 C Kimball,

with the intellectual progress of the age.

of all our electic publieations;” and we can do
our readers \no better service than by calling
their careful\ attention to its Prospectus, published in this paper.
|
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10,00
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A sixteen page Monthly Paper. Reviews of all leading New Books ; Literary News; a complete Monthly
List of American Publications. FIFTY CENTS PER
YEAR. S.mple Lovie, sevan Cents. 8. B. CROCK-

Eduoation Society.

of Jesus

ence,

BY L. O. EMERSON & J. H. MOREY.
An Entirely New Collection of Anthems, Opening
and Closing Pieces, Sentences, Choruses, &o.,
NOW
READY.
Price $1,60. $15.90 per dozen,
A sample copy
sent post-paid to any address on receipt of price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO,, Boston.
C. HH. DITSON & CO., New York.

LITERARY

3,48
429
2,76
+29
2,66
120
na

Minutes of General

~ THE NEW ANTHEM BOOK.
THE
SABBATH (GUEST.

« THE

2,88
,26
2,40
,25
2,00
1,00
Ww

Choralist,
0

2,50

D B Tors, Wilton, Me,

Concord,

Tt will be seen from the above statement from
“ Harper’s Weekly,” that the Snow & Davis Concrete is cheaper than any other.
We can vouch
for its durability as we have seen it tested by
bearing for years the constant wear of the heaviest of teams,
L. R. BURLINGAME.

THAN

ud
NY,
West Stephentowny
*
E Gaines, NY,
"
Windham Center, Pa,
per O D Hatch,
Kewanee ch, Ill,
S Wheelock eh, Vt, ** EM Magoon,
per E W Porter,
Me,
Bath,
ch,
St
North
ch. per W L Noyes,
St Johnsbury
Pine St ch, Lewiston, Me, per J 8 Burgess,
“ C H Webber,
Taunton ch, Mass,
‘“M H Tarbox,
Dover ch, Me,
Smith,
‘WT
Me,
ch,
Brunswick
“ D Moody,
N Weare ch, N H,
“LH Witham,
8 Buxton ch, Me,
“ DG Holmes,
Mendota ch, Ill,
J W Burnham, Derry, N H,
Stuart,
M
D
per
NY,
M,
Col Erie Q
D B Tors, Wilton, Me,
FREEDMEN'S MISSION.
.

erpont ch,

dozen,
single,
dozen,
single,
ozen,
single,
. Yin

do

Do-

ing its Issue.
9,86
5,00
4,71
6,25
4,17
1,00
IL

0

do

Choirs have long been await-

Mission.

1200

,60
04
28
,04
568
wi
oi

Cemmunionist,

cation.

Col Wheelock Q M, Vt, per L B Tasker,
**
West Charleston, Vt,
3
East Charleston, Vt,
*
Vt,
Center,
Newport
3
Union Q M, PQ,
Mrs J Curtis, Paunee, Neb,, per G H Ball,
3 James, Frankiin, NH,

2,40

single,

single,
Butler’s Commentary,
Lessons 1or every sunday in

us for the Myrtle
’
Sample copies will be sent free on appli-

R I. Howard, Chicago, Ill,
D L Guernsey, Concord, N H.
C Small, Georgeton, Me.
SM Hageeut, ibringleld, Me.
Rev A K Moulton, Cleveland, O,

a

would

NY.

EXPRESS,

single copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cts.; one
hundred copies, $7.00, Postagé on a single copy, 2

It has been estimated that in
twenty-four hours 17,000 vehicles
tor House, in Broadway, up or

Prescott, Harrisburgh,

VanDeusen, Warrensburgh, NY,
H Garlock, Grant, N Y.
S Gerry, Dexter, Me.
G York. Wolfboro, N H.
Burnham, Derry, N H.
Loshier, Fall River, Wis.
Aldrich, Addison, N Y.

9,60

dozen,

Wonderful Works of Jesus,
0
do

or any number between one and 10, when
sent to one address, than on a single one
The postage is payable at the office of de
volume begins with the
livery. . The
firstnumber in April.
Orders are solicit
’
:
ed.
No percentage is allowed on money sent

A Cummings, Suncook, N H.

© M

Story

PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
cents a year; and no,more on 10 copies

Iowa.

D Woodworth, Lenox, O,
A Blaisdell, Morton’s Corners,

BURLINGAME,
-

,16
1,44
1,00

02
28
|

11,88
1,26
12,52
83
0,14
1,88
1862
1,40
13,92
29
2,88

do
do
do
Treatise,
do
Thoughts upon Thought,
do
do
0
The Book of Worshid,
o
0
do

Terms.—Single copy, 30 cents a year.
Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20
ents each,—payable in all cases in ad
vance.

1. Hassett, Howard Center, Iowa.
A Moses, Eltenboro, Wis.
N Gammon, Presquelsie, Me.

;

R.

should be sent to L.
ver, N. H. 5

NY,

Total.

2,28
,16
1,98
,08
22
28
5,6
20
2,40
,04

do

do

All orders and remittances for the paper

Plato. O.

Home Made Happy.

same

9,60
ogen,
x,10
Morocco, single,
10,56
dozen,
do
,&
single,
dozen,
8,18
single, 1,60
dozen, 15,36
1,20
single,
dozen, 11,52
25
single,
Bound,
do . dozen, 2,40

single,

Church Member’s Book,

to ¢ Ture MYRTLE,” Dover, N. H.

“WL Noyes, St Johnsbury, Vt.
& J Clough. London. N H.,
“Wm Whitfield, Plerpont, N Y,
+ SH Barrett, Rutland. O.
« J Prescott, Casco, Me,

there this season,and used it, and aresince unwilling

cts. ; on a dozen copiee, 24 ets. ; "on one hundred cop
ies, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers. Orders are solicited, and will be promptly filled.
Address
LR. BURLINGAME,
at this Office.

the

Establishment,

tended for publication should be addressed

Pa:

Home, Convenience.

Books,

Price. Postage

do Paper Covers, single,
do
dozen,
do
do
single,
Life of Marks,

All communications in-

per of its class.

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

Philadelphia, Sept. 29, 1370.
MESSRS.
DELAPI¥RRE, & Co.
My
family found
your Electric Soap in New England, while visiting

various denominations
Missionary Operations,

0

S Whittier—W

Walker.

do

Christian Bailes
0
d0

enlarged and much improved about the
firstof April, 1869. Itis pfinted on paper oi
a very superior quality, and its mechanical
excellence is equal to that of anyother pa-

J Ingerick,

amount of information

by

Adornments.
a

of Jesus.”

of Freewill Baptist

do
Embossed
do
do
do
82me.
do
do
do
Butler's Theolegy,
do
do
History,

for the use of Sunday School scholars, wag

the machine.— Mass. bu ughman.

tains a large

Freewill Baptist Printing

story

Psalmody, 18me. in Sheep,

MYRTLE:
published

Home Instruction.

to classes that have

Single ana by the dozen ; also Postage on the

and miscellaneous

This semi-monthly,

Pictures.

Home

Prices

Haggett—W Hutchinson—Mrs M J Hayes—G H Hood—M

C Royce—J M Kenney—D © Knowles—T Keniston—8 W
Knight—S C Kimball—J M Kayser—AD Letts—H B Moore
—D
Moulton—D
M
Miller—E Nelson—P Parker—J
A Prince -B - P Parker -J A Saunders
Patterson—~M
—A Stout—J H Sawyer—O Snowman—H 8 Swasey—J 8
F Tufls—J M
P Tracy—A
Thompson—A
Stamm—D
Tryon—G F Towle—I F Towne —1L, Taylor—H Taylor—P
Vanvalkenburgh—E Vose—M C Woodruff—W M Welch—

We can recommend
-chines without any cog wheels.
to our readers the ‘‘ Universal,” as ithis cog wheels
with very long teeth, which are prevented from
throwing entir ly apart by a ** patent stop,” which
is an important improvement for the durability of

THE

Balcom—S

F Bean—C Bean—0 8 Brown—M Compton—E £ Clough—
I. K Clough=8 W Cornell—F L Cilley—J W Carr—U
Chase—B ¥ Dennett—A J Davis—E 8 Eastman—W H
— WW Edwards—E Filmore—
Emery— Ellwanger & Barry
CC Foster—A T Graham—W Garretsen—DAHandy—R L
E Harvey—S MHolmes—W
8
Hoyt—G
Howard—H

schools.

4 cents.

a gen-

Received.

Allen—J Ashley—M

Buck—J

E

—M

Theological,

‘Be it ever 80 homely
There’s no place like home.”
a 8

Home

This book received the prize offered
not long since by the Printing Establishment, and is recommended to pastors, superintendents and teachers as
being in every way worthy of their
patronage.
Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage, (extra)

books, can be had at wholesale rates,
by sending orders to Rev. G. H. Ball,
No. 30 Vesey street, N. York.

“
W.H. Waldron, Fairport, N.Y. .
“J, Morrison, West Campton, N. H,

cog wheels play entirely apart when wringing larger
clothes,
and are then no better than the cheap ma-

FREEWILL

ed JOS

eral assortment of carefully selected
and Sunday
Sunday school books,
books,
singing
and
cards,
maps,
school

Rev. G. Sanborn, Franklin, N. H,

A MOST EXCELLENT WRINGING MACHINE.
Some
people are now buying Clothes Wringers,which have
cog wheels on one or both ends of the shaft, yet these

it45

on
Ln

a

ders are solicited.

DISCOUNT

Itisadapted

can now be had

‘Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies. Or-

From these priny

just completed “The

Providence, R, I.

All of our own books, and

ROCHESTER N. Y., Q. M. will hold its next session
with the Nosth Parma F.B. church, Dec. 9-11. Open=
ing sermon by Elder Jackson, Friday,
at 2 o'clock, P.
M.
It is hoped that weshall see a large del:gation
from all the churches in the Q, M., and may all come
praying that God may revive his work.

gists,

England cities.

ers.

Postage,

on application, for 25 cents for each copy,

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
-|*
Is now complete and ready for custom Home

Books in New York.

Clerk.

G. E. H,,

®

P. M.

oXclocky

worst lingering Coughs, at the same time strengthening and purifying the whole system.
Remember
that Dr. Pierce’s private U. 8. Government Revenue
Stamp,bearing upon it his portrait,name and address

is upon every bottle of the Genuine.

i

of the General Conference,

“The Wonderful Works of Jesus,”

\

$2,00.

~ TREATISE.

THE NEW QUESTION BOOK, | Home

"D. R. WHITTEMORE, Gen. Agent.

can singiog be mide most efficient in pro-

isters’ Conference at the same place, Nov.

Ext.

cures

to Sunday

Price

The New Treatise, just revised by order

In another column, see

A LIBERAL

PILES) PILES! PILES! PILES!
Outward
ap
plications are money thrown away.
The only permanent cure is DR. HaRRISON’S PERISTALTIC
LOZENGESThey strike at the cause.
They are
pleasant, nor, like all pills, do they require increase
Any church desiring the next session of the New
of dose. They are exacily suited to obviate cos“Durham Q. M, will please correspond with the clerk,
C. L. PINKHAM.
tiveness—the cause of ill health.
Forsdle at No. 1
Farmington; N. IL
| Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON
&
Co., Proprietors, and by all Druggists.
Mailed for
WESTERN R, 1. Q M, will hold its next session with
60 cents,
2m3t.
church, commencing Nov. 30, at 10
the Chepachet
o'clock, A. M., and hold over the following day, Min-

mills

Alt.

of their class.

hands.

extra 24 cents. Special terms given
to agents who sell 100 or more. Orders are solicited.

Prices.

list, and retail prices.
ces we make

Any who have failed to reeeive a copy of our ByLaws, will besuppliad on apolieation.
2

of maintaining interesting

Wholesale

our

are not excelled by any other books

admission to the
are requested to
THEIR APPLICA:
be promptly re.

money.

first volume, have already been sold.

ers, we offer our own prize books which

been accepted on condition of the payment of the ad

mission

(complete.)
(complete.
(in press)
(in press,

In addition to the publications of oth-

turned.
Those who have sent applications to me
without the money, and have received no reply, have

moting the interest of public .and social worship ?—
J. A, Varney.
5. Skesteu of a sermon ‘from each minister present.
:
J. L. CILLEY, Clerk.

York, are now

Pierce’s

PEASLEY & Co.,

pets to save them. Then their stock of Oil Cloths,—
(Oil Cloths being made a specialty) Stair and Entry
Carpets, Door Mats, Oil Cloth Rugs, &c., is exceed=
ingly large and excellent. Those who want goods
that areup to the standard test, and at the smallest
advance on cost, will go to this establishment, No. 47
Washington St.
3t44

Commence

Ready

- The Commentary on the Gospels by
Rev. John J. Butler, D. D.,is now
ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred = copies of this the

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools at as low rates as they can be
bought elsewhere in New England

should be inspected—just the articleto cover Car-

prayer meetings,—E. Kno #lton.

4. How

At

47 Washington Street, in relation
Carpets, Oil
Cloths, &c. The Kiddermnsters are worth examin.
ing, and for sitting rooms and chambers are unequalled. Their Brussels and Tapestries are offered
at very low rates,—these goods are among the most
desirable and most economical that can be used.
Their English Feltings are likewise something that

extraordina-

annum,

JOHN J

Now

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES

Aa-DESIRABLE AND SEABONABLE CARPETS.
Parties furnishing houses with Carpets are invited

the cost of the maga-

post free, and

RAILROAD,

For Wolfboro and Ce ntre
arbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.40 P. wu
For Lawrence
and Boston at 5,50, 8, 10.56 A. M., 5.06
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.40,
Leave Bnstoa tor
Dover at 7.30 A. M.,12 &,,8, 5 P.M,
and on Monday, Wednesday. and Friday at 6 P, M.

The Montvilie Ministers’ Conference will meet at
Whitefield, Dec. 16, at 9 o'clock, A. M.
ASSIGNMENTS,
1. To what extent is unity of faith
essendial to Christian fellowship ?7—W. H. Littlefield.
9, The in ucements for the Christian mister to
labor to raise Mission funds in connection wita his
ministerial work,~I. R. Howes,

headache, mouth tastes
badly, poor appetite and
tongue coated, you are suffering from Torpid Liver

or “

aa

This number is nearly half of all that
have been printed. This simple anAlso, in Press, the New Prize Series, comnouncement,
is sufficient to show that
prising abou‘ a dozen superior books lor
others
think
the work a good one and
the Sabbath School and the Family, These
will be announcedas they are complete
that they appreciate it. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be off

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45, 6.45 », M.

to visit the warehouse of

Books,

THE GOOD BOY,
THE BAD BOY,
THE GOOD GIRL,
THE BAD GIRL,

Notices.

AND MAINE

New

' For the Sabbath School.

Summer Arrangemens,
August 8, 1870
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A, M., 2.40 and
b P.»., and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
8.12 P. M.
For Great Falls, 10.104, M., 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M,

If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have frequent

MORE

Ministers and Churches.

BOSTON

NOTICE.

the commodities of the
American produce market.—
Its price is almost nominal; and the puddings, cus1ards, jellies, creams, blanc mange, and other light
table luxuries prepared from it are superior in flavor
(as well as cheapness) to those made from corstarch, maizena, ravelenta, or any of the gelatinous
extracts of grain,

Russ and Belgian and

minister.

New

special

Notices and Appointments.

some-

and

than

Great Falls.

i

Address

Conference, it has been enlarged to a 12mo. in size,
and besides the matter heretofore furnished, it con-

this place is enjoying a revival interest,apd
three young men were baptized on the first
M. A.
Sabbath in November.

ing with us for the

nourishing

on

Eunice

Frances D, Jones,

ingle copies, 25 cents. Sperimen copies, with cir.
culars, mailed free on receipt of 15 cts.
A

Yes

produce

‘‘ The Picnic

an dg time.

The Registerfor 1871 is out of press and ready for
delivery. In accordance with the vote of General

Fasius, N. Y. The church inthis place
is now in a prosperous condition, having
lately enjoyed considerable revival interest,
under the labors of Rev. W. H. Waldron.
Six were united to the church by baptism
on the last Sabbath in Oct., and it is hoped
that others will soon follow them. Bro.
Waldron goes to tuke charge of the Fairport church, with the best wishes and
prayers of the people he has left.
Com.

So. STRAFFORD,

strand

worth more

ry preminm for clubs. |
:
Subscription price, $3,00 per

turningiout immense quantities of this economic luxury,w ih has already taken a prominent place among

village can be purchased on fair terms.

stage

Bread

name of SEA M0SS FARINE, and the extensive
of the

ant.of villages, with ready means of access.
If any Free Baptist brethren contemplate moving to some place in order to afford their children good opportunities for
getting an education, either in the seminary
or the graded schools, you can not find a
better place than Evansville. We have a
around

Yield

32 incnes, eatitled

zine, to each subscriber,

and delicious elements of sustenance the world has
ever seen.
The article has been patented under the

470)

all

Rocks

for

eauty.
Or, iA offers a fine Chromo, worth

premiums,

Carrageen, is now manufactured, under a patent, into one of the most nutritious, palatable, digestible

Evansville is one of the most pleas-

Again,

Clerk.

tening than the staff of life itself. The Sea Moss which
carpets the rocks on the shores of Ireland, Iceland,
and the coasts of Northern Europeyis as truly a food
staple, when properly prepared, as wheat, rye, or
Indian corn, The Irish -variety, locally known as

We trust that all our controversies are
pretty much settled, and that for all time
to come the school will have a chance to

)

Barren

mag»zine

Miss

Also.Nov. 3,Mr.Cyprien Roy and

copies of French

best

hid Belgrade and

R. Shepard, W. W.

In West Waterville, Nov. 9,by Rev. Theodore Hill,
Mr, James Kdwin Tibbetts and CarolinePP. Smart.

the Fourth
of July,” valuea at $10,00, to each subscriber as a premium.
The SugravisE is all done in line and stipple, from
the original painiing by Lillie M. Spencer, and, be:
sides
the copyright, cost over seven thousand
dollars, and is acknow edged by artists to be
the most perfect and beautifu Jarge SusTaving ever
issued in this country. Certainly $10, 0
will not progure Joist that combines £0 much interest and

‘

thing that, if not bread, is more

one,
shall
The
small

united in

There is a plenty of good homes
Baptist famijjes for all who may
attend school. #We have a good
school, a good pastor and united

Engraving, 28 by

its Oct. session with the

the rugged cliffs of the ocean

’ proper encouragement on the part of our
friends, the work will be accomplished.

i

Q. M.—Held

the

More

Miss Lucy Lewis, both of W,
In raymond, bY. Rev. J. Fullonton, Mr. Charles
H, Edgerly and
Miss Rose A. Pease.
In East Rochester, Aug. 13, by Rev. A. Lovejoy,
Mr. Charles A: Dodge, of Readville, Mass., and Mrs,

floriculture, original music, architecture. and other
topics interesting to ladies—all calculated to assist
in’'making our homes attractive and happy.
It is the most enterprising of all magazines, and
gives more than twice as much for the money.
It also offers « large and magnificent Parior Steel

CORINTH Q. M.—Held its last session with the
church in Northfield, Oct, 14 — 16.
Reports
from churctes generally good.
The presence of
several brethren from abroad added interest to
the session. Next session with the church at
West (Corinth, third Saturday and. Sabbath in
January.
C. C. FOSTER, (Clerk.

raising the school to the highest grade, and
the prospects for success are certainly very
i
encouraging.
hard
of
plenty
is
there
that
We realize
work to be done in trying to build up an
institution completely run down, but with

grow unmolested.

D. WooDWORTH,

mentation of the household;

ext session with Canaan and Orange church,
at Factory Village, Canaan,
:
N. JONES, Clerk.

Seminary.

are

church, commencing the 28th.

right with God.

—

of Methodists,

Q. M.—Held its last session with

Ridge

blind

Mr. Frank G. Penney

and German models,
It gives with every mumber full-sized patterns,
‘which supply, during the year, all that ony lady
needs for the cutting of her own and her children’s
wardrobe,
:
:
It is always high toned,and its contributors include
some of the finest talent in the country.
Its Ladies’ Club affords valuable and interesting in.
formation upon every subject.
It is the best magazine for the utilities and orna-

‘helped in the preaching.
We were sorry to find
our dear Brother Griffin, pastor of the church,
in very feeble health,yet pleased to find his heart

churches,

Our fall term has been a prosperous
and the prospects mow are that we
nearly double our number next term.
people of the community, except a

thentic and original, and not

by Bro.
Bro. J.

session. Rev. E, Fisk; from 8S. Q. M.,who preached the first sermon ever preached in that house,

in a revival of the membership, and in the
conversion of sinners.
There are doubtless churches and places
within reasonable distances, destitute of
stated preaching, that might: be thus supplied a few Weeks, at this season favorable
to religioug meetings, and find it a blessing
i:
to the cause. —J. ¥.
to them apd

faction

South

WEARE

dents, in affording them active exercise in

Evansville

A. LosEg, Clerk.

church at East Andover.
This session was not
so fully attended as usual, Io it was a working

es proved profitable also, both to the stuthe

will

I. D. SMitH, Clerk.

Junuary.

proved avery timely aid, especially to such
as have met with embarrassment of this
kind in their course.
Phese labors have in very many instancto

commencing

C. Burch

A. F. Bryant was chosen moderator, J. B. Page
assistant, © Churches reported steadfastness of
yurpose in trying to upbuild the Redeemer’s
ingdom. A good time was enjoyed by all pres_
ent. The Pollowing Tesclution was passed:
Resolved, That
this Q. M.assume the expense
of Sister Tuttle's salary, as teachgr among
the Freedmen at Cairo, for one year. Collec.
tion, Sabbath Horking, $11.81.
Next session
with the church in
Mecca, fourth Friday in

have been able

the Master's service, and

Bro.

Bro. L. Hanson will speak

on Sunday schools.

pecuniary way has

a

Sherman,

ses-

‘Wood baptized thréeon the last Sanday in November. The nextsession will be held with the

by some sort of a festival, or donation gathering, to do something by way of remuner-

ation,

in

Dec. 18.

and

rich-

Next

meetings were protracted two weeks
Thorn, and several were converted.

student, who was in the babit of preaching
at all, not engaged in teaching, to be thus

of compensation

of

UNION,N. Y.,Q. M.—Held its last session at
Urbana, and was exceedingly profitable. The

will be a vacation of six weeks. For sevoral years past it has been quite common
- for the students to be employed during the
vacation in supplying destitute churches,
or in aiding pastors in protracted revival
efforts, Sometimes we have known every

way

church

evening,

us

to be there.

preach the opening sermon.

&c.

to promise

of God seemed tv fall upon

Truly it was good

sion with the

The “Fall term closes Nov. 23, and there

employed.
Churches not able

The prayers and exhortations

George L. Prescott, of Acton and Miss "Belle G.
Churchill, of 8,
3
In West Waterville, Oct-21, by Rev. 8, McKeown,

INTERESTING TO LADIES.
In this rapid age it is absolutely necessary
for lad.es
to keep au courant of what is passing in the world
around them,
.
’
v
For this purpose, no medium is so good as a firstclass magazine.
'
We recommend to ladies, who desire one useful
and sensible as well as fashionable, DEMOREST'S ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY a8 the very best parlor periodical that we know.
ois is more complete in its departments than any
r.
t+ 1ashions are more unique, because they are au-

The business was done with despatch

the blessing

.

i

a

Ae

ly

the brethren and sisters were full of feeling,

Direct to Harper's Ferry, West Va.
. Yours for the needy,
A. H, MORRELL.
Nov. 1, 1870.

Saree

}

i mead

In

16, 1870.
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or before.
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Broadway, New
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Grandmother’s

When grandmama’s hair was golden brown,
And the warm blood came and went
Q’er the face that was scarcely sweeter
Than now in its rich content.

then

The face is wrinkled and Careworn now,
And the golden hair is gray;
’
But the light that shone in the young girl’s eyes
Has never gone away.”

And her needles catch the fire's bright light,
As in snd cut they go,

;

‘With the clicking music that grandma loves,
Shaping tbe stocking toe.

it too,

For they k:.ow the stocking song
Brings many a tale to grandma’s mind
Which they shall hear ere long.

MR a

But
To
Only
Is

it brings no story of olden time
grandma ’s heart to-night ;—
a sermon quaint and short
sung by the needles bright.

traveling ; but the number is usually very
small.
‘‘Even here, more than three thousand
niiles from its mouth, the great river is
sublime in its power, and as we glide down
the turbid, yellow stream, the forests on
either hand dwindle to low, black lines,and

le

“Life is a stocking,” grandma says,
¢ And yours is just begun;
But I am knitting the toe of mine,
And my work is almost done.

Se

4 i

‘With
And
Some
And

merry hearts we begin to knit,
the ribbing is almost play;
are gay-colored, and some are white,
some an ashen gray.

we see that

Tey

the first seven

etry

huts half

ene

But the saddest, happiest time is that
‘Which we court and yet would shun,
When our Heavenly Father breaks the thread,

AIT
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miles

hidden

in

except

the wild. rness,

“This town is beautifully
grassy

the

where

slope

to make it

’T is never the expected guest
oe
‘Whose charmed approach rewards our waiting; —
A nobler brihgs us royal rest;
A meaner comes with footstep grating.

stretching out into

the

on a
water,

for,

man.

The climate is delightful and healt

The

soil is of marvelous

clotted

with

a

charming

abode

fertility,

perpetual verdure, and ulmost frée-fiom
insect pests. Even the palm-thatched
eottages of the Indians look inviting,surrounded as they are with orchards of orange,
lemon, banana and guano trees.
The inhabitants,
dred, are

» The encounter neither wholly chooses;
Thy friend for thee elected is—
And who the gift of God refuses?

numbering about twelve hunmade up of Indians, negroes,

mulattoes and whites.
“These rivers teem with fish and turtles.

It never is the dreaded pain;
#
i
Forbear thy mad foretaste of sorrow!
» Thou fillest the Future’s cup in vain;
Fate spills, to pour new wine to-morrow.
And Fate is God, and God is good;
His bitter draught works perfect healing,
‘Why look for poison in thy food
‘When Love’s own hand is with thee dealing?

Agassiz spent six months fishing here,

and

when you have time to read his work, you
will find a learned description of cetaceans,
crustaceans, batrachians, &c., of

lound eighty thousand

which

specimens.

walk down to the shore,

we

some of the strange forms

Never arrives the dreamed
-of joy,

may

he

If we
observe

of animal life

which abound here.
You have become so
familiar with turtles and alligators
that
I suppose they no longer interest you, but

But something larger, deeper, better,
That makes thy old ideal a toy,
And binds thee with a blissful fetter
To the all beautiful soul of things.—
Hold steady, heart, by night-storms shaken;
The fluttering hope that in thee sings
Shall unto boundless dawn awaken.

— Christian

situated

with
a harbor on each side of it.
Nature
has neglected nothing which is necessary

Cometh?

H

hundred

of the Tefle is the pretty town of Ega,one of
the oldest on the river, having been founded nearly two centuries ago.
We shall
find something worth seeing here.

The children come to say good- night
With tears in their bright young eyes,
While in grandma’s lap, with a broken thread,
The finished stocking lies.
— Liberal Christian.
bh
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to go

such articles of commerce as the people
have to dispose of. But hereat the mouth

What hinders that, or hastens this?

5

obliged

our boat stops to take supplies of wood,and

As we fashion the heel with care.

And says that our work is done.”

§
§

be

{ here and there little Indian villages of palm

And many a weary tears dropped

‘What

shall

boundless forests which resemble those on
the Napo.
There are no busy tewns, only

There are long, plain spaces without a break,
That in'youth are hard to bear,

~

we

ashore in order to make observations.
However, there is very little to observe for

But most are made of many a hue,
With many a stich set wrong,
And many a row to be sadly ripped,
Ere the whole is fair and strong?

ww

wine or distilled into spirits. The trunk is
used in the construction of houses, snd for
many other purposes. Besides all this, the
nuts are sold for export, and a great quantity of oil is made from them for the same
purpoaeés. This is the cocoa-nat oil so much

they are as plenty here as frogs are in little
swampy pords in New England.
¢¢ Here is a canoe approaching the shore.
The Indians have been fishi 1g, and we will

Union.

Che Family Circle.

observe them.
The men are-copper colored, lazy looking animals, dressed in short
pants and shirt, made of coarse cotton, and
the women wear a petticoat of the same

Evenirgs With the Children.

material. Like all Indians, they are taciturn and apathetic. They have caught a
manati, and are

BY V. G, RAMSEY.
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SIXTEENTH EVENING.
«Here

we

are,

on

the

Amazon,”

said

Henry, examining his map as he frequently did ; “‘and here is the town or ‘village of
Pebas, where we have ‘had the'pleasure of
passing the night.
I think we ought to
have breakfast before we start.”
“Certainly,” said Mrs.

White,

laughing,

“we will have Nao tea, turtle steaks, and
roasted yucas and plantains.
Do you
think you can enjoy such a breakfast ?”
“Do they eat turtles here ?”’ inquired
Laura.
«Yes, my dear; in the valley of the Ama-

zon the turtle and (its eggs are staple artiThere are several species,
cles of food.
but the most common is the tortaruga,
which

measures,

when

full-grown,

three

feet in lengta and two in breadth.
Every
part of the creature is turned to account.
Steaks are cat from the breast which are
very tender and palatable; sausages are
made of the stomach;
and the rest is
roasted in the shell. = Perhaps you will
langh when you learn that the people have
little ponds in their back-yards where they
keep a stock of turtles for family use, just
as we keep our pigs and poultry.
And
these turtles beat our hens for eggs.”
“Now, mamma, you are surely joking,”
cried Laura,
:
:
“Very far from it, my child; Iam only
selling you the plain truth,
Turtles of this
species, when the season comes for them to

smiling grimly over their

prize. This animal differs slignily from
those found in the West Indias and Central
America, of which I told yon. The Portuguese call it peize bot, or firth ox, though it
has no resemblance to an ox except in its

size. It feeds on the water plants which
grow on the borders of the ‘streams, and is
caught in strong nets made of the fibers of

a kind of palm.

The flesh and fat resem-

ble those of the hog, and as they weigh
from eight to fifteen hundred pounds, and
are plenty, you see the natives easily supply themselves with all they wish.
*¢ Here is another fish peculiar to this region, a powerful creature, eight feet in
length, covered with an ornamental coat-

of-mail, its large scales
with bright red.”

being

margined
!

¢¢ Ah, what a pretty fish,” said Laura.
¢ Yes, my dear, pretty and very useful,
as its flesh,

salted and

dried, forms a sta-

ple article of food and export. The natives call it pirarucu, and this, with the
turtle and maoati, is as important to them
as our domestic animals are to us.
«¢ Now let us turn from the river to the
great forest which surrounds the town,—
the patbless forest, save here and there a.
hunter's trail leading away into the unknown interior.
Oh, what a bewildering
diversity of trees,—what a wild unconquered race of vegstaole giants, draped,
festooned,

corded,

matted,

and

ribboned

with climbing plants that cover their
trunks with flowers and hang like strings

lay their eggs, dig holes in the ground with
their feet. They do this in the evening,
each one making a pit about two feet deep

of jewels from their branches,

in which, between midnight

not only eat them

¢¢ Thirty species of palms are found here,
all of them beauntifal, and apparently
adapted to some specific service to the human
race. Prominent among them are
the pupunha, or peach p ln, with drooping
green leaves and abundance of delicious

raw, and cooked in various ways, but they

and wholesome fruit; and the cocés palm,

and

morning,

she deposits from one to two hundred eggs,
and

covers

them

with

tives eat these eggs,
large as hens eggs,

excellent food.

They

sand.

which
and

The

na-

are about as

regard

them

as

make butter of them.”
“Then it seems,” said Henry, ‘‘that these

a dense

dome

a hundred

which form

feet

above

our

heads.

which literally furnishes the people witn
food, drink, fuel, houses and commerce.”

“ I should like to know how it can do all
not only instead of
hens and pigs, but instead of cows also, 1 that,” said Henry, rather incredulously.
“ The nuts are used as food, and you
would like to know how they make butter
know how sweet and nutrieious is the wa.
from eggs.”

famous turtles answer

“The turtles deposit their eggs on the little

ands, andon the sandy bavks of the river. The natives collect great quantities of

itis sometimes called.

ter,or milk as

The

shells are made into dippers and cups, the

fibrous bark into cordage.

The leaf fur-

them, and hiving placed them in a canoe or nishes thatch for the houses, materials for
other large vessel, they stamp them with baskets and fences, and fuel for the fires.
terminal bud is, a delicate article of
their feet. Water is then poured on, and THe
the whole is exposed to the rays of the sun.

food, and the juice of the flower and stem

}

“

to all the planets as much as to us,while the
moon shines on nobody but us; she is our
moon.”

So she is, and God made her to *‘rule
the night.” She is a beautiful queen.
Oid and young love her, and even the very
dogs salute her with a bark. The moon
goes round the earthgn a little more than
twenty-nine days. When she is between us
and the sun, her dark side is towards the
earth,

and

therefore

we

cannot

see

her.

The rest of the why she shines on us, not
by her own light, however; she borrows it
all from the sun; and if the whole sky was
covered over with full moons,

it would

equal the light of the sun. . Have
ticed at the time of the new

not

you

no-

moon that you

sometimes see the rest of her upon which
the sun is not shining? How does that
happen ? We see it by its ** earthshine,” which
is the light it gets from the earth, for our
earth shines on th: moon as well as the
moon shines on us; but remember, this
light has had monstrous journeys to travel.

First it came all the way

from

the sun

to

the earth, which it no sooner reached than
it was sent to the moon, and what does the

16, 1870.

—

le

-

promising

to return

evening, he was

it at night.

sent

away on

Before

an

errand,

“"

concerns of the

row,

seul,

‘by and by, to-mor-

in a short time,”

&c.; and if you do

not get rid of it soon,

it will rob you of

your character, of your soul,— of heaven.
To-day,—now.
Let this be your motto. Be
prompt for time and for eternity.—Bible

Class Magazine.”

The

Fast Young

Man.

The fast young man of the period, if
weighed in the balances of purity and jus-

tice, will be found wanting.

Catch one of

these unthinking, untrained creatures of
custom and appetite, and put him into the

scales, and. you will be astonished to find
how light he is; he is lighter than vanity.
His head is light, for he has put nothing in
it; his heart is light, for it is hollow; his
pockets are light, for he has spent his mon-

ey for liquor

and

tobacco.

The

heaviest

part of his person is his stomach; that is
capacious,

and crammed

with

food

which

digests slowly because it is pickled with
whiskey.
Analyze him.
A fine hat, fit for
a better head, (see hatter’s account;) a

The moon is a lit}é more that two hun-

by his customer;) mouth filled with a huge

What a

soft

and

gentle look

the

moon

has; yet, look a little closer through
telescope,

and

she

is

a

sigat to

the

behold,

scarred and burnt and ragged and jagged,
covered over with deep holes and high

quid of tobacco, (for which he has not paid
a quid pro quo,) a body saturated

cohol.

anybody this way.
What the moon really is we do not know;
we take her for what she is to us, a large

and beautiful lamp hung in the sky, to light,
up our dark nights. ‘And if she is always
welcome to us, think what she

must

be

to

arctic regions, where the nights are months
long.

She is especially the sailor’s friend. By
her good help he steers his ship over pathless seas; and indeed, long voyages would
be quite out of the question without her

aide

"The Arab, and the African too, picks his

way over the trackless deserts guided by
her smiling face. In the East,she is the peop'e's aimanac, they reckoning by her reckoning.

They too have their rice moon, and

ice moon, and

strawberry

know, have our glorious

moon.

We, you

‘‘ harvest

moon,’

when she rises for a week nearly at sundown, thus giving the farmer a longer light
to gather in his barvests by.
She is a dear old moon; old as the hills,
yet every month new. Indeed, that is one

of the beautiful things about our dear heavenly Father's blessings, that they can be
counted on. I like that song: “0 ye sun
and moon, bless ye the Lord; peaise him
and magnify him forever !"—Child's Paper.

—

Cruelty to animals is always -the sign of

will

copy

with

such

a

al-

model,

and tobacco? * Foul

breath coined into foul

speech,

a

diseased

body dressedat other people’s cost in the
highest style of fashion. He is not a temperance man;

he can hardly become

a man

until he becomes temperate.

Knowledge

of the World.

————
I do not believe in bringing up the young
to know life, as it is said.
I should just as
soon think of bringing up a child by cutting some of the cords of his body,and lac-

erating
tooing

his nerves, and
him,

and

scarring

making

an

aad

tat-

of

him

Indian

outright, as an element of beauty, as I
should think of developing his manhood by
bringing him up to see life—to see its
abominable lusts;

to see its

infernal

'wick-

edness ; to see its extravagant and degrading scenes; to see its miserable carnalities ;
to see its imaginations set on fire of hell; to

see all those

temptations

and

delusions

which lead to perdition. Nobody gets over the sight of these things. They who see
them always carry scars. They are burned.
And though they live, they live as men that
have been burned.
The scar remains.
And to let the young go out where the glozing

courtesan

appears;

to

let

them

go

where the lustful frequenter of dens of iniquity can come within their reach; to let
them go where the young gather together

say, ‘‘a child

must

be

hardened;

he: has

got to get tough somehow, and you may as
well put him in the vat and let him tan”—is
family

education?

Is

that

Christian

nurture? Is that bringing a child up in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord ?’—
Beecher.

invari-

bly find really great men distinguished by
their humanity.
J
I remember having read, some time ago,
a beautiful story of Count Zinzendoif when
a boy. He was, as I dare say you know,

Tobacco.
A

i

—

SPEECH

FOR

BOY.

water, by the aid of a stick,
to steer himself across the

river to the place where the dove lay floating and stroggling. With the bird in his
arms,

he

guided

the

back,

tub

and

got

safely to land. After warming
little
captive tenderly in his bosom, t
y ran
with it into the wood, and set it
4ype. His
mother, who had watched the whole fransaction, in trembling anxiety for his. safety,
from her bedroom window, now came out.

“But were younot afraid P” she asked.

“Yes, 1 was, rather,” answered the little

Count, ** but I could ‘not bear that it should

die so. You know, mother, its little ones
might have beén watching for it to come
home |< Arthur's Home Magazine.”
\

they should be white; it makes the breath
sour and offensive, when it should be sweet ;
it injures the voice, so that those who chew

can not sing and speak to advantage. The
voice breaks, and the chorister croaks like
a raven when he should sing likea boboJink ; the orator merely barks, and tobacco

bark is very disagreeable.
of

chewing

carpets,

‘where

the

stairways,

tomb.

the

lamp

burning

in an ancient

:

OUR

SISTER

REPUBLIC: a Gala Trip through

tropical Mexico in 1869-70.
Adventure and
sight-seeing in the land of the Aztecs, with picturesque
descriptions of the country and the
people, and reminiscences of the Empire and

ts

downfall.

By Col. Albert 8S. Bvans.

With

Bumerous engravings. - Sold only by subscription.
Hartford, Conn: Columbian Book Company, 1870. octavo. pp. 518.

prefaced with a note from Mr. Seward, who tells
the author that he does not approve the liberty
he has taken in telling so freely what he saw,and
heard, and, thought, and felt, while receiving
such an unbounded hospitality as made the tour
more like a prolonged stay in the
family of

friends

than

like an ordinary visit of observa-

tion; but he adds, that the statements are trust:
worthy, the criticisms fair, the glowing
descrip-

tongue.
wear

Of course, traveling in this way, seeing almost
constantly the rosy side of Mexican life and
character, feted and complimented on all hands,
it is to be expected that the language of apology
and panegyric will abound.
And this is very
prominent, —sufliciently so to put the reader on
his guard, and prompt him to receive the bril
liant and ornamental pictures at some discount.
But Mr.
Evans,—in spite of some prolixity,
some excess in the matter of details’ and personalities, some overdoing in the way of making
slight incidents assume importance, tome heavy
drafts upon Webster's store of adjectives, some
manifest attempts at fine writing, some doubtful
mixtures of sentiment and audacity, and a beating out of the substance of his narrative into an
area twice as large as it ought to cover,and into a
thinness that fails to suggest solidity
,~in spite of
all this, he has given us a thoroughly fresh, interesting, instructive and valuable book.
The
narrative is always lively, the pen-pictures are
vivid, the information abundant, and the view of
Mexico and her probable future, as a whole, is
more favorable and encouraging than most of us

have been accustomedto take.

The work

is got

up in good style ,—binding, letterpress and illustrations being such as to satisfy all reasonable
desire.
MODERN WOMEN, and what is said of them,
A
reprint of a series of articles in the Saturday
Review.
Recond Series.
New York: J. S.
Redfield. 1870. 12mo. pp. 404.
Sold by Lee
& Shepard.
We took occasion, on the appearance of the
first series of these brilliant, caustic and audacious essays, to point out their merits and defects,
and to commend them to general attention, both
as an index to the severity of judgment and the
almost contemptuous style of criticism which
women are calling out, and as baving
truth
enough, in spite of their extravagant slashing, to
deserve attention. The second series is in no
way inferior to the first, except as they lack the
novelty that always makes a fresh and striking
phenomenon impress us as it will not do when
it has become familiar. The authorship is still a
mystery to the public, the guessing has been very
general, and more. than a Score of writers, male
and female, have been-designated with no lack of
confidence, but with no success in disclosing the
real writer.
There is a keen eye,a cool judgment, an artistic sense, and a practical pen behind these pungent papers; and as long as they
keep their present attractions they are sure of
readers, and will not fail to produce more or less
fluttering.
The author is not without genial appreciation, but there is evidently much more of
the challenge ; there is a sparing use of honey,
while the nitric acid and cayenne pepper are
served without stint. Homeopathic
doses are
pushed aside for the heroic style of treatment,

the rod takes
they place of coaxing,

and

instead

of curtain lectures against women’s follies, delivered with hesitating speech, the foolish women
themselves are set up in the public pillory and
shot at like St. Sebastian till they are feathered
with sticking arrows.
The very titles of many
of these papers are terribly suggestive, while
others are well calculated to whet curiosity and
keep the reader eager to the end..
For example,
we have,—The Fashionable Woman, Man and
his Disenchanter, Beauty and Brains, Old Girls,
Semi-detached
Wives, Grim
Females,
Dovecotes, Women’s Weapons, The Shrieking Sister.
hood, Men’s Favorites, &.
While finding more
or less to condemn in the volume, either for its

injustice or its indiscretion, and

confessing

that

the good intention seems not rarely sacriticed to
the ambition for literary brilliance, we confess to
a conviction that much of this caustic criticism is
needed, and suggest to the fairer half of creation
that they bad better candidly listen to this plainspeaking critic, and decide afterwards whether
it is wiser to strike, or to confess and repent.

Every

it as such

Omood & Co. 1870, 12mo. pp. 820.
Seid by E.
.
e.
This volume is, in its main features, both of
substance and style, very much like its predecessors from the same source.
Dr. Lewis is a
well-taught physiologist, a physician of large and
varied medical experience, a careful observer
and classifier of pathological facts antl symptoms,
a man of immense self-reliance, positive in his
opinions, master of a pithy, Saxon style of
speech which has less elegance than force,a great
and somewhat rambling talker, a believer in
common Bense while deferring to science, severe

ought to

wherever he goes; indeed, he

ought to wear it when he sléeps; such a
night-cap may save the pillow-cases from
stains, bth. I fear tobacco creates an ap-

It lights a fire in-the

throat which water may not
Youth's Temperance Banner.

put qut.—

The publishers have done a fitting thing in i4.

suing in tinted paper and full gilt, a new and
beautiful edition of a work whose merits have
been almost universally conceded, and of which
nearly 50.000 copies in plain style have been al-

ready sold. It deserves and is likely to win a
place beside the *‘ Imitation of Christ” and the

‘Roberts Brothers, 1871, 16mo.

pp.

by E. J. Lane.

401.

Sold

Margaret was hailed, on its appearance twenty
years ago,by nearly all the best critics, as a work
of genius, of depth and quiet power, full of heatt
and character, and as most distinctively Ameri

can.

The author was a pure minded and

excel-

lent clergyman, who was ten years in completing

features are made more prominent than the out
ward, serves to bring out the author’s views of
life, in the individual, in society and the nation;
and all sorts of beautiful pictures, of nature, of

art,

of character

and of life, are hung

on the

thread of the narrative.
The volume deserves
te reappear in this
bgautiful modern costume,
after having lived Ag
in comparative re-

tirement; and we shall be surprised if its second
introduction to the literary public is not followed
by a more general acquaintance and a heartier
welcome than greeted it at the first.
Messrs. Lee & Shepard, Boston, whose large
work in the publication of juvenile books has
long given them celebrity, and who in this department lead all their competitors, are really
surprising the public and outdoing themselves
the present season.
It was but the other day
that a large bundle of their new juveniles. was
received and noticed, and now we have, through
E. J. Lene, of Dover, snother package still larger, more beautiful and more taking than the last,
They run through an ample scale, and will min.
ister to almost every variety of taste from among
the eager readers who keep themselves familiar
with these publisher's catalogue,

-First, we have

Tur

TONE MASTERS,

the sec.

ond of the musical series for young people, and
devoted to Handel and Haydn,~a volame made
attractive by its pleasant narrative, instructive
by its large amount of information respecting
these great composers, and well adapted to beget
a taste that appreciates music,and aid in the comprehension of its less obvious qualities.
The
volumes open a new field to the young, and they
will enjoy exploring it.—THE SOCIAL STAGE
is a collection of pleasant plays, half colloquial
and half dramatie, intended for use in the home
circle, but adapted to a wider theater.
Some of
them were originally written by request, for use

in School Exhibitions, and they’ are full of zest,
and furnish the greaus of pleasant and animated
recreation for the winter evenings.

Mr. Baker's

previous efforts in this line have been

very

suc-

cessful, and this is likely to proye no less so-—
WHY & How is a volume indirectly devoted to
the Chinese problem, and gives us much infor.
mation respecting the influences operiting te

induce John to eome to this country, and tells us
a good deal of him while he is arcangiog for his
départure, making bis vovage,and getting settled
into service after his arrival. The author understands his subject, and treats it with skill and
SUCCESS.
Tue
House
oN WHEELS
is a
charming story of a stolen child, translated from
the French of Madame Stolz, and will be read
with open eyes and eagerness to learn how it all
comes out.
The volume is got up in a style
really superb.
Oliver Optic’s busy pen fis
occupied with another series of juvenil s, to be
known as the ** Upward and Onward Series,”
and the first installment appears in FIELD AND
FOREST, a story of life in the west, full of adaventure, exalting manly qualities; and making; as
usual, his hero

behave

very well

and get

sn

am- |, .

ple reward,
Paul Cobden is also at work on;
what he calls ¢ The Beckoning Series,” the first
two volumes of which are here, entitled respect-

ively, WHO WILL WIN? and GOINGON A MISSION,
They will not fail of readers, and will hold the
attention

series,

which

comprising

they

Becure.~—Still

‘six

snother

volumes in a hox,

lics

before us, called THE
SPRINGDALE STORIES
written in a very pleasant style and with a high
moral aim. by Mrs. 8. B. C. Samuels,
The several volumes bear the following titles: 1. Adele.
2, Eric. 3. Herbert, 4. Nettie’s Trial. 5. Johnstone’s Farm.
6. Eoni-fellen.
They sare at once
beautiful and
good.
Last of all, we have

something that will set the
with

enthusiasm,

This

little people
is the

first

a-jump

of

a vew

series by Sophie May, called Little Prudy’s
FlyAwdy Series” and is in precisely the sume
vein as the Prudy and Dotty Dimple books that
have marked a new era in the history of juvenile
The title of this volume is LITTLRE
literature.
FOLKS ASTRAY, and when the readers get fairly
off in following the fortunes of Kate Clifford,

and Grace, snd Horace, and all the rest, it will

be pretty hard to get them back till the whole
road has been traveled.
We said this was
the last, but LETTERS EVERYWHERE still lies
unnoticed,~a fine volume for younger readers,
full of stories in a sort of alphabetical order,
with pictures that seem ready to speak as the
leaves are turned, and little poems both musical
and merry.
All this indicates that these publishers still
mean business, and intend to satisfy the youthful
demand for books that they bave so generally
awakened.

Messrs. J. B. Lippincott &

ko
HOURS

OF CHRISTIAN DEVOTION.

Translated

from the German of ‘Dr, A, Tholuck,
With a
preface by Rev. Horatious Bonar, D. D.
Bosjon D. Lothrop & Co. 1871, Square 16mo. pp.

Books wisely adaoted to the nurture

the individual fancies of the writer, and

which

is brought forward and urged as though it exhibited the law of all true Christian growth.

This volume-by the great and good

Tholuck is

the mental robustness apparent everywhere, the
large acquaintance with Scripture and, with life
which the author exhibits, and the ubllity to
minister at once to both intellect and heart, to

Co.

/

»

send along in

good time the Nov. issues of their reprints of
foreign Mugazines—THE
SUNDAY
MAGAZINE,
¥ORr THI
WORDS
WORDS, & Goop
Goon

YouNnG.

They are as vilusble as ever, and

that

is no doubtful compliment,

of the in-

terior life are equally rare and needful. Many purporting tobe such are extravagant and sentiment.
al, and are tinged if not saturated with a morbid
element, There is more or less that springs from

itive and eminent merits, The devoutness of its
tone, the clearness of insight which it exhibits,

boy that chews

The .

Lincoln.

8 old by D. Loth .

with more
persistence than’ discretion, doing
much to develop a true system of hygiene for the
Messrs. Fields, Osgood & Co., Boston, have
masses, and yet awakening a natural distrust by
issued Tennyson’s HOLY GRAIL & OTHER Poearrying himself with the air of an egotistical’
g to that in which
empirie;—and, - being such, of course his books mMs, ina form correspondio
the previous volume was brought out, to gratify
must needs be an embodiment of himself,
That
old friends, and help in winning new ones, as
is just what they are, and this last is not less 0
they will be likely to do. Itisa 16mo. volume
than those which have preceded it, It Is alive
of 116 pages.
on every page, thoroughly interesting, deserving
to be read and likely to be useful.

the sitting rooms,

a hat shaped like a spittoon, and use

wi
&

it, and; as he said, "it was written out of his
‘heart
and hope.” Margaretis an original and
tions fully’ warranted,
and the compliments too
sparingly rather than too profusely scattered. beautiful creation, and her h!story,whose inward

free from these faults, and is, besides, full of pos.

the chewers gather together and

Gould

Col. Evans was one of the attaches of the par- *“ Holy Living” and *‘ Holy Dying.” Priee $1,00.
ty that attended Mr. Seward in his extended and
triumphant tour through Mexico; and he has re:
corded on these pages the results 6f his keen ob- MARGARET,
A Tale of the Real and the Tdeal,
Blight & Bloom.
By Sylvester Judd. Boston:
servation and varied expétrience.
His book is’

Look at the

roll the quid like a sweet morsel under the

Faith, amid the disorders of a sinful life, petite for liquor.
is like

4th. The habit

is a filthy habit,

Boston:

1870. Square
18mo.
1
pp.
a
mo.
pp 136.

upon medical routine but riding his own hobbies
A

I go against tobacco because it goes
a great German noble, and lived to do a against me.
I eschew it; I will not chew
great deal of good in the world.
lit. I will tell you why.
1st. I do not like
One day, when he was playing with his the taste of it. lt tastes worse than the bithoop near the banks of a deep river, which terest medicine ever put to my lips. It is
flowed outside the walls ot u castle where such sickening stuff. 2d. I do n't like the
he lived, he espied a dove struggling in looks of it. In the words of another, When I
the water.
By some means the poor little see the tobacco, I pity the mouth that
creature had fallen into the river, and was chews it; and when I see the mouth which
unable to escape. The litile Count imme- chews it, I pity the tobacco. It has nota
diately rolled
a large washing tub, which taking color. It is of a dirty dirt color.
had been left near, to the water's edge, 8d. I don't like the effects of its use. It
jumped into it, and though generally very makes the teeth yellow and brown, when
timid on the
he managed

logical Seminary.

to cheer with bad wit; to let them go where
TALKS ABOUT PEOPLE'S STOMACHS.
By Dio
they will be exposed to such temptations— |. Lewis, A. M., M. D., author of * New Gymwhy, a parent is insane who will do it. To | nastics,” ** Weak Lungs,” ete. Boston : Fields,

that

Zinzendorf apd the Dove,
a mean and little mind, whereas we

Who

made up of whiskey

peaks; it has neither air to breathe nor
water to drink; sothe *“ man in the moon”

must be altogether a different creature from

THR STILL“HOUR; or Communion
By Austin Phelps, Professor in oy

A boy borrowed a tool from a neighbor, TS

very fashionable suit of clothes, (not paid
for;) a neck-tie, (not of hemp;) hair oiled
and perfumed by the barber,(who is shaved

dred and thirty-eight thousand miles off, a
distance which"an express train would clear
in about three hugdred days. We shall
hardly try it, though.

—

Literary Review

Singular Promptness.

moon do but reflect it back across the wide
gulf to us again, so that it is no wonder it is
pale and feeble at last.

"

»
“

NOVEMBER

and did not return until late. Before he went,
he was told that his brothers should see
used in manufacturing toilet soaps and hair the tool returned. After he had returned
pomades.”
wi
;
and gone to bed, he inquired and found the
“I do not see that the people need the tool was not returned. He was much disthirty other kinds of palms, and all the tressed to think his promise was not fulfillother trees,” said Laura, * 1 am sure they ed, and was finally persuaded to go to sleep
would do very well with this alone.” and rise early and carry it home. By day¢ God is very bountiful to his creatures light he was up, and nowhere was the tool
in this tropical region, and He doubtless to be found. After a long and fruitless
designs that all the world shall partake of search, he set off for his neighbor’s in great
that number were consumed fifty years ago ‘the riches which he pours into this great distress.
to acknowedge his fault. But
for that purpose.
valley. In’our next talk I will tell you of how great was his surprise to find the tool
“Here at Pebas we find a steamboat another tree that grows here, from which on his neighbor's door. And it appeared
ready to convey us down the Amazon.
It an article is produced that has become. es- from the prints of little bare feet on the
| seems very strange to find this triumph of sential to our health and comfort. I leave mud, that the lad had got up in his sleep
civilized life here in the wilderness.
The you to guess what it is.”
and carried the tool home, and went to bed
Indians have not become familiar with it,
again and knew it not. Of. course, a boy
though it has been several years on the
Our Moon.
7
who was prompt in his sleep was prompt
river. They callit the devil's canoe. This
Sh
when awake. He lived respected, had the
boat, though small, is not crowded, either
*¢* There's our moon !” cried Fanny; ‘do confidence of his neighbors and was placed
with eargo or passengers.
It carries down
in many offices of trust. If you forma
let me look at her.”
| sarsaparilla, copal and bees-wax, and accareless habit in such matters, you will
*¢
Any
more
ours
than
the
sun,
Fanny?”
commodates any ‘one who happens to be
¢ Why,yes"” said Fanny; *¢ the sun belongs carry it into religion. It will be in the

Of that time so lobhg ago,

And the wai: ing children-love

is skimmed®éff and purified over the fire in
of melted butter.
Itis much prized asa
seasoning by the Indians, but to us it tastes
too mucy Jike fishoil, and we shall prefer
to burn it in our lamps as the people do in
Para, ratherthan to eatit.
The poor turtles have a hard time of it, and though they
lay so many eggs, it is said they are rapidly decreasing. Alligators and large fishes
devour great numbers of the" young ones;
but man is their most formidable foe.
It
is calculated that fifty millions of eggs are
annually destroyed to make this butter or
oil, and Mr. Kidder thinks that five times

The supper is over, the hearth is swept,
And in the wood fire’s glow
The children cluster to hear a tale

«=

contains sugar, and may be fermented into

surface.

a copper kettle, when it has the appearance

Sermon.

STAR:

It

The heat brings the oil to the

~ Boetry, |

MORNING

—

Tar WESTMINSTER REVIEW, reprinted by L.

Scott & Co., New Yoik, Is always

able, ionriess,'

cultivated and dignified, and is generally

fair and

manly even when audacious and skeptical. The
No. for Oct. is unusually varied and valuable,
and will interest Americans especially by its discussion

of such

topics

as

American

Literature

and the New York Gold Conspiracy.
SR

Tir

LIVING

AGE continues to serve

up the

solidest, raciest and best of the material found in

the foreign Quarterlics and Magazines, thu giving

us a resume of current English thought, as it 1s

put into form’ by the best writers of the lund.

reason and to faith, ~all these elements unite in
making a volume that intelligent Christians will
find very helpful in rendering the hours of devo:
tion healthful and profitable seasons. The book

Good judgment and good taste are equally conspicuous in the management of this ploneer pub-

is as beautiful to the eye as it is stimulating to
the heart.
It will ornament any center table,
and yield a large blessing to any sympathetic and

at the head of all its numerous competitors. Ib
Jiterary
{s an ample storehouse, full of winnowed

; candid reader,

lication, and it #8 ho’ matter of surprise that it

holds steadily on its way, and

grain.

Boston:

Littell & Gay,

keeps its

position

wr

Sani

KS

The

SURPRISE

mechanical

BOMBSHELL,

Chief

Engineer

‘and

‘hope fairly and temperately. At any Chemist of the army, beaten by the steam
rate, I have only spoken of matters within gun, employs the leisure which peace gives
-my own personal knowledge, and have him by inventing a stupefying bombshell,
only quoted from public records which are with a triple electrical current and a quad-’
‘as open to every one of you as they are to ruple base of prussic/acid—destroying a
me. Search them, I beseech’ you, and see division at a blow at a distance of 10,000
whether I am right or not. If wrong, it is yards. But the hostile Chief Chemist has in
from no insular prejudices or national con- the mean time invented anoter stupefying

-ceit,and you will at any rate think kindly of
and bear with the errors of one who has al‘ways loved your nation well, through good

report and evil report, and is now bound
to it by a hundred

new

If right, all I beg

and

000 yards. The two kinds of bombshellsare
shot off at the same time, and the consequence is
GENERAL PEACE.

precious ties,

of you is, to use your

influences that old hatreds and
muy disappear, and America and
may march together,

bomb, composed of twenty-five elemen ts
of superconcentrated azote, which annihilates an army corps also at a distance of 10,

prejudices
England

as nations redeemed

The two armies sink down

by a common Saviour, toward the goal
which is set for them in a brighter future.

struck

by

lightning.

as though

Peace

ensues,

and

tranquillity reigns everywhere. The thirty
years’ war has lasted three minutes.

Shall it be love or hate, John;
It's you that’s to decide—

questioning,

With regard to the

vulgar

enthusiasms,

it

is a curious thing, that while the great hu-

Academies,

our habits and employments; 8. Wise but
not excessive recreation; 9. Last, but not
:
least, useful, congenial occupation.

NEW
HE

A

Cure

for Drunkenness.
—

Bre

A writerin Puinam’s proposes, as a cure
for the appetite for liquor, bromide of potagsium,

saying:

There is no tapering off with the devil.
Either he has got you, or he has not got
The first part of the treatment in
is, a8 fortresses or entrenched camps made ‘you,
by the better part of the average human this physical disease requires immediate
mind in its haste to go about its business. removal of the patient from all disturbWe can not always be stopping to chop log- ing influeuces, of whatever nature. There
ic concerning degrees of heroism or genius must be no noisy children about, no. quarin history and literature ; just as in life we reling women, no scandal mongers pourfind the best-hearted people choose their ing out their distilled venom to jar upon
friends and stick to them, without pausing his nerves aud disturb his spirit. He
and repose.
every now aud then to revise the grounds must have absolute quiet
and go
on which their choice was made.— Harper's He must take a two weeks’ holiday
to bed, where nothing can trouble him or
Weekly.
getto him but one faithful friend.
_ Having obtained twelve twenty-gram
* Sources of Crime.
powders of the bromide, he takes one, and
after a conflict, the

sedative

within the

bigger

while

four

corners

than

you

one

have

this wonderful

of an

of your

the

island not

large

states;

vast elbow-room

continent,

of

with all its mil-

lion outlets and opportunities - for

every

human being who is ready to work. - Yes,
our bonds are

are taking

indeed held ,by

fate, but we

strict account of the number and

amount of them, and mean,

by

God's help,

to dishonor none of them when the time
comes for taking them up. We reckon,

too, some of us, that as years roll on, and
you get to understand us better, we may
yet hear the words, ‘* Well done, brother,”

from this side

*strong old

of the

Athntic;

islander who,

and if the

after

all, is your

father, should happen some day to want
a name on the back of one of his bills, I,
for ome,

should

not

wonder

at the.time of presentation

to

the name Jona-

than is found scrawled across

decided characters.

hear: that

there in very

For we have

answer-

ed that second question, too, so far as it
lies in our power.
It will be love and not

hate between

the

two

freest of the

nations of the earth, if our

great

decision can so

company.
is the first

‘Where are
question.
I

+ HILLSDALE CULLEGE.

helmet, and immediately I felt a violent
blow on the left arm.
Another wound! With difficulty I was
turned
bullet,

obscene literature,

Aug. 18th, of typhoid fever,aged 24 years.
SELENE SIMMONS, sister of the above, died
ofthe
same disease, at the same place, Sept.
2,aged 19 years. Thesetwo sisters, thus stricken down in their youth at nearly the same time,
ave their hearts to Jesus and were baptized by
Rev. E Dudley about eight years ago, amd unit
ed with the Ripley F. W. B. church, of which
they remained faithful and devoted members to
the last.
Ardently attzched to the church of
their choice, they were ever zealous to promote its welfare. They were respected and beloved by all who knew them, and the church
and community feel their death to be a serious
loss.
The afflicted family, whose only daughters
were thus taken away, can console themselves
with the thought that they died in the full triumphs of the Christian’s faith, with the hope of
a glorious immortality beyond the grave.
C. F. DIKEMAN.

whizzed

round us;

one

struct the doctor’s

round, to look for the outlet of the
but it was still in my .body, near

the spine. At last it is cut out. ‘Is the
wound dangerous? I asked. ‘I hope not.’
¢ Pray tell me the truth.’ ‘Not very dangerous,

it is to be hoped,’

phasized ¢ very’ my

arm, docter.”

with the em-

hopes

melted.

‘The

wound

away.

going

were

and

They

my

in

This fortunately was looked

forin vain; the ball had merely caused a
blue spot, and sunk into the ground harm-

whom I commissioned to send word to my
family.
:
and howled
Unoeasingly it whizzed

carefully laid

had

The doctor

been spent on

the most terrible fire, perhaps, for an hour

continent.

Your victo-

the hands

and hearts

me on my

head,

my

on

with

my

order,

in

cloak,
in

firmly

helmet

measure,

some

Thus
amid

to protect me from the leaden hail,
I lay alone with my own thoughts,

of government for the people by the people, in every corner of the Old World. In

and a half. All my thoughts, as far as
pain and increasing weakness allowed,
were fixed on my family. Gradually I

fingland, the dam that had for so many.
years held back the free waters, burst in

rounded me, and only when too much sand

of those

the

who

same

are

year

striving

that

in

the

cause

you sheathed

sword, and your friends

your

there are triumph-

ant and honored; and if those who ‘were
your foss tnere return to power, you will
find that the lesson of your war has not
been lost on them. In another six years
, you will have finished the first century of
your national life. By that time you will
have grown to fifty millions, and will have
subdued and settled those vast regions,
which

now,

in the richnessof

tudes, broken only by the
engine as it passes once a
new

prairie line, startles

their

soli-

panting of the
day over some

the traveler from

the
Old World. I am only echoing the
thoughts and prayers of my nation in wishing you God-speed in your great mission.
When that centenary comes round, I hope,
if Ilive, to see the great family of English-

from

the

my body did I remember
.....

position.

ble

was

bullets

striking

which

danger

accustomed to the

got

my

thrown

sur-

on

little envia-

lust, after long,

At

long waiting, the sanitary detachment came
to me.”

rr

happy

communities, in

which the angels’message of peace on earth
and goed will amongst men may not be
still a mockery and delusion. It rests with
you to determine whether this shall be so
or not. May. the God of all the nations
of the

earth,

who

has

so

marvelously

prospered you hitherto, and brought you
through so great trials, guide you in your
decision.

For myself, I should be thankful to return to the habitsof our grandmothers,—
buy a bonnet which would do to wear tea
years; have three dresses, two for every
day and one for ‘‘nice,” and wear them
year after year till they
wear out, without alteration; also twist up my hair in a
plain wad at the back of my head. I should
then have more time for reading and study,
more

and

to

money

spend in books,

pic-

unlimited time and money for doing good.
And I know of very many women who
would be only too happyto throw aside
the wearisome shackles of fashion. But
what would be the result? With the maiden, no more beaux;

with

a moment.

I speak

the wife, a cessa-

what I know

wives. They are personally attractive,
and I doubt not, are quite as refined and
intelligent as the average of fashiduable
women. Why is there not a greater

Tbe Paris Illustration, in spite of the terrible disasters that have overtaken the
Prench arms,

subject.

still indulges in jokes

In a history of war,

1866 —THE

NEEDLE

on'the

it describes

GUN.

But, as the sagacity of man has no limits,
lve invents

the

needle

gun,

an

admirable

invention, with which one is able to kill
ten men at 500 yards, before the enemy is
able to kill one, Triumph of the needle
gun! The soldiers become mechanics, and

the commanding general is chief engineer.

of good homes,

make

and would

mand for them a8

wives, and

the. Flora McFlimseys a
ot? Let the facts speak
Be not deceived. O, my
you lies the fault; from

excellent

why

are n

drug in the markfor themselves.
brethren! With
you must come

the-remedy,—refuse to pay court to silks,
panniers, frills and chignons, and we shall

go over to calico
Post,

in battalions.—Evening
~

The - thirty years’ wap lasts thirty days.
1870.—~THE

MITRAILLEUSE,

But the chief mechanic of the hostile

Cynicism.
ar-

mies invents the mitrailleuse, of the power

of forty needle guns, One man can destroy
a company in five minutes, ‘at a distance of

2,000

yards,

The mechanics

working

mitrailleuses gain many laurels.
thirty years' war lasts three days.
1880—rHE

ELECTRICAL

the

idle, the

and the

the

The

GUN,

Bat the hostile mechanics do not despair ;
they invent an electrical gun of the power
of twenty-five mitrailleuses.
Asingle man

That kind of cynical criticism of life
which amounts to a regular depreciation of

its higher aims and better labors, is founded

upon an error which it is very easy to signalize. Ifthe conscience of an observer
has been depraved by willful wrong doing,

he immediately inclines to

note

and dwell

upon the worst or weaker pars of the character of each individual; not necessarily to
rejoice in it, which would be devilish, but

destroys a battalion with the greatest of to watch the power which the wrong part
ease in three minutes, and at a distance of

a man may have of defeating the right
in
/

foreign,

dissolute

are

in

All these live along the borders of crime—

many of them across that border.—Rev. Dr.
Bitlenger.

Mr. Gough’s Recovery.
The following

incident is worthy of be-

ing often repeated,

labor

for moral

as an encouragement to

or

religious reform.

A

warm heart and wise tongue may overcome
the most formidable obstacles. Rev. T. L.

Cuyler tells the story:
:
On a certain Sabbath evening,
twenty

years

young

man

ago, a reckless,

was

some

ill-dressed

idly lounging under the

elm-trees in the

public

square

of Worces-

ter. He had become a wretched waif on
the current of sin. His days were spent
in the waking remorse of the drunkard;
his nights were passed in the buffooneries
of the ale-house. As he sauntered along,out
of humor with himself and with all mankind, a kind voice saluted him. A stranger laid his hand on his shoulder, and
tones:

‘Mr.

G., go down

town-hall

to night.’

followed, so winning

in its character that the reckless youth
consented to go. He went; he heard the
appeals there made.
With tremulous hand
he signed ths pledge of total abstinence.
By God's help he kept it, and keeps it yet.
The poor boot-crimper who tapped him on
the

shoulder,—good

lately gone

Joel

to heaven.

saved is to-day

the

Stratton,—has

But the youth he

foremost

of reformers

on the face of the globe. Methinks, when
I listen to the thunders of applause that
reet John B. Gough on the platform of
oxeter Hall or the Academy of Music, I am

hearing

the

echoes

of

that tap onthe

shoulder, and of that kind

invitation under

the ancient elms of Worcester!
wianeth souls is wise.”

¢ He that

‘

Tuesday,

ANNIE

THIS RAILWAY EXTENDS FROM
NEW YORK to CINCINNATI 860 miles,
NEW YORK to CLEVELAND 625 miles,
NEW YORK to DUNKIRK 460 miles,
NEW YORK to BUFFALO 423 miles,
NEW YORK to ROCHESTER
385 miles,
AND IS
22 MILES THE SHORTER RBOUTE

Dec.

O. TUTTLE,

Preceptress.

to those preparing to teach.

Board, and rooms to those wishing to board

them-

selves, will be furnishea at reasonavle rates.
Apply to the PRINCIPAL, Or to
. THOMAS TUTTLE, M. D, Pres.
E. 8. TASKER, Sec.

Four EXprEsS TRAINS daily leave New Yorkfrom
Depot foot of Chamber

Northwood, N, H., Oct. 18 1870.

RIDGEVILLE

M188 JORIE

23d 8t., Depet at
7,45 and 9,45

COLLEGE.

MRS. MARY

Teacher of Primary Depart=

J, BE. ADKINSON,

mental

Music.

Leave

INSTITUTE.

corner Exchange

G. H. RICKER, Principal.
North Scituate, R. I., Oct. 10, 1870.

HE

WINTER

will begin Nov, 17.

The Normal department will

be

under

LASELL

FEMALE

Miss

Rev, A.

BAGGAGE
Fare as low and

Trust.

Which

SEMINARY.

LD

can

other route

RAILWAY,

be procnred
at all principal
throughout the country.

RUCKER,
Gen. Sup’t.

! May2d,
1870

offices

| W.R. BARR,
Gen’l Pass’r A’t.

eowtf28
ONSTETUTIONAL
REMEDY.
CERTAIN
CASES OF CATARRH, and

CATARRMNM
CURE
FOR
WORST
al] diseases of the Mu-

cous Membranes
connected with skin, liver, bladder, kidneys, and the like,
Cures by building up the Constita-

tion.

Is the result of thirty years practice of a leading

New

England

Physician.

While

of Twenty-Five

Years’

curing

every weakness of the system, in back,
ever there is any.
Testimonials.

_|

WILTON SEMINARY,

A Cough

Iowa.

Catarrh

cures

loins, or wher-

Standing Cured.— Ca-

commences Sept. 7.

tarrh, with Droppings iu the Throat, causing feelings
of strangling,
Cured.— Dizziness,
Paing
in Side and

L'uition,—common branches
and incidentals—
$7.00; extra
branches, each, $0.75.
Boarding and room rent at terms’ to favor students.
:

So says Capt.Joseph George of Manchester, N. H., in
a long cer.ificate, dated April 25, 1870,
Ex-Gov. Smyth,
ex-Member of Congress, Morrison, and Geo. W. Riddle

THE

SUMMER

TERM

Weakness of Kidneys Immediately Reliéved.
— Svstem
Seemingly Made Over New by Uuse of One Bottle,

Term, 12 weeks ; vacation through holidays.

! testify that they

O. E. BAKER,

square

Supt.
{
|

pod

PARSONSFIELD

K. MABRY,

know

whose

Capt. George

word

they

to be

am honest,

believe.

sleep

Nights,

unless

Catarrh Snuff

was perpetually used,

will | [* Cured with One Bottle,
per
A highly respected and influential citizen of New Bos-

sonal supervision of
MADISON

man,

Weakness of Kidneys and Pains in Side and Back of
Twenty years’ standing, Cured in Two Weeks by Less
than a Bottle.—A Catarrh €ough. so bad as to Prevent

SEMINARY.

"HE FALL TERM of this Institution
commence on Tuesday, Aug, 23, under the

SISTER M.. wife of Bro. Luther Taylor, died at
Argusville, N. Y., Oct. 18, 1870, in the 70th year
of her age. Sister T. put on Christ by public
profession nearly forty-seven years ago.
She
has been a consistent and much respected member of the F. Baptist church of Ames for fortyone years, evincing to all, that ‘religion was her
chief concern.”
She was baptized by the Rev.
P. W. Lake, who was then pastor.
In the absence of her pastor, her funeral was attended by
the Rev. Mr. Julian, of the Lutheran church.

CHECKED THROUGH,

time as quick as by many

ASK FOR TICKETS via ERIE

CHLaS. W. CUSHING.

WILTON,

retirement of a pri-

Cleveland, Cincinnati and intermediate points,

French and German, unsurpassed.
Particular atten,
tion paid to common and solid branches.
Teachers
chosen with great care.
(Combines the advantages
and cemforts of a school and home.)
Number limited to 40,
Next year begins September 15.

Address
6yt2

!

between New York and Rochester, Buffalo, Dunkirk,

L.

AT AUBURNDALE, MASS.
Ten miles west of Boston. Instruction thorough,
careful, complete. Advantages for Music, Painting-

S1sTER NIRA StMMONS died at Coalport, Iowa,

Streets, at

vate drawing Room.
¥®. Magnificent Day and Night Coaches, of a style
peculiar to this line are run through without change

the care of

;

Michigan

while enjoying the comfort and

G. B. FILES, A. B., Principal.
MISS NELLIE KNOWLTCN, Preceptress,
aided by competen: teachers.
E. E. WADE, A. B., who will be assisted by
M. SIMONS.
5
For particulars address the Principal, or
L, GERRISH.
N. F. WEYMOUTH, Sec’y.
:
| Pittsfield, Oct. 25 , 1870.

and

B= New and improved DRAWING Room COACHES
are attached to the train leaving New York at 10.00 A
M. and Buffalo at 7.00. A. M.. running through without change,anfd affording a fine opportunity for viewing the varied and bpeantiful scenery of this line,

INSTITUTE.

TERN

from

7,00 A.M.,2,50 ¥*.M.,6,25 ¥. M.& 11,20 P.M
Leave Rochester by New York time,from Gen-esee Valley Depot. at
7,15 A.M. and 4.00 ,00E,

IMMHE WINTER TERM will commence on MONDAY, Nov. 14, 1870. Complete courses of study
for both sexes,
’

CENTRAL

i

by Columbus, O., time

7,25 A ML, 3,35 ¥*, M. and 10,25 . MM.
Leave Dunkirk by New, York time,from Union
Depot, at
i
*
13,0 ¥*, MI, and 9.50 I. M.
Leave Buffalo by New York time, from: Depot

27.

36

MAINE

Cleveland

Atlantic and Great Western Depot, at

Summer term begins June 6, and ends August 18.

LAPHAM

6,45 IP. M.

running through to New York without change.

Ztacher of Instru-

’

Calendar for 1820-21. —Fall term begins September 6, and ends November 23,
Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May

A. M., 5,15 and

Topning through WITHOUT CHANGE and connecting
with all WESTERN AND SOUTHERN LINES, |
_ Trains leave Cincinnati by Columbus, O.,
time, trom Depot cor. 5th and Hoadley streets at
2,00 A. Mi. 1,15 and 9,45 P. M.

Professor of Mathemat cs.

SUMPLON,

ment.

St.. at

8.00 and 10.00 A. M,, 5.30 and 7.00 P. M.

REV. J. L.COLLIER, A. M.f President.
REV. I. D. ADKINSON, A. M., Professor of Ancient
Languages.
WILLIAM REED,

ATLANTIC
CITIES
AND THE °

WEST AND SOUTH-WEST.

SEMINARY.

: Special attention given to those fitling for College,
and

Mrs. ALMIRA, wife of Mr. Charles H. Dearborn, of New Darham, died Oct. 29, of dyspepsia. She was of feeble health for some time, but
suddenly passed away with but a few hours’
warning.
Sister Dearborn embraced Christ in
early life and was baptized at Great Falls, N. H.
She leaves a husband
and
three children to
mourn, bnt not as those who haye no hope.
J. F. Joy.

ton, N. H., testifies to the above.
John 8. Hayes. formerly
teacher

|

Principal,

of the

North

Gram-

mar School, Manchester, N. H., and now at Newton,
Mass., says that it did for hima what it was recommend-

assisted by J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics, | ed to do.
Nataral Sciences and Vocal Music; Miss M. A. Pike | Sore Throat, Headache, Catarrb, Cured by ConstitutionTeacher of Modern Languages, Painting
and Draw- | al Catarrh Remedy.
ing; Miss J. B. Stanley,
Teacher of Instrumental |
A. L. Chesley,46 Hanover street, Manchester, N. H.,

Music, Piano and Organ ; Mr. J. W. Titcomb, Teach-: says so, under a statement of March 28, 187u.
er of * Spenoerian System” of Penmanship; Miss Cured of Catarrb, Hacking Cough, Pains in the Back and
Abbie Mabry, Primary
Department,
|
Kidneys,

and

Lame

Shoulders,

Tuition: Common Knglizh, $3,00; Higher English, |
Rufus Merrill, a well known- elderly gentleman of this
$4,00; Languages, $600; Music, $5,00; Wse of In-|
testifiesto the above.
strumeat, $2.00; Drawing, &c., $3,00 to $5,00; Pen- | city,
We might give certificates by the thousands of the same
manship, $1,50.
i import, but they take up too much space. The originals

Board, $3,00 per week. Wood and
Rooms for those desiring to board

J. M. CRANDALL.

lights extra. |
themselves. |

are

in the

possessionof the

proprietors.

At this writing, August 20, 1870, it has been less tham
prices. | eight months before the public, and the sale has beem
A Teacher’s Class will be formed for the purpose | enormous for a new article. Wherever a dozen goes
It recommends'itself; one botof thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach | many more soon follow.
\
the coming winter. Especial attention paid those tle often selling a gross.
Price
One
Doliar
per
bottle.
Sold by all leading Drugstudents preparing for College.
gists, Send for Circulars.
:
"M. E. SWEAT, M. D., Sec. of Trus,
General Agents: Weeks & Potter, Geo. C. Goodwin &
Parsonsfield, June 27,70.
& Perry, Boston.
John F. Henry, 8 College
[} Co., Burr
Flats, New York, General Agents for Middle and Western
tates.
WHITESTOWN SEMINARY.
LITTLEFIELD & HAYES, Druggists and Chemists,

Books furnjshed by the Principal at Portland

LEMUEL PARMELEE, formerly of E. Eamburg,
N. Y., died of congestion of the lungs, in Middlefield, Ohio, Jan. 25th, 1869, in his 89th year.
He was born in Killingsworth, Conan.
He had
endured
the hardships ef pioneer
life, and
reared a large family ; had witnessed the struggles of two wars and participated in the events

of the war of 1812; his life had

ERIE RAILWAY.
THE BROAD GAUGE, DOUBLE TRACK ROUTE
BETWEEN THE
*¥

on

been one of use-

fulness; his cultivated intellect and genial temer made him a favorite with all who knew him.
e had been a member of the Freewill Baptist
church and a subscriber for the Star thirty-five
years.
He was an affectionate husband and tender father. He lived and died a Christian.
MARY A. PERKINS,

HE FALL TERM of this institution will open |
Aug. 23. Its courses of study are as follows: In|
Female

Department—Collegiate,

English,

Manchester,

The

Musical,

Painting.
In Male Department—Classical, rlgesh
are |
and Scientific, Commercial. Superior facilit
furnished to Young Men Fitting
for Cellege. Its |
Commercial Department is one of the Most Success- |
fulin the state. Terms moderate. For full infor
mation, send for Catalogue.
:
J. 8S. GARDNER, Prin.
Whitestown, N, Y., July 22, 70.
|

N. H

, Proprietors.

wid

strongest and best secured, as well
most profitable
investment
mow

as

offered in the market.

7 PER

CENT

GOLD.

First Mortgage Bonds,

EMMA H., daughterof Thomas F- and Sarah
Otis, died in Sheffield, Vt., aged 16 years and 8
months.
Seldom do we witness the dissolution
COUPON OR REGISTERED AND FREE OF U.S.TAX,
of so many hopes as in the very sudden death of
WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
Principal and Interest payable in Gold.
this young Christian.
Se was an excellent
HE WINTER TERM of Lebanon Academy will
teacher, a sweet singer. aud a faithful witness
ISSUED BY THE
:
commence
on
Tuesday,
Nov.
22,
and
continue
for Jesus.
All mourn for Emnma, especially her
parents, for they hoped she would be spared to ten weeks under the following instructors: G. H.|
Burlington, Cedar Rapids and
Pearson, A. B., Principal; Mi.s M. H. Fernald, Pre- |
sooth their dying pains.
May
God comfort.
ceptress, and teacher of Instrumental Muaic;
Mrs. |
and®ustain them as he alone can do, and enable PE.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawing; T. A. Stacy,
Minnesota R. R. Co.
hthem to bear their loss with resignation and pa- er of Penmanship and Voeal Music; Miss A. V. The small remaining balance of the Loan for sale at
tience.
3
Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.

NANCY E., widow of the late James Horne,

190 AND ACCRUED INTEREST.

TUITION.

and have a ta-

died in Wheelock, Vt., Sept. 15th, in her 82d
year.
Sister Horne was a subject of saving grace
for nearly fifty years,
Her faith was strong in
God, and she was ready and anxious to pass
over the river of desth.
Her declining years
were made happy in the midst of plenty by her
surviving children, and in the assurance that her
husband
and six children awaited her in the
happy land.
’

ble prepared which,
by showing him
where his strength is expended, might
guard him against excess. The table prepared for some young men would read
very much as follows:
Spent in digesting a big dinner, which

JAMES HEwEY died in Webster, Me., Aug.
26th, aged 69 years.
Brother Hewey was converted in 1840, and united witb the F. W. B.
church in Litchfield and Wales, of which he remained a worthy member until desth.
We
visited him frequently during his sickness, which
was’ consumption, and always found bim calm

HE FALL TERM
of 11 weeks, will eom-| to St. Louis, is rapidly progressing, in time for the
meace Tuesday, Aug. 30, under the instruction o« movement of the coming grain crcps, which, it is

business, and made his arrangements several
weeks before his death,
Ile leaves a wife and
four children to monrn their loss.
But we have
the comforting assurance that with the redeemed
on high he now lives a far more glorious hfe.
His funeral was attended at his residence on the
Sabbath by a large number of citizens and

Primary,

‘Wasted

Strength.

A writer in the Herald of Health thinks.
that a young man might serve himself by
seeking the counsel of a physiologist, tell
him

frankly all his habits,

the body did not

need,

suflicient

force to

7%
raise 30 tons of matter one foot high.
Spent in getting rid of several drinks of
wine andsbrandy, force sufficient to raise 20
tons one foot high.
:
Spent in smoking six cigars, force suffi\ent to raise 10 tons one foot high.
h
Spent in keeping awake all night at a
spree, force sufficient to raise 20 tons one
foot high.
Spent in breathing bad air, force sufficient to raise 15 tons one foot high.
Spent in cheating a neighbor out of $30
in a business transaction,

'

Prison

and tes-

with which Cain slew his brother, down
to the implement which will eventually
produce a universal peace.
We shall comence with 1866 :
y
:

Oo

drunkenness,

crithinals.

the greatest danger of becoming criminals.

tion of devotion on the partof her husband
—results too dire to be contemplated for

the implements of warfare, from the club

—

the intemperate,

A brief ‘conversation

9

tify what I have seen. I have myself been
to parties sensibly and economically clad,
and I was despised and rejected of men;
again, I have been more fashionably and
expensively attired, and I had more beaux
than I knew what to do with. By the way,
why don't some of the wise and sensible
bachelors court and marry among the vast
army of working girls? They are dressed
simply, and are accustomed to habits
They. would be glad enough
of economy.

+ Implements of Warfare,

rant, the homeless,

to our meeting at the

Defense,
lp—

and

statistics show that the indigent, the igno-

said, in cordial

A Woman's

speaking nations girding the earth with a tures, and traveling, to say nothing of the

circleof free and

prostitution.

attendants,

the

him, as also

thanked

and

gambling,

dector

hand to the

I extended my

lessly.

are

.

open

6 and continue i3 weeks.
ALBERT R. SAVAGE, Principal,

a wife

and one child.

could only point. My dress was quickly
opened, and in the middle of the breast a
bloody wound was found, which the doctor
hastily bound. The balls still coustantly

around me.

this

leaves

BITE WiLians,,.

——

wins the vic-

He

—ACTIVE,
ENERGETIC MEN to
» sell and apply MILLERS PATENT
WEATHER STRIP, for doors and windows. This
is the only strip that is composed entirely of Rubber,
A SMART
MAN can make handsome wages. Exclusive territory arranged. For Terms, arrangements,
apply to the sole manufacturers.
turers.
b

Sw83

Winter Term will commence

E. MASON, Precepiress.

SARAH

WANTED

Catalogues will be sent on application te the Seeretary.
, JAMES CALDER, Pges,
L.P. REYNOLDS, Sec,

The

W. WORTHEN, Principat.

Miss

MR. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial Department, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.
Miss
LUELLA I. MEIGS, Teacher of Musie,
wit such other assistance as may be required.

Tuesday, September 6th, 1870.

NORTHWOOD

MR. GEORGE

©

The Fall Term of Hillsdale College will

formity in the directness with which they
point to ignorance, idleness, orphanage,
drunkenness, licentiousness, and homelessness as causes of crime.
Among negative
causes of crime, homelessness, ignorance,
and voluntary exile are the -most potent.
Homelessness destroys the young,ignorance
the adults, while among our immigrant
population both sauses combine to produce
criminals.
The positive sources of crime

settleit. There will never ba anything but
love again, if Eogland has the casting
vote. For remember that the force of the
decision of your great struggle has not
ry has strengthened

fever.

' The Institution will be under the tharge of

14, 1870

THE WINTER TERM of this Instutiom will commence Thursday, ‘Nov, 10th, 1870, under the nstruction of LYMAN G. JORDAN, A. B,, as Principal,
with three Assistants. The principle object of this
school is to fit young men for College and no pains
will be spared to make it a first class school. Its
counection withthe Bates College gives ite students
many advantsges not to be had at other schools.
He
A. M, JONES. See,

Obitnaries.

Oct. bth,of typhoid

will commence Nov.

ace glad to inform thelr friénds that

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.

Society sustains a fourfold relation to ‘tory, and he sleeps. When he wakes, the
Ain’t your bonds held by fate, John,
criminals, viz: To those in danger of be- struggle against the taste for liquors beHow it Feels to be Shot.
Like all the world’s beside?
coming criminals; to those who have actu- gins again, and another powder is taken,
—
—
ally become 80; to the imprisoned crimi- and so on, until at last perfect success and
So runs the end of the solemn appeal
The desire
nal, and to the liberated criminal.
Of the glorious victory are obtained.
in ‘“ Jongthan to John,” the poem which |. A writer in the North German Gazelle
for drink will be completely eradicated, and
suggest
the title of this lecture. It thus details his experience in one of the . above classes, the most clearly defined is its return will not be likely to occur. Dur
the prison population. Their number is
comes from one who never deals in wild battles at Metz :
°
known, and if, from the 17,000 persons con- ing the treatment food should not be taken,
words. * I am proud to be able to call him
‘There! a blow in the breast, a tearing fined in our higher penal institutions, we unless urgently desired, and then it should
a very dear and old friénd. He is the in the body, a fall with a loud cry and terWhat be of the most nutritious character. Broths\'
American writer who did more than any rible pain; there I lay, one of the victims can get an answer to the question,
of fowl or beef, steak, and such other
other to teach such of us in the old of this bloody day. My first sensation was brought you here? we shill have made a meats a8 ure best calcalated to preserve tae
grea advance Low
iswering the quescountryas ever learned them at all, the
at the blow, my second an expecta- tion, What is the responsibility of society tone of the stomach, are to be preferred.
rights and wrongs eof this great struggle anger
tion
of
seeing myself explode, for judging for the causes of crime? More than 28 per
of yours. Questions asked by such men
the sound of the ball I believed I had cent. tell us they can not read, and 97 per
can never be safely left on one side. aby grenade
in my body; then came the pain, cent. have never learned a trade; those
Well, then, I say we have answered them.
and with it helplessness and falling. Oh, from foreign countries number 28 per cent;
We know—no nation, I believe, knows
how frightful are those first moments! 22 per cent. are minors; 3.3 per cent. are
better, or confesses daily with more of awe
Where I was hit, how I was wounded, I insane and imbecile. In the common jails
—that our borids are held by fate; that a
strict account of all the mighty talents could form no idea; I only felt that I could of New York, in 1864, 32 per cent. could
Particular Netice ! Persens wishingobitua
stir, saw the battalion disappear from’ not read; 72 per ceut. were without trades;
which have been committed to us will be not.
ries
published in the Morning Star, who do not
my
sight,
and
myself
alone
od
the
ground
required ofus English, though we do live amid the fearful howling and whistling of 50 per cent. were foreigners; 49 per cent.
were left orphans, and 60 per cent. admit- patronize it, must accompany them with cash
in a sea fortress, in which the gleam of
balls, which were incessantly striking ted that they frequented houses of ill fame, equal to flve cents a line, to insure an insertion,
steel drawn iu anger has not been seen for the
the earth around me. Wita difliculty could
more than a century. We know that we I turn my head a little, and saw behind gambling houses, and grog shops. In the Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
are very far from being what we ought to me two soldiers attending on a third, who iweaty-eight reformatory institutions re- gingle square can well be afforded to any single
porting for 1868, out of 7,963, averaging
be; we know that we have great social was lying on the ground.
Ha
about 13 years each, 60 per eent. were obituary. Verses are inadmissible.
problems 8 work out; and, believe me,
Of what happened I can
give
ac- of foreign parentage; 55 per cent. were
we have set manfully to work to solve ‘count, except that
I cried for help sbveral
C. ROLLIN DARREER died in West Falls, N. Y.
and
half orphans;
23
per
them; problems which go right down times as well as I eould, for the pain and orphans
Oct. 31st, after a short illness, aged 52 years.
amongst the roots of things, and the wrong burning thirst had the upper hand. At cent, used liquor and tobacco; 43 per His end was was peace.
cent. were homeless, and 27 per cent.
JAS. HUXTABLE.
solution of which may shake the very founboth of them ran up to me, and with wholly illiterate. There is a sad uniformidations of society.
Wa have to face them last
MR. CoArRLES F. YouNG died in Middleton,
joy 1 recognized the doctor and hospital ty in these figures, and a still sadder unimanfully, after the manner of our race,
attendant of my
you wounded?”

TERM

Spring term begins Jan. 31; ends April 14. 1871,

Summer term begins April 26; ends July 6, 1871, © ' ”

INSTITUTION.

New Hampton, N. H., Oct, 18th, 1870.

»

morists often make us sthile at ‘them, they

Wr

WINTER

&c.

the present fucuiy,
— Principal and Assistants—will con
tinue thelr
gonnection with the 8chool next term, and the
public may be assured that the Institution as fully merits
their patronage as at any period ofits history.
For further information, rooms, &c., apply early to
REV. A. B. MESERYEY, Principal,
E.C.LEWIS, See.

always show them in their true light—that

—

HAMPTON

The Trustees

in a scientific vein, the accu-

racy of those instinctive generalizations
which play so large a part in human affairs.

in all

TE

1900—THE

8. BUZZELL.

of every twenty-

1

stated the case

countries, from an Englishof view, of course,
but I

hours of good sleep out

four: 6. Cleanliness; 7. Regularity

per Wa

1 have now, myfriends,

between our
man’s point

lective man is a very different creature from

Aor B taken at hazard out of a crowd.
This is indeed, a very poor way of puttin
the case, which might be made muc
stronger; but room must be made for a
word about cynical criticismof a less: malignant order. This chiefly exhibits itself
in running down vulgar enthusiasms, and

Wis
open its. Firat Term at Lyndem
ter,
Vermont, on TUESDAY, August 23,
, for
the Academical year 1870-71,
CALENDAR.
— Fall term begins August 28; ends
Nov, 4.
o
Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871.

Sip Er Bo

which spouts out a continual stream of bullets, is managed like a fire engine, and
possesses the power of ‘wenty-five electrical
lecture of Thomas Hughes, who made his | gang. It destroys a regiment at & distance
plea in Boston for charity and peace on the of 8,000 yards, in a minute and a half.
Triumph of steam, The thirty years’ war
part of England and America :
has lasted twenty-four hours.

We copy from the Advertiser the follow“ing report of the closing paragraphs of the

ascendant,

A

the steam gun,

in the

or in other words, that, in the mass, exces;
and defect correct each other, so that col-

BIB.

od

For the war is invented

‘good and right are still

i

LYNDON LITERARY AND
LICAL INSTITUTION

5
El Ee

GUN.

THE

Wipow
WADE died in Smithfield, Maine,
Sept. 2, 1870, aged 77 years.
Her sickness was
long but born with patience and Christian fortitude.
She had been a Christian for more than
forty years, and died gin the triumph of faith.
She leaves four children to mourn their loss.

Under the headof good physical habits he
supply of nutritious
food; 2. Daily an regular exercise in the
open air; 3. Pure water to drink; 4. Pure
and abundant air for our lungs; 5. Eight
enumerates, 1, A

wl

STEAM

part in’ him. But, all the while he is imperfectly sensible of the
great fact that the

A

1890—THE

to Jenathan.

The

lasts a day and a half.

MT

John

Triumph
of electricity.

thirty years’ war

tt

JM

"2,000 yards.

867

i,

a

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

16, 1870.

FEN

THE MORNING STAR: NOVEMBER

RE

Pe

s

say

force sufficient to

raise 15 tons one foot high.
Spent in reading worthless books and
newspapers, force sufficient to raise 5 tons
one foot high.
Spent in hesitation, doubt and uncertainty, force sufficient to raise 5 tons one foot
high.

4

Total—120 tons one foot high.
Left for practical and useful labor only
enough to raise 55 tons one foot high, or to
do less than one-third of a day's work.
"“The secrets of good health, according to
the same writer, are: 1. A good constitu-

tion;

mental

2. Good

physical

habits; 4.

Good

habits; 8. Good
moral

habits.

Languages,

Common English, $4,50.
Penmanship,

friends.

AUSTIN

MR.

A.

N.

MRS.

SARAH

those

who

3

GRANITE
MILITARY

faith unwavering in God, and a ‘‘hope that mak-

Village,

Oct.

29,

aged 1
4
)

i ly remains

See

an un-

A small quantity of the issue on-

unsold, and wnen

the

enterprise

is com-

pleted, which will be this Fall, an immediate advance over subscription price may be looked for.
The bonds have 5 youre to run, are convertible
at the option of the holder into the stock of the Com.
pany at par, and the payment of the principal is proThe convertibility FG
vidéd for by a sinking fuad.
ai ov
ean np
to Shane onde
ilege attached

* | cause them at an early
price considerably above
i Jresest Prices ream
nterest, while these

a marke
day to command
par. U.S. Five-twenties at

ony 4% pet oent., Surrehot:
Bonds pay 8)¢ per cent,,and we

regard then to he 28 safe snd ary equal Ay aocunty

| to any
Hace]

INSTITUTE,

they are
issued; and until
ond
Railroad
upon the Now York Stock Exchange, the rules

completed, we

obli-

| gate ourselves to rebuy at any time any of these Bonds

PRINCIPAL.

Advantages :— Retired location, yet easy of access; | sold by us after this date at the same priceas realized
No Saloons, or places of idle resort; Full corps of by uson thelr sale.
I "All marké@hble Securities taken in payment free of
teachers; Thorough instruction, &oc.
‘
Pupils Secetved at any time. Send for Circular.
| Commission and Express charges.
-

~

pe

EVANSVILLE

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,
32 Wall Street, New York.

-

SEMINARY,

HI WINTER TERM of this Institution will open |

Dec, 6, continuing 12 weeks.
:
Tuition from $5,50 to $7,50.
Board, $3,00,
. Wor further particulars address the Principal,
Prin.

Evansville, Wis., July 21, 1870,

Annie R.

E.:-L. HUNKINS,

these bonds to investors,
as, in every respect,

‘STATE

REV, G.S. BRADLEY,

eth not ashamed.”
Bro. Dunton’s sickness was
long continued and very painful, but borne with
Christian patience and
fortitude.
Entirely resizved to the will of God and happy in him, he
calmly fell asleep in Jesus.
’
CoM,
Hunking&, died in Lake
year and 4 days.

Foss,

i

& OOLLEGIATE

Rev. S.N.,, HOWELL,

relation he honorably sustained until
He possessed eminently the following

of E. L. and

earnings warrant us in unhesitatingly recommending

| doubted security:

REED’S FERRY, N. H., on Nashua & Concord R. R | of which require the road to be

About
and bechurch,

traits of character :=~Honesty, firmness, promptness, determination and executive force.
.Begides, he was generous and a vigorous worker in
the church,
for 25 years an attentive reader of
the Star and friend of the slaves,
Constantat
meeting, very earnest and gifted in prayer, with

T., infant son

themselves,
WARREN

settled

and Tiehoa} portion of the rp State of Jowss together with its present advanced
condition and large

$3.50

”
9
Center Strafford, July 27, 1570:

N. BARD.

became an active and earnest member of the

HARRY

}
!

| it does through the heart of the most thickly

4.00

wish to board

Bro. Moses L. DuNTON died of consumption,

which
death,

estimated, will doublé the present inscme of the road.
The established er
of this line, running as

Assistant,

English,

FOR

| CALVIN HALE,
H, HALEY,

SALE BY
Cash,

Dover, XM. H,

“

of whom pamphlets and information may be obtained

i
CREEN
MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
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Nov. 28, 1870. Fer particulars apply
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:
Waterbury Centerbury Center, Vt,, 1870.
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{ between St. Paul and Chicago 45 miles, and 90 miles

4.5 |
Higher English,
5.00
2
Languages,
given in Latin, Greek, French and Ger-| |
pr byes
|
man languages.
Board from $2.25 to $3.00, Rooms oan be had fer!

Funeral services by the writer.

F. W. Baptist church of Gardiner City.
two years since, he moved to Lewiston,
came
a member of the Pine St, F'. B.

)
ol
BATES

OF

Tuition.
Common

portion only of the line fully completed and equipped.

|

. COLLEGE, Principal,

He settled his

ES

| Trustees.

The greater part of the road is already in operation, and the present earnings are largely in excess
of the Operating expenses and interest on the bonds,
Tue balance of the work necessary
to establish
| through connections, thereby shortening the distance

ACADEMY,

MARSTON,

and November.

TheBonds are issued at $20,000 per mile against the

{

Sec.

CENTER STRAFFORD, XN. H.

at Lewiston, Me., the 26th of Feb. last, aged 70
years. Bro. D. professed Christ many years ago,

and

Special at-

payable May

J. EDGAR THOMPSON,
CHARLES L. FROST,

Ins. Music, $10,060

places can be obtained.

tention given to those fitting for College.
JOHN H. SHAPLEAGH,

B. 8. MOODY.

and resigned to the will of God.

(12 lessons) $1,50.

Good boarding

Interest

Higher English, $5,00 | :
Primary,
r $4,00.

$6,00.

To

$

$100
and women

selling
to the | mula White Wire
For full particulars,
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per month guaranteed. Sure
men
to all ambitious
250,
our world renowned
Patent Sliver

Clothes Lines, Business permancnt,
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Chief Justice

Chase

continues

to jmprove

a I.

health, and expects soon to resume
the Lench.

in

his seat on
;

the German loss was much heavier.
Paragraphs.

the abolition of the franking abuse in his annual
Another robbery by highwaymen has occurred
on the Pacific Railroad, $3,000 being stolen,
and

several Negroes
a

and

class who shall, at the conclusion of this college
year, pass the best classical examination, It
requires an examination in authors not included in the curriculum, and to which the competitor must, therefore, devote extra attention.

H,F.Durant, of Boston, has presented the Fe.
male Seminary of Mount Holyoke with. a library

valued at $10,000.
The Republicans have

elected thier

h

advertising

be nobler than

the ‘womanly

been

In New Jersey the republicans have twelve
majority, and among the candidates for the United States senatorship are Secretary Robeson and

-ex~-senator Frelinghuysen,

n

Institution

and

spotless

linen.

It

is necessary

that

visit

South Carolina “goes
republican by 33,000
majority, and Kentucky will probably send two
republicans to the House,
.

prefer to come as a student of the people and | take so much of my strength that mental labor
institutions of the country rather than as a pub- | is impossible, and then I take what
I call easy
lic lecturer.
{ reading,—good stories and the lighter newspd-

in this

Michigan will give
about 20,000 republican
majority, though the sixth district goes democratic by about 2,000.

It is known

as the | Of our own

offers a son

$30 000

The son, who seems

worthy

of such a mother, consents.

Isle, Me.,
and sled-

her again as soon as the
of her $30,000.

Boys

the divorce

is granted. [ers arms,

a cotton-growing

tract

of 4,000

acres,

is

now

| 80d

Mississippi.

Mr. Montgomery, the

t

state the people are

ve fpiing a

:

w

sources

the room of

are

Cen-

of the state, the old and

united,

prevails

and

to

among

turn

the

Sh

the

both the

* irreconcilables”

dieposition
over

re-inforcements

The army of the
Loire has
with the Prussian outposts.

to

The French postal
a regular service by

skirmishes

department is organizing
carrier-pigeons,
between

Tours and Paris.

:

The Paris Liberte asserts that Bismarck proposes the restoration
of the Pope’s temporal
power,
News from Shanghai to the 19:h of October has
been received in London, No" additional outrages are reported, but fears of war are still
entertained.
There were ninety religious journals published
in Paris befor: the war.
The removal of the Italian Capital to Rome
is fixed for July, 1872.
Itis reported that King

Victor Emanuel has refused to enter Rome,
being afraid of the anathemas of the Pope.
The Prussians infrontof Paris have trained
hawks
to capture earrier-pigeons sent out of
Paris with dispatches.
. The Austrian government
proved of the Italian policy.

has

officially

ap

Official dispatches report a better state of feeling of the Chinese government towards foreigners.
’

It is said that Wurtemburg, Baden and Hesse
Darmstadt areto enter the North German Confederation.

;

Prince
Frederick Charles is moving
south,
where the sufferings of the French are said to
be very great.
The French fleet in the North Sea seems to
have scared the Prussians, as no vessels are
ullowed to leave the Elbe.
Five thousand men, including one hundred
officers, fell into the hands of the Prussians at
the fallof New Breisach.
General de Paladine
reports that the recapture of Orleans was an

unequivocal success for the French arms.

Their

loss was about 2,000, while those of the enemy
were very much larger, and over 1,000 prisoners

were taken,

:

The railroad station of Strasbourg was re-opened for traficon the 14th ult. The loss of property in that city is immensely reduced from
the first hasty estimates,

that the lives of citizens

und it'does not appear’

sacrificed by

shell

have exceeded 250 at the outside, though more

still lie. in the hospital wounded,
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The Job type is entirely new, and

has been selected with great care from
type made, by first-class manufacturers
in

rd

phia.

ork, Boston,

va,

The Pressman

and Philadel-

has

had an

experi-

ence of twelve years, and that in some
of the best offices in the largest cities
of the country.
=
It is believed,

kinds

therefore,

of Job-printing,

that

all

including

the

printing of cuts and priiting in colors,

can be done in good style at short notice
and upon reasonable terms.
~Qrders are solicited from all parts of
the country.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,

No. 39 Washington St.,

Dover, N. H.

CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by

the author, has been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearance.
It should be in
every Baptist family.
Let every pas-

tor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and

useful book.—

Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper

covers, 15 cts.

Postage extra; on the

former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

" Commencement
of a New Volume.

:

HARPER'S

NEW

MONTHLY

MAGAZINE

December,

Portable Steam Engines,
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the same, Indian. meal may be changed
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A recent Washington
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A terrible freshet has occurred in
lives being reported lost.
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Germany must conquer France before the new
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The Imperial organin London
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for a restoration of the dynasty.
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Ct

TERMS for HARPER'S
MAGAZINE,
;
nd BAZAR,
“MAGAZINE, One Copy for One Year,

WEEKLY
$4.00

WEEKLY, Ane Oopy forQOne Year,
BAZAR,
One ops for One Yer,
HARPER'S MAGAZINK,
HARPER'S
WeEKLY.
BAZAR,

To

for ure vear,

HARPER

10,00;

or any

BROTHERS,J

ADVERTISERS.

‘Lhe

two

4,00
4,0
and

tor $7.00.

New
Now Yui k.

rates

of

advertising in the Morning Star will
be promptly forwarded to Advertisers,
on application to Mr. Gro, B..CoB,
at our office, No. 30 Vesey St., New
York, who is authorized to make contracts for advertising, and transact any
business

belonging to

department,

the

Ter

advertising

A

.

